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Executive Summary

The Rio Chama is the largest tributary of the Rio

Grande in New Mexico. The Rio Chama is a valuable

source of water for agricultural and municipal needs,

while it is also a unique water-based recreation and

wildlife resource. One of the highlights of the Rio

Chama is a spectacular 1,500-foot-deep gorge located

in the central part of the drainage. The river is managed

with a complex array of reservoirs under a number of

laws, compacts, and agreements. Federal lands within

the basin are predominantly managed by BLM and

USFS.

On November 7, 1988, Congress designated the

Rio Chama between El Vado and Abiquiu Reservoirs

as a National Wild and Scenic River. USFS, BLM, and

COE released the final Rio Chama Management Plan

in November 1990 for the administration of the Wild

and Scenic River corridor. The Management Plan

recommended a comprehensive instream flow assess-

ment to evaluate and quantify flows needed to support

resource values identified in the legislative history and

further defined in the Management Plan. This assess-

ment specifically analyzes flows within the Wild and

Scenic River for fisheries, recreational boating, fish-

ing, riparian habitat, scenic/aesthetic characteristics,

and endangered species (bald eagle). The Manage-

ment Plan identifies meeting delivery requirements of

Rio Chama water right holders and San Juan-Chama

(SJC) Transbasin Diversion Project contractors (water

users) as the highest priority for flow management,

followed by maintenance ofthe aquatic ecosystem. An
additional resource management priority is the peri-

odic augmentation of available flows for recreational

boating.

Objectives of this assessment are to: (1) evaluate

and quantify streamflows necessary to support specific

resource values; (2) determine physical and legal avail-

ability of water to meet management objectives for the

Wild and Scenic River; and (3) identify and evaluate

flow management strategies. An interdisciplinary team

representing four Federal agencies was assembled to

conduct the resource evaluation. The approach in-

cluded a thorough search of literature to establish a

base level of information and several intensive field

investigations to supplement existing information.

Resource-value versus discharge relationships were

developed and contrasted with analyses of existing and

future water management.

The Rio Chama supports a high value brown trout

fishery and the New Mexico Game and Fish (NMG&F)

Department has identified brown trout as the target

management species. The Rio Chama Management

Plan also directs that flow recommendations should

support natural reproduction of this species. The

following flow requirements were developed to sup-

port all life stages of brown trout: 1 50 to 700 cubic feet

per second (cfs) with 400 as an optimum for spawning

and incubation; 1 50 to 300 cfs with 200 as an optimum

for fry; and 75 to 300 cfs with 200 as an optimum for

juveniles and adults. Monthly flow regimes should be

based on times of the year when certain life stages are

present (e.g., spawning and incubation during the pe-

riod of October 15 to March 31). Additionally, a

minimum flow of 185 cfs is necessary to maintain

habitat for macroinvertebrates as forage for fish.

The Rio Chama provides high quality recreation

and wilderness experiences, with scenic boating and

fishing being the most significant. Flows required for

boating range from 800 to 1,000 cfs for minimum
Whitewater experiences and 500 to 600 cfs for scenic

floating experiences; flows required for fishing range

from 150 to 300 cfs.

Successful riparian area improvement has been

demonstrated over the last 6 years on the Rio Chama
and this flow-dependent resource continues to be an

important Wild and Scenic River corridor attribute.

Low-flow requirements for Palustrine Emergent veg-

etation, a wetland type important to the process of

stabilizing channel banks, should be no less than 185

cfs during the growing season. A peak flow of about

5,000 cfs is required every 5 to 10 years to maintain

channel-forming processes that enhance regeneration

of cottonwood trees.

An important nonboating feature ofthe Rio Chama

is the scenic/aesthetic quality of the canyon and river

areas. Minimum flows of about 40 cfs are required to

avoid large areas of exposed channel bottom, thus

providing a critical low-flow value for managing vi-

sual quality of the river.

Several factors have contributed to an increase in

bald eagle winter use along the Rio Chama. Although

management of riparian shrub and tree species is im-

portant for perch sites, this assessment focused prima-

rily on aquatic foraging habitat and access for bald

eagles. Flows ranging from 1 50 to 250 cfs are required

during the winter for foraging success; these flows

include minimum amounts to maintain aquatic habitat.

Water management in the Rio Chama and down-

stream in the Rio Grande is complex, not only because

1



of the many regulations and agreements governing

operation of the system, but also because of the many

storage projects, regulatory agencies, and water right

holders that participate in the management process. A
Water Management Addendum, prepared by USBR
and COE, was completed in conjunction with the Rio

Chama Management Plan. The Addendum was used

extensively in this assessment as the basis for analyz-

ing water management constraints and opportunities.

Two main projects, El Vado Reservoir and SJC

Transbasin Diversion Project, significantly affect the

natural snowmelt-driven streamflow through the Wild

and Scenic River. Although there is some water

management flexibility afforded by these projects and

other storage facilities in the Rio Chama Basin, many

legal and institutional constraints present substantial

limitations to instream flow availability in the studied

reach. Several strategies for managing instream flows

were reviewed, and an approach involving cooperative

management is recommended as the best means of

securing instream flows in the near future. This assess-

ment recommends that agencies pursue a Memoran-

dum of Understanding that establishes a process by

which parties could periodically plan for instream flow

needs and any possible reregulation of water to meet

those needs.

For managing multiple flow-dependent resources

on the Rio Chama, annual or seasonal hydrographs

may be constructed by blending flows required by

individual resources. Annual instream flow scenarios

are included in this report as example hydrographs that

(1) meet multiple flow requirements and (2) are fea-

sible given climatic and flow management constraints.

Additional recommendations identified in this as-

sessment include monitoring studies needed to support

future instream flow management in the Wild and

Scenic Rio Chama. Sediment and fish population

studies should be continued to guide decisions regard-

ing upland watershed land use, reservoir operations,

and river channel improvements. With the apparent

interest in trout fishing and the high quality fishing

experiences being observed, further study of this recre-

ational resource would compliment the work initiated

by this assessment. More thorough documentation of

ice conditions and bald eagle foraging in the winter

would support better estimates of flows for minimizing

ice accumulation.



Background, Purpose, and Study Objectives

On November 7, 1988, Congress passed Public

Law 100-633 designating the Rio Chama between El

Vado and Abiquiu Reservoirs as a national Wild and

Scenic River. The legislation designated the segment

from El Vado Ranch launch site downstream to the

beginning of USFS Road 151 as a Wild River and the

segment from the beginning ofUSFS Road 151 down-

stream to an elevation of 6,353 feet as a Scenic River.

These two segments combined are approximately 24.6

miles in length. In addition, the legislation designated

approximately 4 additional river miles, downstream of

the wild and scenic sections, as a study reach to be

protected under section 5(a) of the original Wild and

Scenic Rivers Act. A joint management section of

approximately 1.8 miles is designated below the study

section, within the flood control pool of Abiquiu

Reservoir.

In response to section 3(b) of the Wild and Scenic

Rivers Act, USFS, BLM, and COE released the final

Rio Chama Management Plan in November 1990 for

administration of the Wild and Scenic River corridor.

The Rio Chama Management Plan was prepared in

accordance with the Wild and Scenic River designa-

tions, the designation of the Chama River Canyon

Wilderness (PL 95-237, signed February 24, 1978),

and the various laws, compacts, and agreements gov-

erning management of water in the Rio Chama system.

The Management Plan also is consistent with manage-

ment direction defined for USFS in the Santa Fe

National Forest Plan and BLM in the Taos Resource

Management Plan.

The Rio Chama Management Plan provides com-

prehensive direction for the next decade concerning

development and management of natural resources in

the Rio Chama corridor. The Management Plan makes

preliminary recommendations for stable flows of 150

cubic feet per second (cfs) from mid-September to

mid-March, and minimum year-round flows of 1 00 cfs

to support a naturally reproducing brown trout popula-

tion and overall aquatic organism stability. The Man-

agement Plan also recommends augmentation of early

season flows up to levels suitable for 16-foot rafts,

estimated to be 750 to 1,000 cfs, as well as weekend

releases for recreational floating after July 15th. Addi-

tionally, the Management Plan addresses the possibil-

ity of providing lower flows for smaller boats in

situations of limited water availability.

Included in the Rio Chama Management Plan is a

recommendation for an instream flow assessment to

evaluate and quantify flows needed to support resource

values discussed in the legislative history of PL 100-

633 and identified in the Management Plan. The

purpose of this instream flow assessment is to refine

the preliminary flow recommendations presented in

the Management Plan. Specifically, the objectives of

the study include the following:

1. Evaluate and quantify streamflows necessary to

support the following values/uses:

Fisheries—flows required for various species and/

or life stages (may include macroinvertebrates),

for sediment transport and gravel-bed maintenance,

and for temperature maintenance;

Recreational Boating—flows required for 16-foot

rafts, 12-foot rafts, kayaks, and canoes;

Fishing—flows required for boating access, and

the effect of variable flows on fishing;

Riparian Habitat—flows required for maintenance

of riparian regeneration, including frequency,

magnitude, and duration of floodflows;

Scenic/Aesthetic—flows required for maintaining

scenic and aesthetic qualities, including water qual-

ity; and

Endangered Species—flows required for mainte-

nance of foraging areas for bald eagle and prey

species habitat.

2. Determine the physical and legal availability of

water to meet management objectives for the Wild

and Scenic River.

3. Identify and evaluate instream flow management

strategies and relate "protection realities" to man-

agement.

The Management Plan identifies meeting delivery

requirements of Rio Chama water right holders and

SJC contractors (water users) as the highest priority for



flow management, followed by maintenance of the existing flows for recreational boating, subject to the

aquatic ecosystem (see Water Management section). same constraints of meeting downstream water

An additional priority is periodic augmentation of demands.



Description of Study Area

The Rio Chama is the largest tributary of the Rio

Grande in New Mexico. The Rio Chama originates in

extreme southern Colorado and flows 115 miles south

and east to its confluence with the Rio Grande near

Espanola (Figure 1 ). It is a valuable source ofwater for

agricultural and municipal needs, while it is also a

unique water-based recreation and wildlife resource.

Flows in the Rio Chama are affected by three reservoirs

in the basin and the SJC Transmountain Diversion

Project, as well as by several flood control and storage

reservoirs on the main stem Rio Grande. There are

many laws, compacts, and agreements that govern the

management of these water projects, and thus the flows

in the Rio Chama.

N

i

k
Colorado

New Mexico

El Vado Reservoir

Abiquiu Reservoir

Nambe Falls Reservoir

Figure 1. Upper Rio Grande Basin.



The Wild and Scenic River corridor encompasses

the 30.4 miles of river as described in Public Law 100-

633 (Figure 2). The corridor begins at the El Vado

Ranch launch site (Figure 3), about 1 mile below El

Vado Dam, and extends downstream to an elevation of

6,235 feet, just below the Big Eddy takeout (Figure 4).

The drainage area of the Rio Chama is nearly 880

square miles at the upstream end of the corridor, and

approximately 1,600 square miles at the Abiquiu Res-

ervoir floodpool near the downstream end (Borland et

al. 1990). Major tributaries to the Rio Chama in the

Wild and Scenic corridor include the Rio Nutrias, Rio

Cebolla, and Rio Gallina. Lands within the corridor are

predominantly public lands managed by the BLM's
Taos Resource Area, the Canjilon Ranger District of

the Carson National Forest, and the Coyote Ranger

District of the Santa Fe National Forest. Lands within

the Abiquiu Reservoir flood easement are managed by

the Albuquerque District Office of COE.

Resource Setting

The Wild and Scenic Rio Chama has a semiarid,

continental climate with cold winters, warm summers,

and relatively low year-round humidity. Mean annual

air temperature for the area is 44 °F (6.6 °C), with

average monthly temperatures ranging from 4 °F

(-16 °C) in January to 84 °F (29 °C) in July. Annual

precipitation ranges from about 14 to 16 inches (36-41

centimeters), resulting primarily from winter snowfall

and late summer/early fall convective storms.

El Vado
Reservoir

Rio Nutrias

Rio Cebolla

Rio Gallina

Big Bend Riparian Site

Gage Station

-x Big Eddy

Abiquiu
Reservoir

Figure 2. Wild and Scenic River corridor.

Figure 3. El Vado Ranch launch site.



Figure 4. Big Eddy takeout.

The Rio Chama Canyon is situated in the eastern

portion of the Gallina Fault Zone, which is one of a

series of folded and faulted anticlines, synclines, and

domes that separate the Rio Chama Basin on the east

from the San Juan Basin on the west. The Gallina Fault

appears to have been the axis of an arch, as evidenced

by the Rio Chama Basin having a thinner sequence of

Cretaceous sediments than the San Juan Basin. Ero-

sion by the Rio Chama has resulted in a spectacular

gorge up to 1 ,500 feet deep that has exposed underlying

Mesozoic sediments in the canyon walls (Figure 5).

Cretaceous sediments include pale orange to yellow-

ish-brown, chert-bearing quartz sandstones (Dakota

Formation) that form the cap rock of the mesas and

canyon walls over much of the upper canyon. Jurassic

sediments include orange, tan, and white cross-bedded

sandstones (Entrada Formation), and gray to pinkish-

white sandstones, green and red mudstones, and red

claystones (Morrison Formation) that comprise the

canyon walls. Triassic sediments include reddish-

brown to purplish-red to light green shales and siltstone

(Chinle Formation) that form the low hills along the

lower section of the river (Bingler 1968; Manley et al.

1987). Quaternary alluvium has been deposited on the

canyon floor.

The canyon of the Rio Chama is expected to be rich

in cultural resources, although the area has not been

studied in great detail. Most cultural sites likely will
Figure 5. "Chama Rock" located in

Rio Chama Canyon.



pertain to the Gallina Culture, as Gallina sites are found

along mesas and ridgetops throughout north-central

New Mexico. The upland area immediately west of the

canyon was the scene of relatively intensive occupa-

tion by peoples of the Gallina Culture from about A.D.

1050 to about 1300. Knowledge of the cultural re-

sources of the Rio Chama will be greatly enhanced by

proposed inventories, and interpretive information will

be developed to enhance understanding and awareness

of this valuable resource.

The Rio Chama Canyon also contains a large

diversity of vegetation. The variety of landforms and

microclimates provides excellent diversity, and the

ecotones provide edge effect, forage, and structural

habitat requirements. The potential natural vegetation,

excluding the riparian zone, is divided into three types:

pine-Douglas fir, pinyon-juniper woodlands, and Great

Basin sagebrush. Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir, with

an understory of oakbrush, serviceberry, currant, and

mountain mahogany, occur along the canyon rim and

on cooler sites above the Rio Chama (Figure 6). The

pinyon-juniper type occurs in dense stands and con-

tains an understory of sagebrush and native grasses,

such as blue grama, Indian ricegrass, side-oats grama,

and western wheatgrass. The pinyon-juniper type

transitions into the sagebrush type, which generally

contains the same grasses as the pinyon-juniper areas

(Figure 7). The riparian areas along the Rio Chama
contain a diversity of species of all the above vegeta-

tion types, as well as several other riparian species

(Figure 8). A detailed description of the riparian

species and their ecological requirements is presented

in the Resource Values and Management Objectives

section.

The Rio Chama Canyon provides excellent habitat

for a wide variety of wildlife species, due to its consid-

erable plant, structural, and landform diversity. Cliffs

provide nesting sites for birds of prey and many cavity-

nesting species. Forested areas along the canyon rim

and wooded and shrub-covered canyon slopes provide

habitat for numerous mammals, birds, and reptiles.

The more mobile species, such as mule deer, elk, black

bear, mountain lion, coyote, and turkey, use habitats

from the canyon rim to the river' s edge (Figure 9). The

riparian areas augment habitat diversity and attract

large mammals, passerine birds, waterfowl, and small

mammals, such as beaver, raccoon, vole, and muskrat.

The aquatic habitat contains a trout fishery and popu-

lations of native minnows and suckers. A detailed

description of riparian and aquatic habitats and their

species' habitat requirements is presented in the Re-

source Values and Management Objectives section.

..A.^ •"*'

Figure 6. Douglas fir and ponderosa pine found along Rio Chama Canyon.



Figure 7. Pinyon-juniper type adjacent to Rio Chama.

Figure 8. Riparian area dependent on Rio Chama.1^— m "
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Figure 9. Rio Chama corridor provides excellent wildlife habitat.



River Morphology

The Rio Chama enters the designated Wild and

Scenic section at an elevation of about 6,7 1 feet at the

El Vado Ranch launch site. The river drops at an

average rate of slightly more than 15 feet per mile

(.0028 ft/ft) throughout the study reach. Average

stream gradients measured during field investigations

generally ranged from .002 ft/ft to .005 ft/ft. Extreme

stream gradients measured in the field ranged from

.0002 ft/ft above the Rio Gallina confluence at the

Christ-in-the-Desert Monastery to about .011 ft/ft at

Island Rapid below the Chavez Canyon takeout. The

average and extreme gradients measured in the field

are representative of conditions throughout the river

management corridor.

The longitudinal profile ofthe Rio Chama from the

El Vado Ranch launch site to the Abiquiu flood pool is

presented in Figure 10, which also depicts the location

of USGS streamgages and major tributaries in the

study reach. Based on changes in stream gradient

identified from Figure 10, five stream reaches were

identified for stratifying the Rio Chama. The first

reach is a relatively steep section extending about 5

miles downstream from the El Vado Ranch launch site.

This is followed by a gentler reach extending about 5

or 6 miles downstream from river mile 5 (RM 5). From

RM 11 to 17, the gradient increases again, while the

reach from RM 1 7 to RM 22.5 (the river segment in the

vicinity of the monastery) is the flattest section in the

study area. The stream gradient is steepest from RM 23

to the takeout at Big Eddy. The changes in stream

gradient identified from Figure 10 are noticeable to

boaters floating the river, as the steeper reaches are

generally riffle/run in character, while the flatter reaches

contain pools and runs, but generally very few riffles.

Throughout most of the management corridor, the

Rio Chama is slightly entrenched, with the ratio of

floodplain width to bankfull channel width generally

less than 2 to 1 . Sinuosity, the ratio of channel length

to valley length, is generally less than 1.15 above the

Monastery, as would be expected for a river flowing in

a deep canyon. Below the confluence of the Rio

Gallina, the floodplain widens considerably; however,

sinuosity is still relatively low. Average sinuosity in

the lowest stream reach approaches only 1 .3, although

Figure 10. Elevation profile—Rio Chama, New^
Mexico. Start from El Vado Ranch put-in

approximately 1.0 mile below El Vado

Dam, end at Big Eddy takeout.
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Figure 11. Relatively higher sinuosity in lower reach

of the river.

sinuosities in this reach may be considerably higher for

short distances (Figure 11).

A wide range of particle sizes are found in the

substrate of the Rio Chama. Particle sizes ranging from

boulders to silt and clay were measured during field

investigations, and it was not uncommon to find boul-

der-sized particles covered with a film of silt and clay.

The coarsest material in the channel generally occurs

where tributary streams deposit their sediment load

during major runoff events, and in areas of rockfall

where the main channel abuts stream-adjacent cliffs.

Major sources of silt and clay include tributaries enter-

ing the Rio Chama between El Vado and the Rio

Gallina confluence. Also, the Rio Gallina is a major

source of sand for the Rio Chama. During field

investigations, sand dunes were observed moving over

gravel/cobble/boulder substrate at Island Rapid as a

result of discharge from the Rio Gallina.

The channel morphology of the Rio Chama is

strongly influenced by the sediment load received by

the river. Of particular interest is the response of the

river to large inputs of coarse material, such as those at

the mouths of major tributaries and at areas of rockfall

from stream-adjacent cliffs. The addition of large

quantities and sizes of sediment creates a hydraulic

"choke" in the channel by raising the bed elevation and

restricting channel width. If the river does not have

enough energy to move the newly added debris, the

water will back up to gain elevation (potential energy)

until it has enough energy to pass through critical depth

(minimum energy) at the choke. The result is twofold;

the backwater upstream of the choke leads to deposi-

tion of part of the stream's sediment load and to

aggradation of the channel. On the downstream side of

the choke, the gradient steepens as the river attempts to

regain its original grade; this is often accompanied by

critical or near-critical flow conditions. The steeper

gradient and near-critical flow conditions combine to

provide some of the best rapids in the river (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Rapids caused by coarse sediment from

tributary.
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Resource Values and Management Objectives

The Rio Chama Management Plan identifies sev-

eral issues, concerns, and opportunities related to man-

agement of the resources in the Wild and Scenic River

corridor and groups these issues, concerns, and oppor-

tunities into objective statements. Included in the

objective statements is a recommendation to pursue

flows necessary to improve aquatic habitats, recreation

opportunities, and the quality ofthe environment within

the constraints of State water laws, the Rio Grande

Compact, availability ofSJC water, and physical oper-

ating features. The Management Plan identifies the

following resource values and uses as flow-dependent:

fisheries, recreational boating, fishing, riparian veg-

etation, scenic/aesthetic qualities, and threatened and

endangered species habitat. The following discussion

is a detailed description of these resource values and

the management objectives for which flow recommen-

dations were developed.

Fisheries

The Rio Chama Wild and Scenic River supports a

cold-water game fishery (brown trout, rainbow trout,

and kokanee salmon) in its upper 15 miles; channel

catfish are found throughout the entire Wild and Scenic

River. Fourteen fish species have been captured in the

Rio Chama downstream of El Vado Reservoir (Table

1). The most numerous fish are the longnose dace and

Table 1. Fish species captured in the Rio Chama
below El Vado Dam, 1983-89. 1

Kokanee salmon Oncorhynchus nerka

Brown trout Salmo trutta

Rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss

Rio Grande chub Gila pandora 2

Flathead chub Platygobio gracilis 2

White sucker Catostomus commersoni

Rio Grande sucker Catostomus plebeius 2

River carpsucker Carpiodes carpio 2

Common Carp Cyprinus carpio

Longnose dace Rhinichthys cataractae 2

Fathead minnow Pimephales promelae 2

Channel catfish Ictalurus punctatus

Black crappie Pomoxis nigromaculatus

Green sunfish Lepomis cyanellus

white sucker, while the fathead minnow, black crappie,

green sunfish, river carpsucker, and kokanee salmon

are uncommon. Other species include Rio Grande and

flathead chub, Rio Grande sucker, and common carp.

The New Mexico Game and Fish (NMG&F)
Department stocks catchable size rainbow trout in the

river immediately below El Vado Dam. This stocking

program provides good angling for several miles down-

stream. Fish surveys conducted by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS) found few rainbow trout more

than 4 miles downstream (Hanson 1992). Rainbow

trout are most likely caught in the immediate vicinity

of their release. Rainbow trout are spring spawners;

therefore, it is unlikely they will reproduce naturally in

the river because the Rio Chama is subject to high

spring runoff.

The NMG&F has requested that streamflows in

the Rio Chama downstream from El Vado Dam be

managed to protect and maintain the naturally repro-

ducing brown trout fishery (Mike Hatch 1992, pers.

comm.). The New Mexico State record for brown trout

(20 pounds, 4 ounces) was caught in this stretch of

river. Thus, one objective of this assessment is to

determine flows required for the various life stages of

brown trout. Brown trout are seldom caught or

electroshocked further than 15 miles downstream

(Figure 13). Since water quality in the Rio Chama

deteriorates downstream from the dam, turbidity may

be limiting the distribution of brown trout further

downstream. Thus, an additional consideration for this

investigation is the determination of flows needed to

protect water quality for brown trout.

(Hanson 1992). 2 Native fish species (Sublette etal. 1990). Figure 13. Brown trout.
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Brown trout spawn in the fall in response to de-

creasing daylight and water temperatures (Stuart 1 953,

1957; Frost and Brown 1967; Rieser and Wesche

1977). Spawning in the Rio Chama occurs from mid-

October through mid-December at temperatures from

4 1 .4 to 54.7 °F (Hanson 1 992). Brown trout construct

redds in water as shallow as 3 inches, but prefer areas

exceeding 10 inches in depth. Spawning brown trout

prefer velocities from 0.8 to 1.7 feet per second (fps),

but may spawn in velocities as low as 0.2 fps or as high

as 3.9 fps. Spawning occurs in gravels ranging from

0.2 to 3.4 inches in diameter (Raleigh et al. 1986).

Incubation requirements for brown trout eggs are

the same as spawning requirements. Success of egg

survival is dependent upon water velocity and dis-

solved oxygen in the gravels (Raleigh etal. 1986). The

length of time required for brown trout egg incubation

is determined by water temperature. The hatch date is

determined by the spawning date and length of incuba-

tion. In a 1-year study in the Rio Chama (1989-90),

eggs incubated from 65 to 115 days and hatched from

February 2 to March 26 (Hanson 1992).

Fry fish are individuals that have yet to take on the

appearance of adults and are usually less than 1 to 2

inches in length. Fry remain in the spawning gravels

until they absorb their yolk sac and are mobile. Fry are

found in velocities from to 2.9 fps and depths ranging

from near to 4.3 feet (Raleigh et al. 1986). Brown

trout eggs taken from fish in the Rio Chama were

studied in an artificial stream to determine emergence

times. The time from egg hatch to absorption of the egg

sac ranged from 76 to 1 14 days; thus, emergence from

the gravels in the Rio Chama probably occurs during

April and May. Fry may occur in the Rio Chama from

March through August (Hanson 1992).

Juvenile fish resemble adults, but are not sexually

mature. Data from the Rio Chama indicate that males

can mature as early as 1 .5 years and females as early as

2.5 years (Hanson 1992). Juveniles are found in

velocities from to 4.3 fps, and prefer depths close to

2 feet (Raleigh et al. 1986). Adults are found in all

depths and velocities, but prefer velocities close to 0.5

fps and depths of about 2 feet (Raleigh et al. 1986).

Juvenile and adult brown trout are present year-round

in the Rio Chama.

Brown trout usually feed on invertebrates, prima-

rily terrestrial and aquatic insects, but may also take

crustaceans and smaller fish (Becker 1983, Lagler

1956, Pennak 1978, Odum 1959). As trout grow

larger, they actively pursue large prey, such as small

fish (Chaston 1969). Swift, shallow flow over coarse

substrates, such as that usually found in riffle areas,

provides the best benthic invertebrate habitat (Haynes

1 970). Fish forage in these riffle areas and in the pools

and runs immediately downstream. Condition of the

substrate and water quality greatly influence the health

of the benthic invertebrate community. In a recent

study, Jacobi and McGuire (1992) captured 70 taxa of

benthic invertebrates at four sites in the Wild and

Scenic River (Table 2). The majority of sites were

dominated by taxa tolerant of silt substrates, such as

Chironomid midge larvae.

Temperature and dissolved-oxygen levels are im-

portant water quality parameters for brown trout.

Browns can tolerate temperatures from 32 to 81 °F

(Maciolek and Needham 1952, Mills 1971), but opti-

mum temperatures range from 53 to 67 °F (Frost and

Brown 1967, Mills 1971, Brown 1973, Tebo 1975).

Carlander (1969) found that temperatures greater than

77.4 °F adversely affected brown trout that were previ-

ously acclimated to 68 °F. Brown trout also require at

least 3 parts per million (ppm) dissolved oxygen

(Burdick et al. 1954, Doudoroff and Shumway 1970),

with the optimum level exceeding 9 ppm (Doudoroff

and Shumway 1970).

Sedimentation of the substrate can have a detri-

mental effect upon brown trout spawning success.

Substrate composed of material from 0.25 to 2.99

inches in diameter is considered acceptable for brown

trout spawning (Reiser and Wesche 1977). Excessive

accumulation of material less than 0.25 inches (6.35

mm) can have a negative impact on trout embryo health

and survival. Hartzler et al. (1988) found that the

abundance of wild brown trout decreased with an

increase in silt deposition on the substrate, and in

Wyoming trout biomass dropped 81 percent in re-

sponse to sedimentation of the stream channel (Binns

and Oberholtzer 1 988). MacCrimmon and Gots ( 1 986)

report Survival To Emergence (STE) values for rain-

bow trout of 87 to 92 percent when fine material (<4

mm) was less than 20 percent, and STE values of only

5 1 to 74 percent when fine material was greater than 40

percent. Macuddin (1977) reported that fine material

(<6 mm) greater than 20 to 25 percent reduced survival

of chinook salmon and steelhead trout. Curves devel-

oped in a laboratory study (Irving and Bjornn 1983)

indicate a decrease in survival beginning at 10 to 30

percent fine material (<6.35 mm) for cutthroat, rain-

bow, and steelhead trout, and kokanee and chinook

salmon. In addition, sediment and turbidity may cause

a reduction of plant material, fish food organisms, and

overall abundance offish (Lloyd et al. 1987).
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Table 2. Benthic macroinvertebrate collections from the Rio Chama downstream from El Vado Dam,
1991 1

.

Station

Downstream from El Vado Dam

El Vado

Dam
Rio

Nutrias

Rio

Cebolla

Rio

Gallina

Plecoptera - stoneflies

Skwala parallela X X X

Isogenoides elongatus X

Claassenia sabulosa X

Hesperoperla pacifica X

Isoperla sp. X

Cultus aestivalis X X

Chloroperlidae X

Ephemeroptera - mayflies

Baetis tricaudatus X X X X

B. insignificans X

Heptageniidae X X

Heptagenia solitaria X X

Nixe simplicoides X X X X

Rhithrogena sp. X X X X

Paraleptophlebia sp. X X

Tricorythodes sp. X X X

Ephemerella infrequens X X X X

Trichoptera - caddisflies

Hydropsyche cockerelli X X

H. occidentalis X X X X

Cheumatopsyche sp. X X

Hydroptila sp. X X X X

Stactobiella sp. X

Agraylea sp. X

Brachycentrus occidentalis X X X X

Rhyacophila sp. X

Glossosoma sp. X

Diptera - true flies

Hexatoma sp. B. X X

Tipula sp. X X X

Tipula sp. 2. X

Simulium sp. X X X X

Ceratopogonidae X X

Chelifera sp. X X

Rhabdomastix sp. X

Chrysops sp. X

Chironomidae (midges)

Potthastia longimanus sp. X X

Orthocladius sp. X X X X

Eukiefferiella sp. X X X

Monodiamesa sp. X

Thienemannimyia sp. X

Tvetenia sp. X X X
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Table 2. continued

Station

Downstream from El Vado Dam

El Vado

Dam
Rio

Nutrias

Rio

Cebolla

Rio

Gailina

Chironomidae (midges) continued

Cricotopus sp. X X X X

Limnophes sp. X X

Cryptochironomus sp. X

Microtendipes sp. X X X

Cryptotendipes sp. X

Paracladopelma sp. X

Rheotanytarsus sp. X X X

Polypedilum sp. X X X X

Tribelos sp. X X

Strictochironomus sp. X

Paraphaenocladius sp. X

Micropsectra sp. X X X

Phaenopsectra sp. X

Cardiocladius sp. X X

Diamesa sp. X X X X

Pseudosmittia sp. X

Euparyphus sp. X X

Empididae X

Muscidae X

Coleoptera - beetles

Curculionidae X

Lepidoptera - moths

Parargyractis kearfottalis X X

Arthropoda - other arthropods

Hydracarina A mites X X X

Aschelminthes - roundworms

Nematoda X X X

Annelida - segmented worms

Erpobdella sp. X

Tubifex sp. X X X X

Naididae X X X X

Lumbricidae X X

Platyhelminthes - flatworms

Turbellaria X

Odonata - dragonflies, damselflies

Ophiogomphus sp. X

Mollusca - clams and snails

Physidae (snail) X X

Lymnaea sp. X

1 Jacobi, G. Z. and D. L. McGuire. 1 992. Preliminary report, benthological assessment of four Chama River locations between El

Vado Reservoir and Abiquiu Reservoir during July/August and November 1 991 . Prepared for the U.S. Forest Service, Santa Fe

National Forest, Santa Fe, NM. 17 pp.
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Recreational Boating

The Rio Chama is a scenic class II to III (Penny

1989) boating experience. The Rio Chama provides

both a high quality, 2- to 3-day wilderness boating

experience and an opportunity for beginning and inter-

mediate boaters to sharpen their skills on either a

multiday or half-day trip. The Rio Chama also offers

opportunities to fish for brown and rainbow trout in

conjunction with a float trip. The Rio Chama does not

offer the thrills typically associated with class III and

higher Whitewater rivers. The high quality wilderness

experience and the lack of major Whitewater excite-

ment have significant impact on the management ob-

jectives, and thus, the instream flow needs for boating.

The Rio Chama is divided into two distinct sec-

tions for the purpose of boating management: an upper

section and a lower section. The upper section is 22

miles in length from El Vado Ranch launch site to the

Chavez Canyon access. The lower section extends 9

miles below Chavez Canyon to the Big Eddy access

point (Figure 2). Each section provides the opportunity

for a scenic float trip, but each offers different types of

associated experiences. Because of the different types

of experience associated with each section, manage-

ment objectives differ for the two sections.

The upper section float is usually run as a 2- to

3-day trip, which includes the lower section. The upper

section contains numerous wilderness campsites, sev-

eral off-river trails, abundant wildlife viewing oppor-

tunities, a few class II rapids, and potentially excellent

fishing for the first 5 to 10 miles. Opportunities for a

Whitewater experience are limited on this section,

since only one rapid is rated higher than class II.

Boating access on the upper section is restricted by

permits assigned in advance. The 1991 demand for

noncommercial permits exceeded the available supply

by a ratio of 5 to 1 . Under the commercial permits,

available launches were probably less than half ofwhat

was needed to supply requests from paying customers.

Although the permit system restricts access by limiting

the number of launches per day, the limited period of

boatable flows is an even greater restriction on access

to the upper section. In a normal water year, boatable

conditions of approximately 500 cfs or greater exist

from about mid-April to early June. In addition, since

1987 there have been six to eight weekends per year

when water is released for boating in mid- to late

summer.

The lower section of the river is normally included

as part of the trip for those starting at El Vado Ranch.

However, because an advanced permit is not required

for floating the lower section, it can be used as a day trip

with the option of vehicle camping along the river. Use

of this section alone has been inhibited by potential

access problems when the road is wet. Summer rains

often strand boaters for several hours and occasionally

overnight. Planned improvements to the road will

eliminate this problem, leading to increased use.

While there are several isolated campsites and

excellent scenery on the lower section, the wilderness

experience is diminished by the presence of access

roads, and fishing is poor due to high sediment loads

and associated turbidity. Number and frequency of

rapids is greater than in the upper section, but the

degree of difficulty is only slightly higher, from class

11+ to III- (Penny 1989). Boaters using this for a day

trip would place a higher value on the Whitewater

experience, but long flat reaches eliminate this section

from being considered a good Whitewater run.

The objective of this assessment is the determina-

tion of flow levels required to provide three types of

experience for four types of boats. The four boat types

are: large rafts (14 - 16 ft.), small rafts (12 ft. or less),

kayaks (including inflatable), and canoes. The three

levels of boating experience are:

Minimum Whitewater: This is the minimum flow

required to have a Whitewater experience. Al-

though an improved Whitewater level may exist at

higher flows, the experience does not change dra-

matically with flow, especially on the upper sec-

tion. High flows (> 1 ,200 cfs) are more difficult for

canoes, but tend to reduce the degree of difficulty

for other types of craft. These flows also shorten

the trip length to less than the 2-day minimum

usually desired for floating both sections.

Scenic Floating: This is adequate flow for boaters

with intermediate to advanced skills to enjoy both

boating and other values associated with the trip.

This flow should be sufficient for completion of a

2-day trip on the entire reach. In this instance, the

Whitewater experience is secondary to other val-

ues.

Minimum Navigable: This is the minimum flow

required to navigate the section in order to experi-

ence other values, such as wilderness and fishing

on the upper section. At this flow, more than one

day may be required to float the upper section, and

it may not be sufficient for a 2-day trip on the

combined sections.
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Fishing

The first few miles below El Vado Dam are recog-

nized as providing some of the best brown and rainbow

trout fishing in New Mexico. This section holds the

record for brown trout in the state and produces several

trophy-sized fish each season. Damage to habitat from

winter streamflow fluctuations has been reduced since

1983, and an improvement in the fishery has been

observed. However, highly turbid conditions result

from reservoir releases and sediment input from side

drainages. Sediment yields from the side drainages

may be the most significant limiting factor on fishing

opportunities.

The best fishing opportunities appear to occur in

the first 5 to 10 miles below El Vado Dam since most

of the trout are caught in this section (Figure 14).

Access below El Vado Ranch is limited to a few four-

wheel drive roads and trails. Road access to the river

will be restricted in the future and may eventually be

eliminated. Fishing access by boat may therefore be a

viable alternative to hiking in from the nearest trailhead.

The Rio Chama Management Plan calls for an

assessment of the effects of variable flows on fishing

and identification ofminimum flows for fishing access

by boat. The determination ofboth the navigability and

fishing opportunities provided by various flow levels

could lead to an ideal level for both fishing and floating

the Rio Chama.

The analysis of variable streamflows must con-

sider several methods of fishing, such as bait, lure, and

fly, as well as modes of access, such as bank, wading,

and floating. The type of craft used for fishing access

would primarily be small rafts, kayaks, and canoes.

Craft must be capable of carrying gear for overnight

trips; thus, flows must be sufficient to pass a loaded

boat.

Fluctuations in flows, such as those associated

with the weekend recreation releases and calls for

water by downstream users, may have a detrimental

impact on fishing conditions. Flows over 500 cfs are

reported to reduce fishing success, and sudden in-

creases in flow are accompanied by increased turbid-

ity. Flow fluctuations by themselves may decrease

fishing success by disturbing fish.

Figure 14. Fishing below El Vado Dam.
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Riparian Resources

The assessment ofstreamflows necessary for main-

tenance of riparian regeneration requires an accurate

knowledge of the riparian resources present in the river

corridor. EcoPlan (1991) describes the riparian areas

and wetlands along the Rio Chama Wild and Scenic

corridor using the FWS classification system for wet-

lands and deepwater habitats (Cowardin et al. 1979).

Detailed descriptions of the wetland/riparian habitats

of the Rio Chama, as described by EcoPlan ( 1 99 1 ), are

presented in Appendix B and are summarized in this

section.

Two wetland systems (Riverine and Palustrine)

are currently found along the study reach of the Rio

Chama (Figure 15). Under the Riverine and Palustrine

Systems, two subsystems and nine classes of wetlands

have been identified. Additionally, when the floodpool

ofAbiquiu Reservoir inundates the lower portion of the

Rio Chama Canyon, it creates a Lacustrine environ-

ment that supports two additional subsystems and five

classes of wetlands.

The Riverine System includes all wetlands and

deepwater habitats contained within defined channels.

This system is bounded on the landward side by up-

land, by the channel bank, or by riparian areas domi-

nated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent

System

i
— Marine

Wetlands

Estuarine

Riverine

— Lacustrine

Palustrine

€

Subsystem

Subtidal -

Intertidal
—

t

— Lower Perennial

Subtidal

Intetidal

Tidal —

Upper Perennial

Class

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

-Not Applicable

— Rock Bottom

Unconsolidated Bottom

Aquatic Bed

Rocky Shore

— Unconsolidated Shore

— Emergent Wetland

r— Rock Bottom
— Unconsolidated Bottom
— Aquatic Bed

Rocky Shoreb Unconsolidated Shore

Intermittent

— Limnetic
+3

Streambed

Rock Bottom

Unconsolidated Bottom
|

Aquatic Bed

Littoral

.

— Aquatic Bed

Rock Bottom

Unconsolidated Bottom

Rocky Shore

Unconsolidated Shore

— Emergent Wetland

Rock Bottom

Unconsolidated Bottom

Aquatic Bed

Unconsolidated Shore

Wetlands identified in

the Chama River

Project area

Wetlands that develop

in the project area

when Abiquiu Lake

backs up

Moss-Lichen Wetland

Emergent Wetland

Scrub-Shrub Wetland

Forested Wetland

Figure 15. Classification system—wetlands along the Wild and Scenic section of the Rio Chama

(Adapted from EcoPlan, 1991).
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mosses, or lichens. Surprisingly, neither the river's

edge nor islands within rivers are included in the

Riverine System. Both of these environments have

been assigned to the Palustrine System.

The Riverine System is represented by two sub-

systems in the study area: Upper Perennial and Inter-

mittent. The Rio Chama Wild and Scenic River fits

into the Upper Perennial Subsystem; however, there

are stretches below the Monastery that approach a

Lower Perennial environment. Also, the intermittent

tributaries of the Rio Chama, such as the Rio Nutrias

and Rio Cebolla, fit into the Intermittent Riverine

Subsystem. Thus, the Riverine System of the Rio

Chama, with its various channels and intermittent

tributaries, supports at least four classes of wetlands:

Unconsolidated Bottom, Aquatic Bed, Rocky Shore,

and Intermittent Streambed (Figure 15). General de-

scriptions of these classes may be found in Cowardin

et al. (1979), while detailed descriptions specific to the

Rio Chama situation are contained in Appendix B.

The Palustrine System includes all nontidal wet-

lands outside of river channels, including lakeshores,

river edges, and islands that occur in rivers and lakes.

The species that occupy these zones do not strictly

belong to running-water habitat, but are commonly

found in basins and marshes without any open water.

Within the study area, the Palustrine zone is bounded

by the river' s edge and upland vegetation, and includes

all riparian vegetation along the river and on the adja-

cent floodplain.

The Palustrine System supports five different

classes of wetlands along the Rio Chama: Aquatic

Bed, Unconsolidated Shore, Emergent Wetland, Scrub-

Shrub Wetland, and Forested Wetland (Figure 15).

General descriptions of these classes may also be found

in Cowardin et al. (1979), while detailed descriptions

specific to the Rio Chama situation are contained in

Appendix B.

Periodic flooding of the lower end of Rio Chama
Canyon by backwater from Abiquiu Reservoir's

floodpool creates temporary habitat for five classes of

Lacustrine wetlands, including Limnetic Unconsoli-

dated Bottom, and four classes of Littoral wetlands

(Figure 15). Generally the brief, temporary existence

of these habitats precludes development of significant

biotic communities typical of more stable Lacustrine

wetlands. However, the ephemeral presence of these

wetlands has a significant effect on the more persistent

Riverine and Palustrine wetlands that normally line the

river. Large portions of the Forested Wetlands, Scrub-

Shrub Wetlands, and persistent Emergent Wetlands

may be damaged or destroyed by the periodic floodings

that create the Littoral environments. General descrip-

tions of Lacustrine wetlands are available in Cowardin

et al., ( 1 979), while detailed descriptions specific to the

Rio Chama situation are contained in Appendix B.

The Unconsolidated Bottom/Shore, Aquatic Bed,

Rocky Shore, Intermittent Streambed, and Emergent

Wetland classes are potentially affected by low flows

in the Rio Chama. Of these, the Palustrine Emergent

Wetland (PEM) is, by far, the most abundant type in the

riparian zone along the river. Wetlands classified as

PEM are characterized by the presence of erect, densely

rooted hydrophytes that contribute significantly to

stabilizing channel banks (Figure 16). These wetlands

tend to be stable as long as their water source is present,

and are best developed along flatter portions of the

river where they form dense communities averaging

Figure 16. Palustrine Emergent Wetlands are important for stabilizing channel banks.
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3 to 6 feet in width. Along steeper sections of the river,

the emergent wetland species are more sparse and tend

to be replaced by species needing less water.

The Emergent Wetland, Scrub-Shrub Wetland,

and Forested Wetland classes are potentially affected

by high flows in the Rio Chama. High flows influence

the channel-forming process, including the creation of

side channels, where emergent wetland vegetation can

form rather extensive communities (Figure 17). Simi-

larly, periodic high flows are required by Palustrine

Forested Woodlands for cottonwood regeneration.

Broadleafand narrowleafcottonwoods along the lower

portion of the study area are generally situated above

the river channel on adjacent floodplains (Figure 18).

Large, older cottonwoods inhabit the higher floodplain

sites, whereas trees of 5 years or younger were ob-

served on the edge of point bars adjacent to the river.

Thus, one objective of this assessment is to determine

the frequency and duration of high flows necessary for

point bar development and cottonwood regeneration.

Scenic/Aesthetic Qualities

The Rio Chama is a unique water-based recreation

and wildlife resource for the State ofNew Mexico. The

beauty of the Rio Chama has been discovered in recent

years as recreational use of the river has grown sub-

stantially. The upper section of the river flows through

a Congressionally designated Wilderness Area, a Wil-

derness Study Area, and a National Wild River—all of

which imply a largely natural environment unaffected

by human activities. The lower section of the river

supports a variety of recreational activities, including

boating, wading, swimming, camping, hiking, hunt-

ing, fishing, and wildlife viewing.

Aesthetic enjoyment of the Rio Chama corridor is

enhanced by the sunny, mild climate that occurs in this

part of the state. The spectacular gorge cut by the river

provides a colorful backdrop for outdoor activities.

The multicolored sediments form impressive cliffs

Figure 17. Extensive Palustrine Emergent Wetland as result of channel-forming processes.
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Figure 18. Cottonwoods located in lower portion of study area.
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both adjacent to the river's edge and along the canyon

walls (Figure 19). The tremendous diversity of vegeta-

tion also enhances the visitor' s experience. Vegetation

varies from montane species like Douglas fir and

Ponderosa pine on the cooler upland sites to desert

vegetation and riparian species along the lower river.

The river corridor also contains a variety of wildlife

species, including some threatened and endangered

species and a brown trout fishery.

Streamflow dependence of various plant and ani-

mal species that are part of the aesthetic experience of

the Rio Chama are discussed in other sections of this

document. While the section on fisheries addresses

flow dependency of aquatic species, the flow depen-

dency of terrestrial flora and fauna is addressed in the

sections on riparian vegetation and threatened and

endangered species. Streamflows sufficient to meet the

needs ofriparian vegetation, aquatic species, and threat-

ened and endangered terrestrial species should also be

sufficient to meet the needs of other animals that may
be found along the river.

The appearance of the stream itself is also a major

feature in the aesthetic experience of the Rio Chama.

The presence of a large river is expected when hiking

or floating into a canyon of such size and grandeur, for

it is erosion by the river that has created the canyon. At

high water, the sound of the river fills the canyon, and

the roar of rapids generates excitement for boaters

approaching from upstream. But at low water, the

aesthetic experience is diminished if the visitor finds a

large, rocky channel with only a trickle of water be-

tween pools. At such low flows, the river not only

ceases to be wild, but it ceases to be scenic as well.

Thus, one objective of the present assessment is to

determine the minimum streamflows needed to main-

tain the visual quality of the channel.

The water quality of the Rio Chama also affects the

aesthetic experience of visitors to the river. Through-

out the summer months the river usually flows turbid,

and only in winter does it clear significantly. Sources

of turbidity in the Wild and Scenic River are many, but

generally can be grouped into two categories. Much of

the turbidity enters the Rio Chama below El Vado Dam
from major tributaries (Rio Nutrias, Rio Cebolla, and

Rio Gallina) and from storm runoff directly into the

river. The Rio Chama Management Plan recommends

several watershed improvement plans and projects for

control of these sources of turbidity. However, large

amounts of turbidity also enter the river in releases

from El Vado Reservoir.

Opportunities to improve water quality through

flow management likely are limited, but certain rela-

Figure 19. Rio Chama Canyon.
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tionships may exist. While it is impossible to prevent

runoff events from adding to the sediment load of the

river below El Vado, it may be possible to use fall

releases to flush some of the storm-season sediment

load downstream. Also, it may be of interest to

determine the source of turbidity in reservoir releases

and ascertain why the river clears in winter. It may be

that weekend releases for floating are contributing to

increased turbidity during the summer. Flow manage-

ment also may affect other water quality parameters

(e.g., temperature); however, this is addressed else-

where in the document. For the aesthetic experience,

only turbidity will be investigated in the present study,

with the objective of obtaining better definition of the

sources of turbidity in the Rio Chama, as well as

identifying opportunities for reducing turbidity through

flow management.

Bald Eagles

The number of bald eagles wintering in New
Mexico has increased substantially since 1979. In the

Rio Chama Wild and Scenic corridor, the midwinter

counts have increased from 7 eagles in 1979 to 25 in

1991. The increase in eagles has been steady and is

probably the result of a combination of factors. First,

the increasing number of eagles in the state generally

may be the result of an increasing breeding population

in central Canada. The increase in number of eagles

using the Rio Chama Canyon may represent changes in

wintering patterns of the species in response to vari-

ability in year-to-year weather patterns. There is also

a tendency for bald eagles, especially adults, to winter

in the same area each year, so that as new adults

discover the Rio Chama, they are added to the returning

adults that come back year after year. In addition, there

is some evidence that low flows in the Rio Chama
below Abiquiu Reservoir attract bald eagles to the

general area. Finally, bald eagles are attracted to the

Rio Chama because it is much less likely to freeze over

than are other nearby reservoirs or more northerly

rivers where cold temperatures are more predominant

(Stahlecker 1991).

One of the primary reasons bald eagles are at-

tracted to the Wild and Scenic River is its aquatic

foraging habitat. Although some waterfowl are present,

they are generally low in numbers and are not consid-

ered the major attraction for foraging bald eagles. At

least 14 species offish have been recorded in the Wild

and Scenic section of the Rio Chama, and it is believed

that fish are the prey of choice for most of the eagles in

the area. The benthic-feeding fishes most likely to

become eagle prey include carp, river carpsucker,

white sucker, and channel catfish. Carp, rainbow trout,

and channel catfish have been documented as eagle

prey in the Wild and Scenic River, and white suckers

were readily taken when used as bait during telemetry

studies. Rio Grande chub may also be taken as prey, as

they are abundant in the Rio Chama below El Vado

Dam (Stahlecker 1991). Thus, one objective of this

study is to determine minimum flows favorable to

prey-fish species, as well as low flows favorable to

eagles foraging for these fish.

While low flows make fish more visible to bald

eagles, ice makes them invisible and inaccessible.

Water temperatures at the Rio Cebolla confluence

seldom exceed 40 °F in winter and are often near

freezing in January. Eddies and other still water begin

to freeze at air temperatures of 30-32 °F, and ice

particles known as frazil ice begin to form in the

flowing river at about 20 °F. Ice cover then begins to

build as frazil ice attaches to sheet ice in eddies or clogs

shallows at the downstream end of pools (Stahlecker

1991). Thus, an additional objective of this investiga-

tion is to identify minimum streamflows needed to

prevent a total freezeup of the water surface during the

winter months.

Although the Rio Chama provides foraging habitat

for bald eagles because it has less of a problem with

freezing than nearby lakes and reservoirs, it has greater

problems with turbidity than the adjacent bodies of still

water. During periods of low-elevation snowmelt, the

turbidity of the Rio Chama below El Vado increases

significantly as runoff from major tributaries adds to

the suspended load of the river. If the Rio Gallina is the

principal source of sediment inflow, eagles using the

lower section of the river probably move into the upper

canyon. Eagle response to turbidity from the Rio

Nutrias and Rio Cebolla is not known, but evidence

from prey remains at roost sites indicates they may

forage in uplands on rabbits and carrion whenever the

river is turbid (Stahlecker 1991). As indicated in

previous sections of this report, opportunities for re-

ducing stream turbidity through management of

instream flows will also be explored as part of this

assessment.
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Approach and Methods

The Rio Chama Instream Flow Assessment con-

sisted of four major steps: ( 1 ) a preliminary assessment

and study design; (2) an evaluation of flow-dependent

resource values within the river corridor; (3) an analy-

sis of water management and options for obtaining and

protecting instream flows; and (4) development of

flow-protection strategies and management recom-

mendations.

An interdisciplinary team was assembled to con-

duct the resource evaluation. The analysis of flow-

dependent resource values involved three major tasks:

(1) identification of resource values that have some

kind of flow dependency (this was primarily accom-

plished in the Rio Chama Management Plan);

(2) quantification of the relationships between

streamflow and resource values; and (3) recommenda-

tion of flow levels required to protect and maintain the

identified values. The following discussion describes

the various approaches and methods that were utilized

to quantify the flow dependency of each resource or

use.

Fisheries

Information pertaining to fishery resources of the

Rio Chama was obtained from existing data on file

with FWS in Albuquerque, supplemented with field

studies of physical habitat, macroinvertebrates, and

substrate composition in the Wild and Scenic River

(Hanson 1992). Data gathered by FWS from 1983 to

1 992 concentrated on the biology of brown trout, as

NMG&F Department has chosen to manage this spe-

cies as a naturally reproducing population in this stretch

of river. The brown trout spawning season was deter-

mined by physically examining trout during the spawn-

ing season. Incubation data were obtained from a

temperature study in the river and fish egg studies in the

Rio Chama and in the laboratory. Overall fish species

composition and abundance were determined from

electroshocking surveys in the river.

Physical Habitat

Several instream flow studies have been conducted

in the Rio Chama using the Instream Flow Incremental

Methodology (IFIM) developed by FWS (Bovee 1 982).

In all of the studies, fish habitat modeling was accom-

plished with the Physical Habitat Simulation System

(PHABSIM), the computer modeling component of

IFIM. Dates, locations, and other site-specific infor-

mation for each of the studied reaches can be found

in Table 3. The 1976 study by New Mexico State

Table 3. Description of instream flow study reaches in the Rio Chama below El Vado Dam in northern

New Mexico.

Site Location

Length of Study

Reach in Feet

Number of

Transects

Flow During

Measurement in cfs

Measurement

Date

Cooper

1.5 miles below* dam

832 5 25

100

300

500

01/16/78

12/07/78

12/09/78

07/22/78

Rio Nutrias

6.9 miles below dam

1,579 5 99

333

575

09/02/82

12/03/82

12/05/82

Puerto Chiquito

9.0 miles below dam

1,620 5 153

299

553

09/12/90

09/11/90

09/13/90

Rio Cebolla

15.0 miles below dam

768 7 99

97

333

573

09/02/82

11/07/82

12/03/82

12/04/82

Adobe Ruins

33.0 miles below dam

1,335 5 128

333

520

11/23/82

12/03/82

12/06/82
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University (Turner et al. 1977) modeled 830 feet of

channel with 5 transects located approximately 1.5

miles downstream from El Vado Dam. Joint studies by

USBR and FWS modeled three different reaches at 6.9,

15.0, and 33.0 miles downstream from El Vado Dam
(U.S. FWS 1983). Both of these earlier studies used the

IFG4 computer model for simulating the hydraulics of

the studied reaches, including water surface profiles

and velocity calibration (Milhous et al. 1981). Habitat

calculations were accomplished with the HABTAT
computer model, using habitat suitability curves from

Bovee(1978).

Because the two previous studies were conducted

several years ago and high flows during the mid- 1 980' s

may have altered the channel morphology, an inter-

agency team was assembled to repeat the habitat mod-

eling using improved modeling procedures developed

by FWS. Individuals from FWS, BLM, USFS, and

USGS selected a new reach for modeling 9 miles

downstream from El Vado Dam (Figure 20) and con-

ducted field measurements of the site in September

1990 (Figure 21). Water surface profiles for this site

were estimated with the WSP computer program, with

starting elevations for the first transect provided by a

normal-depth, Manning's equation program (Milhous

et al. 1989). Velocity calibration was accomplished

with the IFG4 program, using water surface elevations

from the WSP output. The habitat simulation program

(HABTAV) analyzed output from the hydraulic pro-

grams against habitat suitability curves for brown trout

(Raleigh et al. 1986) to produce estimates of weighted

usable area (fish habitat).

The outputs from the five study reaches were

compared, and flow recommendations were developed

under the assumption that all outputs were valid. Final

recommendations represent the flow that would pro-

vide the most habitat at the majority of the study sites.

Recommendations were developed for an optimum

flow and an acceptable range of flows for each brown

trout life stage. A detailed description of flow-selec-

tion criteria for each life stage is presented in the

Analysis of Flow Requirements section.

The optimum flow for each fish life stage was

determined by selecting the flow that resulted in the

most fish habitat at the five study sites. The acceptable

range of streamflows was determined by comparing

the rate of change in fish habitat with change in flow.

If fish habitat decreased dramatically below a given

flow, that flow was selected for the minimum accept-

able streamflow. If fish habitat decreased dramatically

above a given flow, that flow was selected for the

maximum acceptable streamflow. If the optimum flow

'.->'.

.*

Figure 20. Puerto Chiquito IF1M study site.
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Figure 21. Measuring velocity for fish habitat modeling.

or acceptable range of flows at some sites were differ-

ent, the analysis considered the dominant habitat at

each site, the time the IFIM was conducted, and the

impact upon each site for a given flow. The 1 990 study

was considered the most accurate, due to improved

methods and computer programs for analysis of chan-

nel hydraulics.

Macroinvertebrates as Forage for Fish

In addition to modeling brown trout habitat avail-

ability, an investigation ofthe benthic macroinvertebrate

population of the Rio Chama was initiated to identify

a possible flow dependency of the brown trout's pri-

mary food source. Benthic macroinvertebrates were

collected in riffle areas in the Rio Chama Wild and

Scenic River during the summer and fall of 1991

(Jacobi and McGuire 1992). Four sites were sampled

in the Rio Chama: a site downstream from El Vado

Dam, and sites downstream from the three major

intermittent tributaries in the Wild and Scenic River

(Rio Nutrias, Rio Cebolla, and Rio Gallina). At each

site a kick sample and three quantitative samples were

collected using a modified Hess circular sampler (Jacobi

1 978). The organisms were identified and categorized

as to their sensitivity to environmental perturbation

according to the Environmental Protection Agency's

Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (Plafkin et al. 1989).

Data from the four sites were compared to a previous

study conducted in the Rio Chama upstream ofEl Vado

Reservoir near the town of Chama (Pierce 1 989). The

seven categories of information that were used to

determine the relative health of the invertebrate fauna

were:

Standing crop (density in number per square meter),

Taxonomic richness (number of taxa per sample),

Biotic condition index (tolerance quotient accord-

ing to Winget and Mangum [1979]),

. EPT/Chironomidae index (number of individuals

in the Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera

orders divided by individuals in the Chironomidae

order),

Percent dominant taxa (the taxon that contained

the greatest number of organisms),
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EPT index (number of taxa found in the total

number of organisms representing the orders

Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Trichoptera), and

Community loss (reference location taxa number

minus common taxa divided by number of taxa at

the comparison location).

To determine minimum streamflows below which

the macroinvertebrate community might be impaired,

plots of submerged channel bottom (wetted perimeter)

versus discharge were evaluated to identify flows be-

low which wetted perimeter decreased sharply with

further reductions in flow. Channel cross sections and

water surface slopes were field surveyed in reaches

where the most uniform flow conditions were ex-

pected. The surveyed cross sections were plotted, and

rating tables of discharge versus water level were

developed for each cross section. From the rating

tables, plots of wetted perimeter versus discharge were

developed and used to determine the amount of sub-

merged channel bottom at various flows. Depending

on the scale of the plot, it was usually possible to select

one or two flows below which channel wetted perim-

eter decreased sharply. These flows were considered

the minimum needed to maintain the macroinvertebrate

community.

Stream Temperature

Stream temperature data were collected in the Rio

Chama at various locations since December 1983.

Most of the data were collected 1 .5 miles downstream

from El Vado Dam. The best information on tempera-

tures at the downstream end of known brown-trout

habitat was collected during the summer of 1984 at a

site just downstream from the Rio Cebolla confluence

about 15 miles downstream from El Vado Dam. More

recently, summer temperatures were measured 28 miles

downstream from El Vado Dam at Skull Bridge and 30

miles downstream at the USGS gage above Abiquiu

Reservoir.

The temperature data identified above were com-

pared with optimum and extreme ranges for brown

trout to document the existence/absence of tempera-

ture stresses on brown trout in the river. Temperatures

at downstream points of the Wild and Scenic section

(i.e., at Skull Bridge and the USGS gage above Abiquiu)

were compared with streamflow and air temperature

data to identify critical low flows. At flows below these

critical low flows, maximum temperatures detrimental

to brown trout may occur.

Sedimentation

Sedimentation in the Rio Chama has the potential

to affect the quantity and quality of spawning gravels

required for successful reproduction of brown trout.

To assess the quality of spawning habitat in the Rio

Chama, both a site inventory and particle-size sam-

pling were conducted. The river was initially surveyed

from September 30 to October 4, 1991, to identify

potential sites for brown trout redd construction. Po-

tential sites were identified based on substrate size,

water depth, and stream velocity. Acceptable substrate

sizes range from 0.25 to 2.99 inches (Reiser and Wesche

1977). Water depths for spawning reported in the

literature range from 1 to 17.9 inches (Reiser and

Wesche 1977, Grost 1989, Cochnauer and Elms 1986,

Hooper 1973). For this study, depths from 3 to 18

inches were considered acceptable for redd construc-

tion. Average velocities for spawning reported in the

literature range between 0.2 and 1.7 fps (Grost 1989,

Hooper 1973); these were considered adequate esti-

mates for this study. After identifying potential redd

locations using these parameters, channel substrate at

each location was intensively sampled (see below).

During January and March 1992, the sampled sites

were evaluated for actual redd construction. The sites

were excavated with a shovel to locate egg pockets,

while a small net was held immediately downstream to

catch eggs entrained in the flow.

Three sites were sampled for analysis of substrate

particle-size distribution before and after a planned

release (2,000 cfs for 36 hours) from El Vado Reser-

voir. These sites were located approximately 1 , 6, and

15 river miles downstream from El Vado Dam. Both

pre- and post-release sampling were done within 5 days

of the 36-hour release. Using the results of the particle

size analyses, differences in the mean value of percent

fines (before and after the flow release) were tested for

statistical significance.

Freeze core and Hubbell bed material samples

were obtained from the selected sites in October 1991

.

The freeze core sampling process involved injecting

carbon dioxide gas under pressure into pipes driven

into the streambed, thus freezing a core of substrate

immediately surrounding the pipes (Figure 22). The

frozen substrate was then extracted with a cable and

winch assembly mounted on a tripod, and the core was

laid on a splitter box for defrosting. As the core was

thawed with a propane torch, the material was split into

three 10-centimeter intervals (0-10-, 10-20-, and

20-30-cm depths) for analysis. At the first site (mile 1),

1 1 cores were taken before the flow release and
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Figure 22. Freeze core apparatus.
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1 cores were obtained after the release. At the second

site (mile 6), 9 cores were taken before the release and

10 cores were obtained after the release. At the third

site (mile 1 5), 1 cores were taken both before and after

the release.

The Hubbell bed material sampler is a dredge-type

sampler that is pulled through the channel substrate

using a vehicle winch (Figure 23). This sampler

collects a gross sample from the upper 10 to 15 cm of

substrate; therefore, it is not possible to analyze these

samples by depth interval. For the three sites (miles 1,

6, and 15), two samples were taken with the Hubbell

sampler both before and after the release. The freeze

core and Hubbell bed material samples were analyzed

for particle-size distribution by the USGS Mount St.

Helens Volcano Laboratory in Washington.

Recreational Boating

The evaluation of flows for recreational boating on

the Rio Chama was based on three sources of informa-

tion: a review of previous studies of recreation on the

river, information obtained from user preference sur-

veys, and a navigability assessment of the river at

different flow levels. Because this reach of the Rio

Chama is not a high quality Whitewater experience, and

because fishing quality may be reduced by high flows,

the evaluation attempted to develop more precise rec-

ommendations for a range of flows between the lower

end of the Whitewater experience and the minimum
navigable level for the purpose of access to the canyon.

These levels are described in the previous chapter as

Figure 23. Hubbell sampler.
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Minimum Whitewater, Scenic Floating, and Minimum
Navigable.

In order to determine the flows required to provide

the three types of boating experience for each type of

craft (large rafts, small rafts, kayaks, and canoes), two

field studies were conducted. One study assessed

boater preference for different flow levels through on-

site user surveys. The other study evaluated navigabil-

ity through an on-river assessment by experienced

boaters using the full range of craft identified above

(Figure 24). The existing cooperative relations be-

tween the water owners and managers allowed for

specific flow regimes to be requested for the user

preference and navigational studies. This provided an

opportunity to complete these studies in a very efficient

manner.

User preferences were sampled on-site following

scheduled weekend releases with predetermined flows

covering the anticipated minimum Whitewater range of

800 to 1 ,000 cfs. Boaters were asked to evaluate flow

levels for their trip using one of four descriptions: more

than adequate, adequate, minimum, and below mini-

mum. They were also asked if they would return to

float this level if it were the only option available for

weekend releases. The respondents were asked to give

separate evaluations for the upper and lower sections of

the river.

The on-river navigability study was conducted by

a team ofagency personnel and experienced volunteers

from the boating community. Critical navigational

segments were identified in a preliminary survey of the

entire study reach. There were a total of 10 critical

segments on the upper section of the river and 4 critical

segments on the lower section. Navigational assess-

ment forms were provided to each boater and were

completed after navigating each segment. Flows were

requested in advance at levels that were estimated to be

at the upper and lower ends of navigability for the

smaller craft, and videos were taken of each of the

crafts as they navigated various flow levels (Figure

25).

The results of both studies are summarized in the

next chapter and are presented in detail in Appendix A.

Figure 24. Various types of boats used in the navigability assessment.

Figure 25. Navigating critical river segments.
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Fishing

The Rio Chama Management Plan calls for a study

to determine an optimum range of flows for fishing in

the Wild and Scenic River. This includes both an

identification of minimum flows for fishing access by

boat and an assessment of the effects of variable flows

on fishing quality. The question of navigability for

fishing access by boat is addressed in the previous

section on recreational boating, while the impact of

flow variations and flow levels on fishing quality was

addressed in a fishability study. The Rio Chama

Management Plan also identifies the need for a defini-

tive study to determine interactions between reservoir

releases for boating, water quality, and fishing oppor-

tunities. While such a study is beyond the scope of this

investigation, a preliminary investigation of turbidity

sources in the Wild and Scenic River was initiated as

part of the overall assessment. The methods and results

of the limited turbidity assessment are described in the

sections on scenic and aesthetic qualities.

Experienced fishing guides were used to assess the

river at various flow levels to determine potential for

fishing success based on their experience, either in

actual numbers caught or their observations of river

characteristics conducive to successful fishing. Flow-

dependent characteristics that may affect fishing suc-

cess include habitat conditions (discussed in the fisher-

ies sections of this document) and accessibility for

floating, wading, or bank fishing. The higher flows

(500 and 350 cfs) were assessed by floating from El

Vado Ranch to Chavez Canyon with periodic stops to

assess bank fishing and wading access. The lower

flows (250 and 150 cfs) were assessed for the first 2

miles of the upper section of the river. A fishability

assessment form was developed in consultation with

the fishing guides to rate accessibility and habitat

quality for each segment of the river investigated.

Based on previous reconnaissance of the river and

location of primary sources of sediment, the upper

section of the Rio Chama was divided into four seg-

ments for the fishability study: El Vado Dam to the

confluence of the Rio Nutrias (4 miles), Rio Nutrias to

Aragon Canyon (7 miles), Aragon Canyon to the

confluence of the Rio Cebolla (4 miles), and from the

Rio Cebolla confluence to the Rio Gallina confluence

(8 miles). These four segments were rated for quality

of fishing experience at flows of 500, 350, 250, and 1 50

cfs both during and after the second phase of the

navigability assessment. From these assessments,

preliminary recommendations were developed for op-

timum fishing flows.

Riparian Resources

As part of this instream flow assessment, a contract

was let to describe riparian and wetland resources that

occur along the Rio Chama. Description of riparian

values is primarily based on the contractor's project

completion report, entitled "An Analysis of Wetlands

and Endangered Plant Species Along the Chama River:

and Their Response to Fluctuating Water Levels"

(EcoPlan 1991). The main objective of the riparian

assessment was to document extent and conditions of

riparian resources along the Wild and Scenic Rio

Chama, and to ascertain if fluctuations in water levels

in the river adversely affect those resources. The

Resource Values section deals primarily with the first

part of the objective, while the effects of flows on

riparian resources are described in the Analysis of

Flow Requirements section.

Riparian/wetland types along the Rio Chama were

inventoried with boating and ground investigations

during the summer and fall of 1990. Data were com-

piled on types of wetlands present (Cowardin et al.

1979), their extent, and conditions necessary for their

preservation. [It should be noted, however, that the

FWS classification procedure (Cowardin et al. 1979) is

not designed to deal with cause and effect relationships

useful for determining potential changes in a riparian

system (Gebhardt et al. 1990).] Age class structure of

broadleaf trees in the lower part of the study area was

evaluated by ground survey. Effects of different flow

rates on riverside vegetation were described and docu-

mented with photographs of the river at 150, 300, 600,

and 1 , 1 00 cfs. In order to evaluate the effects of flows

on certain types of wetland and riparian vegetation,

channel cross sections were selected, surveyed, and

analyzed to develop relationships between flow and

channel morphology characteristics.

Effects of low flows on wetland and riparian re-

sources were analyzed using plots of submerged chan-

nel bottom (wetted perimeter) versus discharge to

identify flows below which the water's edge recedes

from the channel banks (Figure 26). The procedure is

essentially the same as the wetted-perimeter analysis

described for the macroinvertebrate habitat assess-

ment and is described in detail in that section. In most

cases, the same channel cross sections were used for

both analyses; the only difference was the riparian
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Figure 26. Cross section used for submerged channel bottom analysis.

analysis attempted to identify flows at which the edge

of water recedes from the rooting zone ofPEM vegeta-

tion along the channel banks.

For the analysis of high flows and their effects on

macrohabitat features (i.e., meanders, point bars, side

channels, etc.), channel cross-section data were col-

lected at the Big Bend river meander. The Rio Chama
Management Plan identified this site as offering out-

standing opportunities to interpret the riparian ecosys-

tem. The site includes numerous cutbanks, point bars,

and side channels with PEM wetlands and several age

classes of Palustrine Forested Wetlands (cottonwoods

and willows). High-water marks from a peak flow of

almost 4,000 cfs (May 1 99 1 ) were surveyed at this site,

and the results were used to estimate flows for mainte-

nance of channel-forming processes.

Scenic/Aesthetic Qualities

Methods to determine flow requirements for aquatic

species, riparian vegetation, bald eagles, and recre-

ational boating generally support the evaluation of the

Rio Chama aesthetic experience inasmuch as all of

these resources contribute to the visitor' s perception of

the river. In addition, a quantitative evaluation was

developed to identify water levels that would provide

a visually pleasing river scene without large sections of

exposed channel bottom. An investigation of the

sources and timing of stream turbidity also was initi-

ated as part of this study. While the investigation of

turbidity for this assessment is preliminary and very

limited, the Rio Chama Management Plan calls for a

complete study of sedimentation and turbidity in the

Wild and Scenic portions of the river.

To determine minimum streamflows below which

the visual experience is diminished, plots of sub-

merged channel bottom (wetted perimeter) versus dis-

charge were evaluated to identify flows at which wet-

ted perimeter decreased sharply with further reduc-

tions in flow. The procedure is essentially the same as

the wetted-perimeter analysis described for the

macroinvertebrate habitat assessment and is described

in detail in that section. In most cases, the same channel
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cross sections were used for both analyses; the only

difference was the scenic/aesthetic analysis attempted

to identify flows at which the edge of water recedes

towards the center of the channel, leaving large areas of

exposed channel bottom.

An investigation of turbidity in the Wild and Sce-

nic portion of the Rio Chama was initiated because of

the effect of high turbidities on the aesthetics of the

river. The investigation consisted primarily of a re-

view of existing data augmented with a very limited

sampling program. The initial goal for the investiga-

tion was to identify the magnitude and sources of

turbidity loading in the river, i.e., to determine turbidity

levels in reservoir releases compared to turbidity fur-

ther downstream, and to determine if seasonal changes

in turbidity can be related to reservoir conditions (e.g.,

ice cover in the winter) or operations (e.g., rapid

changes in streamflow, such as when boating flows are

released).

Bald Eagles

The relationship of bald eagles to streamflow in the

Wild and Scenic River was studied by analyzing his-

torical data on eagle numbers collected by aerial census

and comparing the numbers to streamflow. The

NMG&F Department began bald eagle counts from

fixed-wing aircraft in 1979, and with the exception of

1980 and 1989, these counts have been conducted

annually since then. Stahlecker (1991) also reported

eagle numbers from aerial surveys along the Rio Chama
downstream from Abiquiu Dam. Eagle numbers were

regressed against historical streamflow data to deter-

mine significant trends.

The fishery in the Rio Chama was studied to

determine flow dependency offish species that provide

the majority of forage for wintering bald eagles. Habi-

tat preferences of prey species were modeled using the

IFIM technology previously described.

During September 1990, the number of riffle-run

complexes in the Wild and Scenic River was mapped

at three flows: 150, 300, and 550 cfs. A riffle is shallow

water having relatively high surface velocity, with the

water surface broken by small waves or Whitewater. A
run is deeper water with moderate to high surface

velocity and a smooth water surface. These complexes

are important as prey-fish habitat, as the quiet water

immediately below riffles provides excellent opportu-

nities for foraging bald eagles to easily see their prey.

Winter ice cover and turbidity levels were investi-

gated since these phenomena could affect visibility and

accessibility of fish prey for bald eagles. Information

on ice occurrence and extent was compared to

streamflow levels and air temperatures to identify

critical flow levels for preventing or minimizing total

icing of the river. A limited amount of turbidity data

also were analyzed to investigate opportunities for

reducing winter turbidity through streamflow manage-

ment and controlled releases.
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Analysis of Flow Requirements

The various approaches and analytical methods

described in the previous section were used to quantify

the flow dependency of each resource and to suggest

flows required for protecting the identified resource

values. This section presents the results of those

analyses. At this point in the assessment, flow require-

ments were developed for each resource indepen-

dently, with no attempt to mesh the requirements that

were developed for different values. For some of the

identified values, more than one flow requirement was

developed to cover different seasons of the year or to

provide varying levels of resource protection. For

example, required flows for fisheries vary throughout

the year, depending on the critical life stages present in

the river. Similarly, required flow levels for boating

depend on the type of craft used to float the river.

Attempts to mesh the flow requirements for the differ-

ent resource values are addressed later in the report.

Fishenes

The analysis of flows required to support the

fishery resources of the Rio Chama concentrated on

brown trout as the desired management species. Evalu-

ation of the flow dependency of brown trout included

assessments of the physical habitat, food supply, water

temperature, and water quality (sedimentation) re-

quirements of the species. Habitat assessments identi-

fied flows required for each life stage of brown trout.

Physical Habitat

To maintain the brown trout fishery in the Rio

Chama, flow recommendations were developed to

support all life stages: reproduction (spawning and egg

incubation), fry, juveniles, and adult fish. Spawning

and incubation occur from October 1 5 through March;

fry are present from April 1 through August; and

juvenile and adult fish may be found year-round.

The results of the various IFIM investigations, as

described in the section on Approach and Methods, are

presented in Tables 4 through 8. Each table contains

fish habitat values (weighted usable area) for all life

stages at a particular location. In order to investigate

the flow requirements of each life stage individually,

the data from Tables 4 through 8 were plotted on four

Table 4. Brown trout habitat in the Rio Chama 1.5 miles downstream from El Vado Dam, 1976. 1

Flows in cfs2 Incubation Habitat Fry Habitat Juvenile Habitat Adult Habitat

10 3000

20 4000 17000 2200 6500

40 4800 24800 28100 12050

60 6900 27000 28500 15000

80 7950 28000 28600 17000

100 8600 28500 28800 17150

125 9100 28500 28400 17150

150 10900 27100 27100 17000

175 12950 26200 26200 16900

200 13500 25450 25300 16700

250 15200 23500 23500 16000

300 16000 19700 21200 15000

350 16300 17500 19400 14000

400 16400 15700 17900 12700

500 16500 12800 14300 10000

600 16400 10600 11800 8200

800 15200 7500 8600 6600

1,000 12600 6900 7500 5800

1,500 7600 6500 6600 4700

2,000 5800 6300 6800 3600

1 Brown trout habitat is Weighted Usable Area (WUA).

running stream.

2 Cubic feet per second.

WUA is the surface area of the stream times the habitat quality for 1 ,000 feel of
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Table 5. Brown trout habitat in the Rio Chama 6.9 miles downstream from El Vado Dam, 1982. 1

Flows in cfs2 Incubation Habitat Fry Habitat Juvenile Habitat Adult Habitat

10 847 27648 30877 13652

20 1590 31378 35212 17002

40 2955 33771 37825 21801

60 4130 33755 39333 25939

80 4887 33254 39283 28410

100 5481 33007 39510 29454

125 6062 32914 39420 31288

150 6489 32429 38117 31820

175 6827 31773 36299 31919

200 7102 30824 34560 32827

250 7563 29113 32662 34355

300 7802 27439 30911 34461

350 7943 25741 28791 34164

400 8025 23558 27032 33476

500 8031 19791 23661 31756

600 7740 16135 20157 29645

800 5385 13515 17717 31436

1,000 3146 10560 15826 33831

1,500 1505 9110 12124 33245

1 Brown trout habitat is Weighted Usable Area (WUA).

running stream.

2 Cubic feet per second.

WUA is the surface area of the stream times the habitat quality for 1 ,000 feet of

Table 6. Brown trout habitat in the Rio Chama 9.0 miles downstream from El Vado Dam 1990. 1

Flows in cfs2 Incubation Habitat Fry Habitat Juvenile Habitat Adult Habitat

50 7068 7526 19991 22248

75 9825 7912 20648 24193

100 12594 8941 20767 25206

153 20245 9874 20465 25252

200 23989 10259 20767 24942

300 28138 11213 19811 22626

400 30623 10915 18936 21243

500 27221 10101 16412 19224

553 25326 9461 15210 18188

600 23837 8757 14288 17203

700 20702 7235 12528 15202

800 17688 6080 11162 13288

900 14819 5220 9995 11693

1,000 12142 4501 8895 10447

1 Brown trout habitat is Weighted Usable Area (WUA). WUA is the surface area of the stream times the habitat quality for 1 ,000 feet of

running stream.

2 Cubic feet per second.
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Table 7. Brown trout habitat in the Rio Chama 15.0 miles downstream from El Vado Dam, 1982. 1

Flows in cfs2 Incubation Habitat Fry Habitat Juvenile Habitat Adult Habitat

10 131 8998 9596 7765

20 228 9867 9674 8409

40 396 10755 9763 9535

60 578 11207 9646 10229

80 739 11423 9490 10727

100 946 11631 9345 11105

125 1246 11999 9386 11262

150 1571 12303 9204 10884

175 1898 12390 9237 10301

200 2212 12481 9252 9832

250 2752 12355 9364 9426

300 3309 11546 8913 8922

350 3779 10721 9081 8671

400 4212 10345 9001 8092

500 4610 11137 10352 7162

600 4540 12066 11220 7105

800 3976 12880 11807 9228

1,000 3344 13080 12754 10366

1,500 2224 15939 16797 12195

1 Brown trout habitat is Weighted Usable Area (WUA). WUA is the surface area of the stream times the habitat quality for 1 ,000 feet of

running stream.

2 Cubic feet per second.

Table 8. Brown trout habitat in the Rio Chama 33.0 miles downstream from El Vado Dam, 1982. 1

Flows in cfs2 Incubation Habitat Fry Habitat Juvenile Habitat Adult Habitat

10 903 7264 6919 1787

20 1567 8694 8602 2464

40 4076 12174 11124 4806

60 4524 14019 11830 6053

80 4995 14220 12229 7589

100 - 5757 14522 12078 8012

125 6878 14913 12151 7675

150 7814 15449 12736 7402

175 8507 16436 14321 7228

200 8941 16909 14723 6968

250 9423 16046 13994 7012

300 9831 15053 13340 8520

350 9924 14234 12847 8880

400 9821 13785 12043 8344

500 9517 13640 11425 7289

600 9533 12913 10448 7105

800 8472 10671 8167 7503

1,000 7002 8666 7023 7158

1,500 4783 6603 5754 6451

1 Brown trout habitat is Weighted Usable Area (WUA),

running stream.

2 Cubic feet per second.

WUA is the surface area of the stream times the habitat quality for 1 ,000 feet of
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figures, one for each life stage. Figures 27 through 30

depict fish habitat at the five study sites for each life

stage. The amount of available habitat varied consid-

erably between study sites; however, in most cases

similar flows provided optimum or near-optimum habi-

tat for most sites. An optimum flow and an acceptable

range of flows were determined for each life stage at

each site. A flow was then selected that would result in

the best habitat for the majority of sites. A detailed

account of the analysis for each life stage is discussed

below.

Brown trout egg incubation habitat is presented in

Figure 27. Since the 1.5-and 9.0-mile sites contained

the greatest amount of incubation habitat (and data at

the 9.0-mile site was considered the most accurate),

these sites were weighted the most for selecting an

optimum flow. The relative lack of incubation habitat

at the 6.9-, 15.0-, and 33.0-mile sites resulted in these

sites receiving a lesser weight in the analysis. Based on

the data presented in Figure 27, an optimum flow of

400 cfs is required for brown trout egg incubation. An
acceptable range of flow for egg incubation is 150 to

700 cfs.

Brown trout fry habitat is presented in Figure 28.

The sites at 1.5 and 6.9 miles downstream of El Vado

Dam contained the most fry habitat and received

the greatest weight in the analysis. Data from the

15.0-mile site were weighted the least, as it was the

only site where habitat continued to increase at flows

greater than 400 cfs. Based on the data presented in

Figure 28, an optimum flow of 200 cfs is required for

brown trout fry. An acceptable range of flow for fry

habitat is 150 to 300 cfs.

Habitat for juvenile brown trout is presented in

Figure 29. Since the three upstream sites (1.5-, 6.9-,

and 9.0-mile sites) contained the mostjuvenile habitat,

these sites received the greatest weight in the analysis.

Juvenile habitat decreases with higher flows at all sites

except the 15.0-mile site; thus, the 15.0-mile site was

weighted least in the analysis. Based primarily on the

data for the three upstream sites, optimum flow for

brown troutjuveniles is lOOcfs. A lower limit of50 cfs

would provide adequate juvenile habitat at all five

sites. An upper limit of 300 cfs would protect juvenile

habitat at three sites, with only moderate reduction in

habitat at the other two sites.

Brown trout adult habitat is presented in Figure 30.

Analysis of the data in Figure 30 indicates optimum

habitat occurs at 100 cfs at three sites and at 300 to 350

cfs at the other two sites; therefore, an intermediate

flow of 200 cfs should provide the most adult habitat

for all sites combined. As flows increase from 400 to

600 cfs, habitat decreases at all five sites; thus, 400 cfs

is a good upper limit for adult habitat. A lower limit of

75 cfs would provide adequate minimum habitat for

adult browns.

The most critical life stage for brown trout in the

Rio Chama is the spawning and incubation period,

followed by the period when fry are in the gravels.

Also, fry in the water column are more sensitive to
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streamflow than are juveniles, and juveniles are more

sensitive to flow than are adults. To manage flows for

brown trout, habitat for the most critical life stage

should be provided first. The data presented above are

summarized in Table 9.

Based on the time of year when each life stage is

present in the river, the optimum flow regime for

brown trout in the Rio Chama is:

400 cfs, October 15 - March 3 1

;

200 cfs, April 1 - August 31; and

100 cfs, September 1 - October 14.

Table 9. Flows required for each brown trout life

stage as determined by the instream flow

incremental methodology.

Flow in Cubic Feet Per Second

Optimum

Flow

Minimum

Flow

Maximum

Flow

Spawning and Incubation

(October 15 -March 31)

400 150 700

Fry (April 1 -August 31) 200 150 300

Juvenile (year-round) 100 50 300

Adult (year-round) 200 75 400

The acceptable range of flows to provide adequate

habitat for brown trout is:

150-700 cfs, October 15 - March 31

;

150-300 cfs, April 1 - August 31; and

75-300 cfs, September 1- October 14.

If flows drop below the minimum or exceed the

maximum in the acceptable range, the brown trout

population may be adversely affected. A stable flow

is especially critical during egg incubation. If flows

drop after eggs are deposited, the eggs may die due to

lack of water or they may freeze. If flows increase

dramatically after spawning, high velocities may scour

spawning gravels, causing eggs to be either destroyed

or dislodged so that they are entrained in the flow and

redeposited in unfavorable areas downstream. An
increase or decrease in flow could also lead to sedimen-

tation of redds and subsequent suffocation of the eggs.

Macroinvertebrates as Forage for Fish

Physical habitat may not be the only flow-depen-

dent resource limiting the brown trout fishery in the

Rio Chama. As a primary food source for brown trout,

macroinvertebrates also influence the fishery and may

themselves be dependent on certain flow levels for

survival. Benthic macroinvertebrates develop and

grow on specific substrates in aquatic environments;
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thus, the amount of habitat available for

macroinvertebrate production will be directly related

to the kinds and amount of submerged substrate in the

channel.

In general, the greater the variety of flow condi-

tions and substrate types in a river, the better the habitat

for macroinvertebrates. Benthic macroinvertebrates in

the Rio Chama were categorized as impaired by Jacobi

and McGuire ( 1 992). Invertebrates at a site just down-

stream from El Vado Dam were affected by the stable

temperature regime provided by the reservoir. Many
invertebrates require seasonal temperature changes to

initiate development of different life stages (Lehnkuhl

1972); thus, the relatively small temperature fluctua-

tions in reservoir releases would reduce invertebrate

diversity. Invertebrates at three sites downstream from

major tributaries (Rio Nutrias, Rio Cebolla, and Rio

Gallina) were probably adversely affected by fine

sediments that fill interstitial spaces in the substrate,

causing a loss of colonization sites. A large proportion

of the sediments in the Rio Chama are contributed by

these three tributaries.

The number of riffle-run complexes, along with

total length of riffles in the river, provides a longitudi-

nal measure of habitat availability for macroinvertebrate

production. Stahlecker ( 199 1
) analyzed the number of

riffle-run complexes in the Rio Chama and demon-

strated a reduction of these complexes at higher flows.

Stahlecker' s data indicated the largest number of such

complexes occurred at 150 cfs with decreasing num-

bers at 300 and 550 cfs. The number of riffle-run

complexes may be even greater at flows less than 150

cfs; however, at very low flows, the decreasing width

of submerged channel bottom begins to reduce inver-

tebrate habitat availability.

For analyzing the effects of low flows on

macroinvertebrate habitat in the Rio Chama, plots of

submerged channel bottom (wetted perimeter) versus

discharge were evaluated to determine minimum flows

below which wetted perimeter dropped sharply with

further reductions in flow. For many of the surveyed

cross sections, it was possible to identi fy more than one

such flow, depending on the scale chosen for the plots.

For example, the two plots in Figure 3 1 are for the same

surveyed cross section and are identical except for the

scale on the horizontal (discharge) axis. Because many

of the plots displayed similar behavior, two flow re-

quirements were developed from the cross-section

information: a desired minimum flow and a critical

minimum flow. The higher flow represents the "de-

sired" minimum for maintaining macroinvertebrate

habitat in the channel; at this flow most of the channel

bottom is still submerged. The lower flow represents

the "critical" minimum, below which exposed channel

bottom increases drastically. The difference in these

two flows, as illustrated in Figure 31, is discussed

below.

The left plot in Figure 3 1 shows a marked decrease

in wetted perimeter when discharge falls below about

200 to 300 cfs. For this cross section (downstream of
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the Rio Cebolla confluence), the desired minimum

flow would be about 200 to 250 cfs. Similar plots for

other surveyed cross sections showed similar decreases

in wetted perimeter at flows ranging from 60 to 350 cfs.

Averaging these flows for all cross sections produced

a desired minimum flow of about 220 cfs. When only

the most representative cross sections are averaged, the

desired minimum flow is about 185 cfs. Thus, it was

concluded that the desired minimum flow for main-

taining macroinvertebrate habitat is about 185 to 200

cfs.

The right plot in Figure 31 represents the same

cross section with an expanded scale for discharge. On
this plot there is a drastic reduction in channel wetted

perimeter when discharge falls below about 35 cfs. For

this cross section the critical minimum flow is 35 cfs.

Similar plots for other cross sections showed sharp

decreases in wetted perimeter at flows ranging from 20

to 85 cfs. Averaging these flows for all surveyed cross

sections produces a critical minimum flow of about 45

cfs. When only the most representative cross sections

are averaged, the critical minimum flow is about 37 cfs.

Thus, it was concluded that the critical minimum flow

for maintaining marginal macroinvertebrate habitat is

about 40 cfs. This compares with a 2-year, 7-day low

flow of about 32 cfs and a 2-year, 30-day low flow of

about 47 cfs (both at El Vado gage) since completion

of the SJC Project in 1972 (see Appendix D).

Large, rapid changes in streamflow, such as those

occurring in the Rio Chama when water is released for

irrigation or weekend boating, probably adversely af-

fect macroinvertebrate habitat. Rapid changes in dis-

charge redistribute sediment, either scouring or smoth-

ering the substrate. Flow fluctuations outside the range

of normal seasonal variations may directly influence

macroinvertebrates as well (Jacobi and McGuire 1 992).

Flow fluctuations also may increase bank erosion,

thereby increasing sediment loading and deposition in

the channel.

The amount of macroinvertebrate habitat available

is a function of both the channel substrate and flow

conditions. A longitudinal analysis of riffle-run com-

plexes in the river favored lower flows (e.g., 150 cfs)

for creation of these complexes. However, an analysis

of wetted perimeter versus discharge revealed that

exposed channel bottom increases significantly as flows

drop below 185 to 200 cfs, and large sections of

channel bottom are exposed to desiccation if flows fall

below 40 cfs. Thus, 185 to 200 cfs is the desired

minimum flow for maintenance of adequate

macroinvertebrate habitat, and 40 cfs may be consid-

ered critical for maintaining a viable macroinvertebrate

community. In addition, large, rapid flow fluctuations

are detrimental to macroinvertebrate habitat and should

be minimized to reduce invertebrate mortality. A flow

regime sufficient to remove silt and sand from the

substrate would be beneficial to benthic

macroinvertebrates, as would reductions in tributary

sediment loading of the river.

Stream Temperature

Existing data on file with FWS in Albuquerque

indicates that summer stream temperatures in the Rio

Chama likely are not limiting to brown trout. Water

temperatures measured about 1.5 miles downstream

from El Vado Dam generally are in the low fifties

during July, August, and September. This is in the

lower end of brown trout's preferred range of 53 to

67 °F. Summer releases from El Vado Dam sometimes

run as cold as 48 or 49 °F and occasionally may reach

as high as 60 °F. Summerreleasesinexcessof60 "Fare

rare.

Only one summer of water temperature data is

available for a site immediately downstream from the

Rio Cebolla confluence about 15 miles downstream

from El Vado Dam. This site represents the approxi-

mate lower end of known brown trout occurrence in

the Rio Chama (Hanson 1992). Mean daily water

temperature at this site reached a maximum value of

64.9 °F in mid-August when air temperatures were in

the mid-to-upper eighties and streamflow was about

71 cfs. Thus, it appears that, even at very low water

levels, stream temperatures in the Rio Chama are in or

near the preferred range of brown trout, at least to the

downstream end of their known occurrence.

Limited summer water temperature data collected

near Skull Bridge (28 miles downstream from El Vado

Dam) and at the USGS streamgage above Abiquiu

Reservoir (30 miles downstream from the dam) indi-

cate that water temperatures approaching the upper

limit of brown trout tolerance do occur in the lower

section of the river. In late July 1 990, mean daily water

temperature reached almost 70 °F near Skull Bridge

when streamflow fell to 114 cfs. And in late July 1991,

mean daily water temperature at the USGS gage above

Abiquiu reached 71.1 °F when streamflow was at

61 cfs. In the latter case, the daily maximum water

temperature reached 78.6 °F for 1 day, although for the

rest of July, the daily maximums did not exceed 75 °F

(Hanson 1992).

From the preceding discussion, it does not appear

that summer water temperatures are limiting to brown

trout in the Wild and Scenic Rio Chama corridor.
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Therefore, flow requirements were not identified for

protecting summer temperatures in the river. Flow

requirements for minimizing icing of the river in mid-

winter are discussed below in the section on bald

eagles.

Sedimentation

Substrate samples were taken at three different

sites on the Rio Chama (1, 6, and 15 river miles

downstream from El Vado Dam). Stratified and depth-

integrated samples were collected prior to and follow-

ing a 2,000 cfs, 36-hour release from El Vado
Reservoir.

Table 1 summarizes results for freeze core samples

retrieved from the first site ( 1 mile downstream from El

Vado Dam). Results for samples collected before

the release indicate a mean value for fine material

(<6.35 mm) of 39.5 percent for the 0-10 cm depth

interval, 35.3 percent for the 10-20 cm depth interval,

and 4 1 .7 percent for the 20-30 cm depth interval. Data

for samples collected after the release yielded mean

values of 47.5 percent in the 0-10 cm depth interval,

33.5 percent in the 10-20 cm depth interval, and

41.7 percent in the 20-30 depth interval. Mean values

for samples collected before and after the release are

not significantly different (alpha = 0.1). Table 11

presents data from the Hubbell bed material sampler.

Mean values for percent fine material (<6.35 mm) are

59.9 percent before the release and 56.1 percent after

the release. No substantial change in fines (<6.35 mm)
occurred at this site as a result of the 2,000 cfs flow

release. This is substantiated by both the freeze core

and Hubbell data.

Table 10. Rio Chama freeze core results, sample site #1 (El Vado). Percent of bed material < 6.35 mm,
before and after flow release.

Sample Site

(All Cores)

0-10 cm
Depth

10 -20 cm
Depth

20 - 30 cm
Depth

Site #1

Before Release

MEAN Value

39.5 35.3 41.7

Site #1

Before Release

Std Deviation

17.3 16.3 9.3

Site #1

After Release

MEAN Value

47.5 33.5 41.7

Site #1

After Release

Std Deviation

7.9 11.5 14.5

MEAN Value Change

Before - After -8.0 1.8

Comments and

Evaluation

Not a statistically

significant change

Not a statistically

significant change

No change
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Table 11. Rio Chama Hubbell results, sample site #1 (El Vado). Percent of bed material < 6.35 mm.

Sample Site Percent of Bed

Material < 6.35 mm
Comments

Site #1 Before Release

Hubbell Sample #1 55.8

Site #1 Before Release

Hubbell Sample #2 64.0

Site #1 Before Release

MEAN Value 59.9

No statistical analysis

applicable

Site #1 After Release

Hubbell Sample #1 63

Site #1 After Release

Hubbell Sample #2 49.2

Site #1 After Release

MEAN Value 56.1

No statistical analysis

applicable

MEAN Value Change

Before - After 3.8

No statistical analysis

applicable

Table 1 2 summarizes results for freeze core samples

retrieved from the second site (6 miles downstream

from El Vado Dam). Results for samples collected

before the release indicate a mean value for fine mate-

rial (<6.35 mm) of 32.8 percent for the 0-10 cm depth

interval, 39.0 percent for the 10-20 cm depth interval,

and 37.8 percent for the 20-30 cm depth interval. Data

for samples collected after the release yielded mean

values of 35.0 percent in the 0-10 cm depth interval,

37.6 percent in the 10-20 cm depth interval, and

35.3 percent in the 20-30 depth interval. Mean values

for samples collected before and after the release are

not significantly different (alpha = 0.1). Table 13

presents data from the Hubbell bed-material sampler.

Mean values for percent fine material (<6.35 mm) are

32.0 percent before the release and 42.8 percent after

the release. Although there is an apparent difference in

percent fines before and after the release, sample size

(i.e., only one prerelease sample was analyzed) pre-

cluded any statistical analysis.

Table 1 4 summarizes results for freeze core samples

retrieved from the third site (15 miles downstream

from El Vado Dam). Results for samples collected

before the release indicate a mean value for fine mate-

rial (<6.35 mm) of 27.1 percent for the 0-10 cm depth

interval, 30.5 percent for the 10-20 cm depth interval,

and 26.2 percent for the 20-30 cm depth interval. Data

for samples collected after the release yielded mean

values of 31.1 percent in the 0-10 cm depth interval,

37.3 percent in the 10-20 cm depth interval, and

34.0 percent in the 20-30 cm depth interval. Mean
values for samples collected before and after the re-

lease are not significantly different (alpha = 0. 1 ) in the

0-10 cm depth interval. The analysis, however, does

indicate a statistically significant increase in fines in

the 10-20 and 20-30 cm depth intervals. Table 15

presents data from the Hubbell bed material-material

sampler. Mean values for percent fine material

(<6.35 mm) are 38.0 percent before the release and

35.9 percent after the release. Hubbell bed-material
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Table 12. Rio Chama freeze core results, sample site #2 (Nutrias). Percent of bed material < 6.35 mm,
before and after flow release.

Sample Site

(All Cores)

0-10 cm
Depth

10 -20 cm
Depth

20 - 30 cm
Depth

Site #2

Before Release

MEAN Value

32.8 39.0 37.8

Site #2

Before Release

Std Deviation

14.5 8.4 19.4

Site #2

After Release

MEAN Value

35.0 37.6 35.3

Site #2

After Release

Std Deviation

9.9 14.1 10.9

MEAN Value Change

Before - After -2.2 1.4 2.5

Comments and

Evaluation

Not a statistically

significant change

Not a statistically

significant change

Not a statistically

significant change

Table 13. Rio Chama Hubbell results, sample site #2 (Nutrias). Percent of bed material < 6.35 mm.

Sample Site Percent of Bed

Material < 6.35 mm
Comments

Site #1 Before Release

Hubbell Sample #1 Not available Sample #1 lost

Site #1 Before Release

Hubbell Sample #2 32.0

Site #1 Before Release

MEAN Value

32.0

(single sample)

No statistical analysis

applicable

Site #1 After Release

Hubbell Sample #1 53.5

Site #1 After Release

Hubbell Sample #2 32.0

Site #1 After Release

MEAN Value 42.8

No statistical analysis

applicable

MEAN Value Change

Before - After -10.8

No statistical analysis

applicable
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Table 14. Rio Chama freeze core results, sample site #3 (Cebolla). Percent of bed material < 6.35 mm,
before and after flow release.

Sample Site

(All Cores)

0-10 cm
Depth

10 -20 cm
Depth

20 - 30 cm
Depth

Site #3 Before Release

MEAN Value 27.1 30.5 26.2

Site #3 Before Release

Std Deviation 8.9 8.4 7.0

Site #3 After Release

MEAN Value 31.1 37.3 34.0

Site #3 After Release

Std Deviation 8.6 6.7 11.3

MEAN Value Change

Before - After -4.0 -6.8 -7.8

Comments and

Evaluation

Not a statistically

significant change

of fine material after

Significant at a = 0.1;

indicates increase in amount

of fine material after

Significant at a = 0.1;

indicates increase in amount

Table 15. Rio Chama Hubbell results, sample site #3 (Cebolla). Percent of bed material < 6.35 mm.

Sample Site Percent of Bed

Material < 6.35 mm
Comments

Site #3 Before Release

Hubbell Sample #1 42.0

Site #3 Before Release

Hubbell Sample #2 34.0

Site #3 Before Release

MEAN Value 38.0

No statistical analysis

applicable

Site #3 After Release

Hubbell Sample #1 36.8

Site #3 After Release

Hubbell Sample #2 35.0

Site #3 After Release

MEAN Value 35.9

No statistical analysis

applicable

MEAN Value Change

Before - After 2.1

No statistical analysis

applicable
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samples were small in number; therefore, sample size

precluded any statistical analysis for this site.

Overall, the substrate sampling showed that the

36-hour release of 2,000 cfs produced no significant

improvement in the amount of fines (<6.35 mm) in the

substrate. If this size fraction is considered an upper

limit for material detrimental to brown trout spawning,

then no apparent improvement in habitat occurred

from the flow release. Results from the third site

(15 river miles downstream from El Vado Dam) indi-

cate a degradation in potential habitat in the 10-20 and

20-30 cm depth intervals. Although results from the

Hubbell bed-material sampler are limited statistically,

they exhibit the same trend of either no change or

degradation in the quality of potential spawning grav-

els. Based on the literature reviewed in an earlier

section of this report, a reduction in spawning success

may be expected when the amount of fine material in

spawning gravels exceeds approximately 30 percent.

For all core samples and depth intervals retrieved after

the 2,000 cfs release, a mean value of 36. 1 percent fine

material indicates a potential limiting factor to brown

trout reproduction that warrants further study and

evaluation.

Recreational Boating

A previous study of user preferences, which fo-

cused on maximizing economic benefits from flows

(Ward, 1987), concluded that weekend flows of 1,500

to 2,000 cfs provided the maximum benefit, primarily

from boating. User preferences for this flow range

could be construed as representing an optimum

Whitewater level; however, Ward's study did not con-

sider the total amount of water required to sustain this

flow and the impact on fishing quality or other resource

values. The minimum flow for boaters indicated by

Ward's study was 800 cfs.

At the time of the study by Ward (1987), canoes

represented only 12 to 15 percent of total boating use

of the Rio Chama. Recently, the Rio Chama has gained

a reputation as a canoe run, and the percentage of use

by this type of craft is increasing (Figure 32). Also,

Ward's study did not emphasize historical values asso-

ciated with fishing, since the economics favored boat-

ing. Fishing quality tends to be better at flows under

500 cfs (see the section on fishing below), and dramatic

fluctuations in flow associated with weekend releases

appear to disrupt fishing activities. Numerous com-
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Figure 32. Canoe use is increasing on Rio Chama.
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plaints are received from anglers below El Vado Dam
whenever flows are raised to provide boating opportu-

nities.

Because ofthe marginal quality of the Rio Chama' s

Whitewater experience and the conflicts with fishing

on the river, the user preference survey attempted to

refine Ward's estimate of the minimum flow needed

for boating. Boater preferences were surveyed at three

flow levels. In 1 990, a survey was conducted at 900 cfs

with 30 responses, and in 1991, surveys were con-

ducted at 800 cfs with 21 responses and at 1,000 cfs

with 24 responses. The results of these surveys are

summarized in Appendix A.

Results from the user preference surveys show that

there was a slight increase in boater dissatisfaction as

flow decreases; however, even at 800 cfs, most of the

respondents indicated they would return to float the

river at this level if this flow was the only opportunity

available to float the Rio Chama. The lower section

appeared to cause the most problems at 800 cfs; six out

of 1 3 private boaters who floated only the lower section

indicated it was a minimum to below-minimum level.

Commercial boaters were generally satisfied with the

800 cfs flow, with no respondents indicating it was

below minimum.

All commercial and private respondents indicated

that 900 and 1,000 cfs were at or above minimum

levels. Based on these results, the required minimum
Whitewater level is 800 cfs for boating on the upper

section and 1 ,000 cfs for boating on the lower section,

especially for large rafts. If water is available, a flow

of 1,000 cfs will provide an adequate flow for mini-

mum Whitewater along the entire reach. This is cur-

rently the recommended flow for the release week-

ends, provided there is adequate water to meet all

programmed releases.

The on-river navigability assessment was com-

pleted over a 2-year period. The initial assessment

included float trips at a flow of 630 cfs on the entire

reach, and at 300 cfs on the upper section only. Based

on the results of these two trips, it was decided to

conduct additional surveys during the 1991 season to

refine the requirements for scenic floating and mini-

mum navigable flows. The results of the navigability

study are detailed in Appendix A and are summarized

in Table 16.

Fishing

The fishability study was conducted in conjunc-

tion with the second phase of the navigability study in

1 99 1 . At 500 and 350 cfs, the entire upper section was

evaluated by boat; at 250 and 150 cfs, only the first

segment of the upper section was evaluated. The two

higher flows were evaluated using the Fishability Form

discussed previously, while the two lower flows were

evaluated with a general narrative describing habitat

and accessibility of the river compared to that experi-

enced at higher flows. Although the surveys for the low

flows were less definitive, results indicated lower

flows ( 1 50 and 250 cfs) provided better fishing condi-

tions. Fishing guides evaluated the 150-cfs level as

having lower quality fishing conditions than the 250-

cfs level. Based on the guides' responses, it appears

that stable flows ranging from 1 50 to 300 cfs would

provide the best fishing conditions on the upper sec-

tion. These flows are similar to the range of minimum

flows required for navigating kayaks and canoes. The

scenic boating flows for kayaks and canoes and the

minimum navigable level for small rafts (350 cfs)

provided fair to good fishing conditions. The 500-cfs

level, which is required for larger rafts, was evaluated

Table 16. Rio Chama recreational boating flow requirements (cfs).

Type of Craft Large Raft Small Raft Kayak Canoe

Minimum Whitewater

Upper section

Lower section

800

1,000

800

800

800

800

600

600

Scenic Float

Upper section

Lower section

500

800

500

500

350

500

350

500

Minimum Navigable

Upper section

Lower section

500

500

350

500

250

350

250

350

Notes: Upper section is defined as river length 22 miles from El Vado Ranch launch site to Chavez Canyon access.

Lower section is defined as river length 9 miles from Chavez Canyon access to Big Eddy access.
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larger rafts, was evaluated as only poor to fair fishing.

Because only a small number of guides were used in

this assessment, additional studies should be con-

ducted to confirm and refine these determinations.

Also, studies should be initiated to investigate fishing

for channel catfish in the lower section of the river.

Riparian Resources

Virtually all riparian-wetland classes discussed in

the Resource Values and Management Objectives sec-

tion are affected by the flow regime of the Rio Chama.

Riverine classes will be affected by low flows in the

system, as low flows will determine the degree of

desiccation of these wetland types. Riverine classes

also will be influenced by high flows inasmuch as high

flows shape the channel and determine channel sub-

strate. PEM Wetlands also will be influenced by low

flows; as water levels recede, the edge of water pulls

away from the channel bank, dewatering the rooting

zone ofPEM vegetation. Other Palustrine classes may
be affected by changes in the flood regime of the river.

Floodflows sustain the meandering process of the

river, creating side channels and associated Aquatic

Bed and Emergent Wetlands; floodflows also deposit

fresh sediment in locations suitable for regeneration of

certain Palustrine Scrub-Shrub and Forested Wetlands.

In this section, estimates are developed for low flows

required by PEM vegetation along the channel margin

and high flows required for channel processes neces-

sary to maintain riparian species. Some recommenda-

tions for cottonwood regeneration, not related to flows,

are also made in this section.

Field observations revealed that the relation be-

tween root zone ofPEM vegetation along the river and

water levels varied at constant flow levels. In one

stretch of river, the edge of water was at the top of the

root zone at 1 , 100 cfs; at another location just 300 feet

downstream, water's edge was 20 feet horizontally

away from the root zone at the same flow. This

phenomenon was morecommon in portions ofthe river

where the grade was steeper or the cross section char-

acteristically exhibited a deep central channel with

extended shallow shoulders (Figure 33), and it seemed

to be particularly noticeable as flows fell below 300 cfs

1,100 cfs

PEM Zone PEM Zone

600 cfs

PEM Zone

Top Width = 99

PEM Zone

300 cfs

PEM Zone PEM Zone

PEM Zone

Exposed

Bottom

150 Cfs

Top Width = 50
Exposed

Bottom

/ PEM Zone

Figure 33. Typical cross section depicting a deep central channel with extended shallow shoulders. Notice the

varying top widths of the river at 1,100, 600, 300, and 150 cfs flows.
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(Figure 34). Specifically, at water levels associated

with 300 cfs, most of the river bottom is covered, and

in most cases the PEM root zone is still saturated. An
observed flow rate of 150 cfs, however, generated

obvious potential impacts to PEM communities (Fig-

ure 35). In many areas, a change to 150 cfs caused the

edge of water to recede significantly from the channel

bank (and associated PEM root zone). The resulting

stress appears to preclude establishment of extensive

stands of PEM flora in these areas. At 150 cfs,

potentially negative effects to Riverine Unconsoli-

dated Bottom, Aquatic Bed, and Rocky Shore wetland

habitats were also noted in these areas (EcoPlan 1 99 1 ).

In contrast, flatter (i.e., lower gradient) portions of

the river appear to be less affected by water level

fluctuations. Channels in these areas have steeper

banks, so that water levels drop with decreasing flows,

but top width changes relatively little (Figure 36).

These flatter areas of river tend to have well developed

PEM vegetation and stable streambanks (EcoPlan

1991).

In order to sustain the PEM wetlands along the

river, it is critical to provide water at levels roughly

equal to the root zones of these plants. In shallow

reaches, where channel banks are gradual, decreasing

flows cause greater desiccation ofthese root zones than

in deeper reaches with steeper banks. In order to define

the flows at which this phenomenon' occurs in the Rio

Chama, several stream channel cross sections were

analyzed using plots of wetted perimeter (submerged

channel bottom) versus discharge as described in the

section on macroinvertebrate habitat. From these plots

it was possible to identify flows below which the edge

of water receded from the channel banks. These flows

correspond to the "desired" minimum flows identified

in the macroinvertebrate section. (Refer to the section

on flows required for macroinvertebrate habitat for a

more thorough discussion on how these flows were

estimated.) From that analysis, minimum flows of 1 85

to 200 cfs are required for protection of PEM vegeta-

tion.

High flows beneficial for maintaining channel-

adjustment processes were estimated from data col-

lected at the Big Bend riparian site. Figure 37 provides

a schematic of a typical floodplain representative of

Palustrine Forested Wetlands along the lower section

of the river. For the processes of cutbank erosion

and point-bar development, floodflows of 5,000 to

6,000 cfs are required. These flows will maintain the

natural process of channel meandering, creating new

oxbows and cutoff channels, and inundating existing

oxbows, cutoff channels, and the lower end of point

bars. The best time for inundation would be late spring/

early summer, just prior to seed dispersion of cotton-

woods; thus, timing of these high flows coincides with

the natural snowmelt-runoff season. Cottonwood seeds

require fresh, moist sediments for germination, and

seedling roots must be able to keep pace with receding

water levels. The normal early summer hydrograph

recession provides the best opportunity for creating

these conditions. Since completion of the SJC Project,

floodflows of 5,000 to 6,000 cfs represent about a

5-year return period for a 1 -day duration and a 10-year

return period for a 7-day duration (see Appendix D).

Figure 34. Palustrine Emergent wetlands at flows less than 300 cfs.
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Figure 35. Rio Chama at IFIM study reach at two different flows. The top photo is looking upstream at 550 cfs;

the bottom photo is looking downstream at the same cross section at 150 cfs. Note how the water's

edge recedes from the PEM vegetation at the lower flow (see arrows).
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Zone Top Width = 97

Thus, it is recommended that a floodflow of at least

5,000 cfs be released in the Wild and Scenic River for

at least 1 day every 5 to 10 years, preferably during the

normal snowmelt hydrograph.

Some nonflow recommendations for cottonwood

regeneration were also provided in the contractor's

report (EcoPlan 1991). Cottonwood forests of New
Mexico are subject to intense invasion by exotic spe-

cies. One of the most pernicious ofthese is the Siberian

elm. This species is a highly aggressive canopy tree

that does not need inundation for germination. The

woodland areas along the Rio Chama within the study

area should be periodically inspected for elms. If

detected, the elms should be removed immediately.

Once established, elms are nearly impossible to elimi-

nate. Pole planting and sprinkler irrigation also were

recommended to establish new cottonwood trees. This

was also identified in the Rio Chama Management Plan

for appropriate riparian areas along the river.

^ Figure 36. Typical cross section depicting uniform

depths and steeper banks. This type of

channel appears to be more common in the

flatter portions of the river. Note the lack

of significant variation in top width at 150,

300, 600, and 1,100 cfs flow rates.

Scale =1"= 316'

I I
— River Channel

— Maximum Area

Inundated by 5000 cfs Flow

— Point Bar Development

Figure 37. Big Bend riparian site, Rio Chama.
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Scenic/Aesthetic Qualities

The analysis of flows required to protect aquatic

species, riparian vegetation, bald eagles, and recre-

ational boating all support the visitor's aesthetic expe-

rience of the Wild and Scenic Rio Chama. In addition,

minimum streamflows were identified for providing a

scenic resource that would be visually pleasing, even at

low flows. A limited investigation of turbidity in the

Rio Chama provided additional information regarding

opportunities for improving the appearance of the Rio

Chama through flow management.

In order to provide a visually pleasing river scene,

extremely low flows exposing large areas of channel

bottom should be avoided. In order to define the flows

at which this phenomenon occurs in the Rio Chama,

several stream channel cross sections were analyzed,

using plots of wetted perimeter (submerged channel

bottom) versus discharge as described in the section on

macroinvertebrate habitat. From these plots it was

possible to identify flows below which large areas of

channel bottom are exposed. These flows correspond

to the "critical" minimum flows identified in the

macroinvertebrate section. (Refer to the section on

macroinvertebrate habitat for a more thorough discus-

sion on how these flows were estimated.) From that

analysis, minimum flows of about 40 cfs are required

to avoid large areas of exposed channel bottom. This

compares with a 2-year, 7-day low flow of about 32 cfs

and a 2-year, 30-day low flow of about 47 cfs (both at

El Vado gage) since completion of the SJC Project in

1972 (see Appendix D).

In addition to the analysis of submerged channel

bottom versus discharge, existing turbidity data were

supplemented with limited sampling to investigate

opportunities for improving the Rio Chama' s water

quality through flow management. As indicated in the

section on resource values, turbidity in the Rio Chama
is known to come from two major sources: water

released from El Vado Reservoir and tributary inflow

below El Vado Dam. While a detailed investigation of

these sources is called for in the Rio Chama Manage-

ment Plan, such a study is beyond the scope of this

assessment. Thus, this analysis attempts only to de-

velop a clearer picture of opportunities for reducing

these sources through flow management.

Water released from El Vado Reservoir is unusu-

ally turbid compared to releases from most western

reservoirs. Water samples collected in July 1991

revealed turbidity in outflow from El Vado that was

more than five times greater than turbidity in the inflow

on the same day. While this is not the only source of

turbidity in the river (turbidity doubled in the first

5 miles below the dam), it is typical for El Vado

outflow throughout the majority of the year. Historical

data on turbidity at several locations in the Wild and

Scenic River corridor (Table 17) indicate that, except

Table 17 . Turbidity in the Rio Chama as measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTUs), 1 986- 1 99 1

.

Located in Miles Below El Vado Dam

Date

1.0

at

Cooper

4.2

Above

Rio

Nutrias

4.3

In

Rio

Nutrias

4.6

Below

Rio

Nutrias

14.4

Above

Rio

Cebolla

14.5

In

Rio

Cebolla

15.3

Below

Rio

Cebolla

22.5

Above

Rio

Gallina

22.6

In

Rio

Gallina

24.6

Above

Rapids

28.0

Skull

Bridge

30.3

USGS
Gage

9/30/86 68 85 125 500+

11/19/86 252 1,140 600 225

11/20/86 36 650 53 53 48 56

11/21/86 35

2/24/87 7 126 7 9 5 9 14 500 19 15

2/25/87 11

8/18/88 43 43

8/19/88 50 52

1/18/89 12

1/19/89 13 13 24

5/14/91 70* 82 90 120

6/12/91 85 250 275 275 200

* Water was extremely green.
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for periods during the winter, turbidity in El Vado

outflows generally exceeds 35 Nephelometric Turbid-

ity Units (NTUs).

The relatively high turbidity in outflows from El

Vado Reservoir is not consistently related to amount of

water being released. Turbidity measurements taken at

El Vado Ranch launch site during spring snowmelt

in 1991 were nearly constant through the entire runoff

hydrograph, while flows went from 1,000 cfs to

4,000 cfs and back down again. Neither the absolute

discharge nor the rate of change from day to day

seemed to influence the turbidity readings in any

systematic way. But when a recreational release oc-

curred in late July 1991, turbidity nearly doubled over

background levels in the early part of the release

period. In that instance, turbidity returned to back-

ground levels in less than 24 hours. Thus, opportuni-

ties to decrease turbidity in the river through flow

management may be limited, at best.

Although turbidity in reservoir outflows does not

seem to be a function of discharge, historical observa-

tions by the authors indicate the river does clear up at

times in winter. Midwinter measurements in Table 17

also show lower turbidity levels than at other times of

the year. The reasons for this are unknown, but may be

related to periods of ice cover and/or turnover in the

reservoir. Unfortunately, El Vado Reservoir did not

freeze completely in the winter of 1991-92; thus, this

hypothesis could not be tested. A detailed study of

thermal conditions in El Vado Reservoir throughout

the year is needed to definitively address this issue.

In addition to turbidity in El Vado outflows, turbid-

ity also enters the Rio Chama via major and minor

tributaries to the river below the dam. The limited data

in Table 17 indicates turbidity in tributary streams may
exceed 1,000 NTUs during runoff. In such instances,

turbidity from a single tributary may significantly

increase the overall turbidity of the river (Figure 38).

Tributary sediments entering the river vary in particle

size and, thus, their contribution to turbidity in the main

stream. Tributary sediment loads in the upper reaches

of the Wild and Scenic section (e.g., from the Rio

Nutrias) generally are composed of finer material (silts,

clays), while tributary sediment loads in the lower

reaches (e.g., from the Rio Gallina) generally are

composed of coarser material (i.e., sands). Tributary

sediment loads also vary with time of year and the

runoff-producing processes occurring in the tributary

watershed. Low-elevation snowmelt in late winter/

early spring and thunderstorm runoff in late summer/

Figure 38. Sediment plume below Rio Chama and Rio Gallina confluence.
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early autumn generally produce high tributary

sediment loads, while midwinter runoff in the Rio

Gallina has been observed to run clear at the confluence

with the Rio Chama.

Opportunities to influence tributary sediment loads

through flow management in the Rio Chama are obvi-

ously limited; however, it may be possible to move
some of the finer sediments from the upper tributaries

through the system with occasional high flows during

and after the thunderstorm season. (High flows occur

naturally after the low-elevation snowmelt season.)

Late summer releases for boating may already have

this effect, but the magnitude of tributary-sediment

inflows and downstream movement during boating

releases has not been quantified.

Overall, opportunities for improving the turbidity

of the Rio Chama through flow management are very

limited. Detailed studies of thermal stratification and

density currents are needed to determine the source(s)

of turbidity in reservoir releases from El Vado Dam.

Tributary sediment loads also need to be quantified,

and the use of reservoir releases to move tributary

sediment loads downstream should be investigated.

These items should be addressed in the detailed sedi-

ment study called for in the Rio Chama Management

Plan.

Bald Eagles

Low flows decrease stream depth and velocity,

thereby increasing exposure of fish to aerial predation.

Bald eagles have been attracted to very low flows (i.e.,

50 cfs) in the Rio Chama downstream from Abiquiu

Dam, and the low flows common in the Wild and

Scenic River have likely contributed to the increased

wintering population there as well. However, Stahlecker

(1991) found the number of eagles wintering in the

Wild and Scenic River corridor did not correlate with

mean midwinter streamflow rates, nor did the number

ofwintering eagles decline during periods ( 1 984 through

1 987) of moderately high winter flows (300 to 500 cfs).

Therefore, census data alone do not provide a good

basis for a streamflow recommendation.

To provide a good forage base for bald eagles, the

river should provide good fish habitat. Bald eagles

were particularly attracted to 50-cfs flows in the Rio

Chama downstream from Abiquiu Dam in 1 988; how-

ever, there was a marked decline in fish populations

downstream from Abiquiu that year. Bald eagle use of

the area declined in succeeding winters, possibly be-

cause prey was less abundant. Stahlecker (1991) lists

several fish species that may be prey for bald eagles in

the Wild and Scenic River (brown trout, rainbow trout,

white sucker, channel catfish, and carp). This IFIM

study indicated a minimum flow of 150 cfs is required

for brown trout during the winter period. To support

other prey species, data from Turner et al. (1977)

suggest a minimum flow of 50 cfs should be provided

for rainbow trout and white sucker and 200 cfs for

channel catfish and carp. A third IFIM study in the Rio

Chama suggests rainbow trout require a minimum of

60 cfs and channel catfish require 250 cfs (U.S. FWS
1983). Therefore, a minimum of 50 cfs may support

one prey species; 150 cfs would support three species;

and 250 cfs would support five species of prey fish for

eagles. In addition, a minimum flow of at least 40 cfs

is critical for maintaining habitat for benthic

macroinvertebrates, a major food source for prey fish

(see previous discussion on Macroinvertebrate Forage

for Fish).

In addition to providing habitat for prey fish,

required flows also should provide suitable foraging

areas for eagles. Riffle-run complexes are particularly

important for eagles for a number of reasons. First,

riffle areas are primary sites for macroinvertebrate

production; thus, fish are often found in runs, feeding

on invertebrate drift from riffle areas immediately

upstream. The quiet water surface found in runs

provides good foraging habitat for eagles, since fish are

easily seen and taken. Riffle areas also provide forag-

ing habitat for eagles, since fish feeding in riffles are

usually in very shallow water and can be easily seen by

eagles. Stahlecker (1991) found that riffle-run com-

plexes in the Rio Chama were more abundant at a low

flow of 150 cfs and decreased at higher flows of 300

and 550 cfs; thus, fish should be more vulnerable to

capture by bald eagles at lower flows. Stahlecker

( 1 99 1 ) concludes that a stable winter flow of 100 to 300

cfs is probably optimum for providing foraging oppor-

tunities for bald eagles, and that maximum flows

should not exceed 500 cfs during the period from

December through February. In particular, sudden

large releases from El Vado Reservoir are likely to be

detrimental to bald eagles (Stahlecker 1991).

Data for analyzing the effects of winter flows on

icing in the Wild and Scenic River are very limited.

Since 1 987, observations of ice cover on the river have

been recorded by individuals with FWS, NMG&F
Department, and COE, usually in conjunction with

aerial censuses of bald eagles. No systematic measure-

ments of ice cover are currently made, and many of the

available observations of ice are not quantitative.

However, review of agency field notes and conversa-
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tions with specific individuals allowed some limited

analysis.

Streamflow and air temperature data available for

the upper and lower ends of the Wild and Scenic River

corridor were compared with the ice observations

described above to identify critical flow levels below

which icing becomes a problem. Table 18 summarizes

information for 3 years with very similar air tempera-

tures prior to recorded ice observations. January air

temperatures for the 3 years in Table 18 are near or

slightly below normal for that time of year. From the

data in Table 18, it may be inferred that, in most years,

200 cfs is adequate for maintaining open water in the

Rio Chama between El Vado Dam and the Monastery,

while flows significantly less than 150 cfs may result

in substantial ice cover on the channel. Ice was not a

problem for eagles in the winter of 1991-92, when

streamflow was relatively constant at about 230 cfs;

however, the winter of 1991-92 was unusually mild.

Observations during the winter of 1978-79 indicate

that no reasonable flow level will keep the channel

entirely ice free in extremely cold winters (Norris

Dodd 1992, pers. comm.).

Stream turbidity also can affect the visibility of

prey fish for foraging bald eagles. Field observations

in March 1992, recorded five bald eagles in the upper

1 5 miles of the river when the water was very clear near

El Vado Dam, but only two eagles were recorded in the

lower section of the river where the water became

progressively more turbid downstream. Stahlecker

(1987) also reported a decline in bald eagle numbers

when flows became turbid in the lower reaches of the

Rio Chama. At present, opportunities for reducing

winter stream turbidity through flow management are

very limited. Turbidity in releases from El Vado

Reservoir does not appear to be directly related to level

of flow being released. Turbidity from tributaries

downstream of El Vado will increase during low-

elevation snowmelt; however, this will be sporadic

during the season when eagles are in the canyon. A
discussion of turbidity in the Wild and Scenic River

and management opportunities for reducing it are pre-

sented in the previous section on scenic and aesthetic

qualities.

Stable winter flows between 100 and 300 cfs

should provide good foraging opportunities for bald

eagles in the Rio Chama Wild and Scenic corridor.

Minimum flows of 150 cfs will minimize icing of the

river in most years and will provide adequate habitat

for three species of prey fish. Minimum flows of

250 cfs would provide habitat for at least five species

of prey fish. Thus, winter flows ranging from 150 to

250 cfs are required to support the bald eagle popula-

tion wintering in Rio Chama Canyon.

Table 18. Antecedent temperatures, streamflow, and ice cover on the Rio Chama between El VadoDam and

Christ-in-the-Desert Monastery.

Date

Mean Daily Temp.

for 14 Days Prior

to Ice Observation Streamflow

Percent of River

With Ice Cover

January 1989 19.1 T 104 cfs >50

January 1990 19.8 T 116 cfs 25

January 1991 18.3 T 210 cfs
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Institutional Analysis

An institutional analysis was conducted concur-

rently with the evaluation of flow-dependent resources

to assess the management situation on the Rio Chama
and opportunities for obtaining and protecting instream

flows. The first part of the institutional analysis was an

assessment of the existing framework for water man-

agement in the Rio Chama Basin, including constraints

and opportunities resulting from legislative and regu-

latory mandates, the administrative infrastructure, and

the physical operating features which control move-

ment of water through the system. The second part of

the institutional analysis was a hydrologic evaluation

of streamflow data to assess effects of the regulatory

arrangements on historical flow levels in the river. The

final part of the analysis was an assessment of various

flow protection mechanisms that might be pursued for

obtaining instream flows in the Rio Chama, including

a discussion of advantages and disadvantages of each

mechanism. The following discussion and Appendi-

ces C and D present the results of the institutional

analysis.

Water Management

Water management in the Rio Chama and associ-

ated reservoirs is complex, not only because of the

many regulations and agreements governing operation

of the system, but also because of the three storage

projects, regulatory agencies, and water-right holders

that participate in the management process. As a

companion document to the Rio Chama Management

Plan, a Water Management Addendum was prepared

by personnel from USBR and COE who are intimately

familiar with operation of the various storage projects

in the Rio Chama and Rio Grande systems. The Water

Management Addendum presents this highly technical

information in a concise, understandable manner and is

reproduced in its entirety as Appendix C of this report.

The following discussion is an overview of some

important and relevant aspects ofwater management in

the Rio Chama as they affect streamflow in the Wild

and Scenic corridor.

Utilization of water in the Rio Chama is subject to

the terms of the Rio Grande Compact. The primary

effect of the Compact stems from Article VII, which

prohibits storage of native water (water naturally tribu-

tary to the Rio Grande) in post-Compact reservoirs

(constructed after 1929) upstream of Elephant Butte

when usable water in project storage at Elephant Butte

and Caballo Reservoirs is less than 400,000 acre-feet

(ac-ft). A second restriction of the Compact estab-

lishes that any native water stored in El Vado Reservoir

must be held in storage to the extent of New Mexico's

accrued debit under the Compact.

The second major consideration affecting water

utilization in the Rio Chama is the SJC Project. The

primary effect of the SJC Project is to make possible an

average annual diversion of about 109,000 ac-ft of

water from upper tributaries of the San Juan River

through the Continental Divide into the Rio Chama
Basin. The imported water is stored and held for

release in Heron Reservoir; however, carryover stor-

age in Heron from one diversion season into the next is

not permitted for contractors of SJC Project water.

Also, there is no provision for storage of Rio Grande

native water in Heron Reservoir.

The third set of considerations for management of

water in the Rio Chama system is the various Flood

Control Acts (1948, 1950, and 1960) passed by Con-

gress to provide a comprehensive solution to flooding

problems in the Middle Rio Grande Valley. The

primary effect of these Acts was to authorize various

flood-control storage projects and to spell out operat-

ing criteria for the reservoir system. One effect of the

Flood Control Act of 1960 was to subject irrigation-

season releases of Rio Chama floodwaters held in

Abiquiu Reservoir to conditions of inflow (> 1 ,500 cfs)

and storage space (212,000 ac-ft) available at Cochiti

Reservoir on the Rio Grande. More recent legislation

also established conservation pools and pools for rec-

reation and fish and wildlife in some of the flood

control reservoirs.

The major Rio Grande Project reservoirs affecting

streamflow in the Wild and Scenic section of the Rio

Chama include Elephant Butte, Caballo, and El Vado.

Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs are USBR
projects on the Rio Grande in south-central New Mexico

and were established to provide conservation storage

for the lower Rio Grande Valley, including deliveries

to Texas and Mexico. El Vado Reservoir was com-

pleted in 1 935 by the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy

District (MRGCD) to provide conservation storage for

irrigation in the Rio Grande Valley from Cochiti Dam
to below Socorro. Native water held in El Vado is

subject to the terms of the Rio Grande Compact,

including those outlined above, and since 1956 El

Vado has been operated by USBR. Thus, if permitted

by the Compact, and depending on river conditions
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along the Rio Grande below Cochiti, storage and

release of Rio Grande water at El Vado is made on the

basis of maximizing deliveries under the Compact and

of meeting demand by the MRGCD. Although origi-

nally constructed to store native water, El Vado is also

used to store SJC water because of the availability of

SJC water and constraints of the Rio Grande Compact

on storage and release of native water. SJC water held

at El Vado is not subject to the storage and release

restrictions of the Compact.

The major features ofthe SJC Project include three

diversion dams, two siphons, and a tunnel to bring San

Juan Basin water through the Continental Divide, and

Heron Reservoir to store the imported water in the Rio

Chama Basin. Heron Reservoir was constructed on

Willow Creek (began filling in October 1970) just

above its confluence with the Rio Chama, and delivers

a firm yield of 96,200 ac-ft of project water to contract

users for municipal, domestic, irrigation, and industrial

uses. In addition, SJC water from Heron is used to

maintain a minimum pool for recreation and fish and

wildlife purposes at Cochiti Lake. Heron Reservoir is

operated in compliance with the Rio Grande Compact

in that all natural inflow is bypassed. The stipulation

ofno carryover storage ofSJC water in Heron currently

results in this water being passed to other storage

locations, most notably El Vado and Abiquiu

Reservoirs. Prior to 1983, this contract water typically

was passed downstream from Heron in November and

December; however, in recent years carryover water

has been released throughout the winter to provide

more favorable conditions for the fishery below El

Vado Dam. Movement of carryover contract water to

downstream reservoirs is limited by storage space

available in those reservoirs.

The major flood-control projects affecting

streamflow in the Rio Chama include Abiquiu

Reservoir at the lower end of the management corridor

and Cochiti Reservoir on the main stem Rio Grande

about 35 miles below the Rio Chama confluence.

Initial storage allocations for Abiquiu Reservoir pro-

vided 502,000 ac-ft for flood control and 77,000 ac-ft

for sediment retention. Safety considerations led to an

increase in dam height of about 15 feet in 1984,

resulting in the potential for a permanent pool of about

520,000 ac-ft without affecting project operation for

flood control. In 1981 the storage of 200,000 ac-ft of

SJC water was authorized for Abiquiu Reservoir, and

in 1988 authorization was given for storage of up to

200,000 ac-ft of Rio Grande water if the space is not

required for SJC water. Abiquiu Reservoir is regulated

to control flows on the lower Rio Chama and Rio

Grande to nondamaging flow rates, and irrigation-

season releases of flood control storage in Abiquiu are

subject to storage conditions and inflow rates at Cochiti

Lake as mentioned above. Operation of Abiquiu

Reservoir may influence conditions in the Wild and

Scenic River through temporary inundation of the

study reach during extreme flood events and by provid-

ing storage space to hold SJC water released from

Heron and El Vado.

As indicated by the preceding discussion, USBR
and COE are major entities responsible for manage-

ment of water in the Rio Chama and Rio Grande

systems. USBR is responsible for operation of the SJC

Project, including Heron Reservoir, and the various

conservation projects in the Rio Grande system, in-

cluding El Vado. COE is responsible for operation of

the various flood control projects in the Rio Grande

system, including Abiquiu and Cochiti Reservoirs.

Other major players in the operation of these systems

include the New Mexico State Engineer's Office and

the Rio Grande Compact Commission, as well as many
water-right holders and contractors of SJC Project

water. Chiefamong the latter group include the Middle

Rio Grande Conservancy District and the City of

Albuquerque.

Other water rights that influence project opera-

tions in the Rio Chama and Rio Grande systems in-

clude those held by six Southern Indian Pueblos of the

Middle Rio Grande and rights held by Rio Chama
diverters below Abiquiu Reservoir. Storage and re-

lease of Rio Grande water for the Pueblos of Cochiti,

Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Santa Ana, Sandia, and

Isleta are not subject to the terms of the Rio Grande

Compact and are computed using established proce-

dures of the Bureau ofIndian Affairs (BIA) and USBR.
Water rights of the diverters below Abiquiu Reservoir

are protected by a requirement that no storage can take

place at El Vado Reservoir that would deprive Rio

Chama diverters of their water rights; thus, all the

natural flow of the Rio Chama is passed through El

Vado when flows fall below 100 cfs as measured

downstream from Abiquiu Dam.
The preceding discussion overviews some of the

major factors influencing water management in the Rio

Chama. A comprehensive description of water man-

agement in the Rio Chama is presented in the Adden-

dum to the Draft Management Plan (Appendix C of this

report). Appendix C contains details of legislative

mandates and project operations.
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Streamflow

Because of the intensive management of water in

the Rio Chama system, streamflow data for the study

area are abundant. Streamgages operated by USGS are

located at both the upstream and downstream ends of

the designated Wild and Scenic River (Figure 2). Also,

streamgages are located on the Rio Chama upstream of

all major storage projects in the basin (near La Puente),

as well as above and below the major basin features of

the SJC Project and below Abiquiu Reservoir. Appen-

dix D summarizes the available streamflow data that

were analyzed for this report.

As indicated in the previous section, the two main

projects affecting streamflow in the Wild and Scenic

River are construction of El Vado Reservoir in 1935

and development of the SJC Project, including Heron

Reservoir, in 1971. Although data are inadequate for

analyzing streamflow in the designated Wild and Sce-

nic reach prior to construction of El Vado Reservoir,

analysis of flows after construction is possible. When
streamflows prior to addition of the SJC Project are

compared to flows in the post-SJC period, a pattern of

consistently higher flows with the SJC Project is appar-

ent. While much of this pattern is due to extremely high

snowmelt runoff in the mid- 1 980' s, higher flows after

completion of the SJC Project also result from an

additional 109,000 ac-ft of water imported to the Rio

Chama Basin by project operations.

While July and August generally do not follow the

pattern of higher flows after completion of the SJC

Project, streamflow in these months usually results

from downstream irrigation demands, and thus reflects

summer moisture conditions during the respective

periods of record. For example, July releases from El

Vado Reservoir for irrigation during the 1960's were

much less than July releases throughout the rest of the

pre-SJC period. This may have resulted from good

growing-season precipitation or Compact restrictions,

or a combination of both.

From the preceding discussion it is apparent that

the period of record chosen for analysis will influence

the results of that analysis. In order to analyze

streamflow at the upstream and downstream ends of

the study reach, as well as the natural flow regime

measured above all storage projects, a period of record

was chosen that is common to all three gages (near La

Puente, below El Vado Dam, and above Abiquiu

Reservoir). Because all three gages have continuous

streamflow data since 1961, streamflow records for

water years 1961 through 1988 were analyzed, using

1961 through 1970 to represent conditions before the

SJC Project and 1 972 through 1 988 to represent condi-

tions since completion of the SJC Project. Water year

1971 was not included in the analysis because Heron

Reservoir was being filled that year.

Results of analysis for the period before the SJC

Project indicate the primary effect of El Vado
Reservoir on streamflow in the Wild and Scenic River

was the capture of snowmelt runoff in the months of

April and May and the release of stored water for

downstream irrigation in the months of July and Au-

gust. Alternatively, the stored water was sometimes

released in the winter months of November and De-

cember. This second "release season" was a result of

constraints imposed by the Rio Grande Compact on

release of conservation storage from El Vado Reser-

voir—as long as New Mexico was in debt to Texas,

conservation storage was not released during the irri-

gation season. Thus, stored water was occasionally

held until after the irrigation season and then released

downstream to maximize deliveries to Elephant Butte

and Caballo Reservoirs as required by the Compact.

Results of analysis for the period after SJC Project

completion indicate that, although conservation stor-

age is still released during the irrigation months of July

and August, the addition of SJC water results in a

spring snowmelt hydrograph for the Wild and Scenic

reach that resembles the natural hydrograph much

more closely than before project completion. The

addition of SJC water also allows for release of more

water throughout the winter months, with potential

benefits for fish and other resources. High releases in

December resulted from the stipulation that carryover

storage from one diversion season to the next is not

permitted in Heron Reservoir. Thus, project water was

routed downstream in December to be captured at El

Vado, Abiquiu, or Elephant Butte Reservoirs.

The stipulation of no carryover storage in Heron

Reservoir has, in recent years, been waived on an

annual basis to permit carryover until March or April,

thus allowing winter release rates favorable to the

brown trout fishery between El VadoDam and Abiquiu

Reservoir. The difference in winter flows resulting

from these waivers is significant. Mean daily flows for

the period when SJC Project water was routed down-

stream only in December were as high as 800 cfs in

December and less than 100 cfs in January and

February. When the carryover SJC water was released

throughout the winter, a higher, more stable base flow

was maintained. Mean daily flows for the winter
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months when the SJC water was released throughout

the winter were stable at about 300 cfs. Stable flows

like these are desirable for brown trout eggs incubating

in the stream gravels.

Analysis ofmean daily flows for the various gages

and periods of record revealed additional information

about gains and losses of streamflow within the study

reach. At certain times of the year (usually April or

May), streamflow is greater at the Abiquiu gage than at

the El Vado gage, indicating a gain of flow through the

Wild and Scenic River. This likely is a result of low-

elevation snowmelt in the lower part of the basin, with

tributary inflow from the Rio Nutrias, Rio Cf Mia, and

Rio Gallina. Most of the year, streamflow at the two

gages is fairly similar, although mean daily flows at

Abiquiu are usually slightly greater than those at El

Vado. This indicates the designated segment likely is

gaining small amounts of ground-water flow, even

when tributary streams are dry.

A frequency analysis of high flows was performed

for the same periods ofrecord and the same three gages.

Because of extremely high runoff in the mid- 1 980' s,

the post-SJC record produces much greater high-flow

estimates at a selected return period than does the pre-

SJC record. But for the more frequent floods (e.g.,

2-year or 5-year), attenuation of high flows between

the La Puente and El Vado gages is similar before and

after SJC Project completion. At these frequent return

periods, available storage space in El Vado was suffi-

cient to prevent damaging flows downstream. For the

less frequent return periods (e.g., 10-year or 25-year),

attenuation of high flows between La Puente and El

Vado is much greater for the post-SJC period ofrecord.

There may be two reasons for this. First, the creation

ofa permanent conservation pool in Abiquiu Reservoir

in 1981 made it possible to move some SJC water

stored in El Vado to Abiquiu during years of high

snowpack. Space vacated in El Vado was utilized to

capture the peak of the runoff, thus providing some

flood relief. Second, when Elephant Butte Reservoir

spilled in 1985, all of New Mexico's debts under the

Rio Grande Compact were eliminated, thus providing

more flexibility for capturing native water during snow-

melt runoff. The result is that, even though snowmelt

runoff was at record levels in the mid- 1 980' s (as

evidenced by data from the La Puente gage), water

managers had much greater flexibility for capturing

and storing the excess runoff.

The results ofa low-flow frequency analysis showed

the mitigating effect of the SJC Project on extreme

low-flow conditions. For the more extreme conditions

(less frequent return periods), low flows in the study

area were augmented more during the post-SJC period

than during the pre-SJC period. The greater low-flow

augmentation that occurred in the post-SJC period may
be attributed to at least three factors. First, the 1972-

1988 period included some of the wettest years on

record. Second, the firm yield ofapproximately 96,200

ac-ft of SJC water to the basin each year provided a

greater ability to supplement natural flows during

extreme low-flow periods. This SJC water was re-

leased to meet irrigation demand, offset evaporation at

Cochiti Lake, and replace use at Santa Fe. Third, the

creation of a conservation pool at Abiquiu Reservoir

and the elimination of New Mexico's debt under the

Compact combined to provide managers greater flex-

ibility to store and release water during periods of low

flow.

Comparison of low flows at the El Vado and

Abiquiu gages also provided some indication ofchanges

in flow through the Wild and Scenic River. Assuming

low flows typically occur when major tributaries in the

study reach are dry, the increases in flow from El Vado

to Abiquiu were fairly consistent for the more frequent

return periods. Increases in low flows at the 1 .25- and

2-year return periods generally were between about

5 and 1 cfs. Thus, preliminary analysis indicates that

streamflow generally increases between 5 and 10 cfs at

low-flow conditions due to ground-water inflow through

the study reach.

In summary, extensive regulation of streamflow in

the Wild and Scenic section of the Rio Chama results

in a hydrograph that is altered from the natural snow-

melt-driven hydrograph. Conservation storage associ-

ated with El Vado Reservoir and the SJC Project

captures snowmelt runoff for release during the irriga-

tion season; snowmelt runoff is typically bypassed

when storage is restricted by Rio Grande Compact

requirements. SJC water imported to the basin has

resulted in higher winter flows and a snowmelt

hydrograph more like the natural hydrograph because,

with El Vado Reservoir full, less space is available to

capture runoff. The creation of a conservation pool at

Abiquiu and annual waivers of the no-carryover re-

quirement for Heron have resulted in more stable

winter flows that benefit the brown trout fishery be-

tween El Vado Dam and Abiquiu. Extensive water

management in the Rio Chama system also allows a

significant degree of control over extreme hydrologic

events. High flows can usually be controlled to

nondamaging flow rates, and extreme low flows may
be augmented from water held in storage. However,
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be augmented from water held in storage. However,
the water management flexibility afforded by the SJC
Project and other storage facilities in the basin is

limited by many legal and institutional constraints.

Flow Management Strategies

Since long before the 24.6-mile segment of the Rio

Chama was designated a Wild and Scenic River, the

entire Rio Chama Basin has been undergoing a com-

prehensive adjudication of its water rights in a lawsuit

styled State of New Mexico ex rel. State Engineer v.

Aragon . No. CIV 7941 C (D.N.M. original complaint

filed in State district court in 1961). Although the

administration of the Wild and Scenic River is distinct

from the assertion and determination of water rights in

the adjudication, the two processes involve the same

Federal agencies, and decisions made in one inevitably

influence strategies and options in the other.

For a river of its length ( 1 1 5 miles from its headwa-

ters to its confluence with the Rio Grande) the Rio

Chama is among the most regulated in the nation. Its

flows are impacted by a number of formal and informal

agreements, including the 1906 treaty between the

United States and Mexico (Convention with Mexico

for the upper Rio Grande) and the Rio Grande Com-
pact, and by a number of Congressionally authorized

reclamation and flood control projects. Nevertheless,

through the designated segment, the river flows freely

through a relatively inaccessible and pristine canyon.

The Wild and Scenic segment of the Rio Chama is

located upstream from most of the large water users on

the Rio Chama and Rio Grande. Thus the Wild and

Scenic River will be affected only by the timing of calls

for water by downstream users, not by those users'

depletion of the water resource. Furthermore, because

instream flows are nonconsumptive, the administra-

tion of the Wild and Scenic River will not deplete the

water resource before it reaches any downstream users.

In order to secure instream flows through the

designated segment, a number of alternative strategies

are available under both State and Federal law. Al-

though discussed separately, the strategies are not

mutually exclusive; they may be used in concert to

accomplish the desired goal.

Protection Under State Law

New Mexico Constitution article XVI, section 3

states, "Beneficial use shall be the basis, the measure

and the limit of the right to the use of water" [see also

N.M. Stat. Ann. sec. 72- 1 -2 (Repl. Pamp. 1 985), statute

incorporating same language]. The New Mexico Su-

preme Court has held "that man-made diversion, to-

gether with intent to apply water to beneficial use and

actual application of the water to beneficial use, is

necessary to claim water rights by appropriation in

New Mexico for agricultural purposes" [State of New
Mexico ex rel. Reynolds v. Miranda . 83 N.M. 445, 493

P.2d 409, 4 1 1 ( 1 972), emphasis added] . It is likely that

the court would also require man-made diversion in

order to claim water rights for nonagricultural pur-

poses [see First State Bank of Alamogordo v. McNew ,

33 N.M. 414, 269 P. 56 (1928), use of water from

pipeline for stock-raising purposes is "beneficial use"

of water]. In considering applications for permits to

appropriate water, the New Mexico State Engineer has

never recognized an instream use as a beneficial use.

Nevertheless, under current State law, the follow-

ing strategy may be used to secure instream flows

through the designated segment: the United States may
acquire, through purchase (under N.M. Stat. Ann. sees.

72-5-22 through 72-5-25) or lease (under N.M. Stat.

Ann. sees. 72-6-1 through 72-6-7), the right to use

native Rio Grande system water downstream from the

designated segment, continue to apply that water to a

beneficial use recognized by state law, and call for that

water when greater flows are needed through the des-

ignated segment. l Such acquired water would need to

be stored in El Vado Reservoir to be available for flows

in the Wild and Scenic River; however, availability of

native water stored in El Vado would be limited by

constraints of the Rio Grande Compact.

This strategy entails the following costs: (a) acqui-

sition of the right to use the water, (b) acquisition (or

1 The purchase of State-permitted water rights would be subject to all of the requirements of State law governing the transfer of

water rights (including the requirements that the transfer not be detrimental to existing water rights, contrary to conservation of water

within the State, or detrimental to the public welfare of the State; see N.M ..Stat. Ann. sec. 72-5-23). Likewise, the leasing of water

would be subject to all of the requirements of State law governing water-use leasing (including the requirement that the leasing not

adversely affect any water rights; see N.M. Stat. Ann. sec. 72-6-6).

In connection with the acquisition of state-permitted water rights, it is interesting to note that because the New Mexico statutes

require a "notice and declaration of nonuser given by the state engineer" 1 year before forfeiture, N.M. Stat. Ann. sec. 72-5-28, the

risk of forfeiting a water right under New Mexico state law is quite low. Indeed, in New Mexico, no water right has ever been lost

through forfeiture.
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construction) and maintenance of downstream diver-

sion works, and (c) application of the water to benefi-

cial use. The United States may reduce the costs of this

alternative by leasing its right to a downstream user.

That would eliminate cost (b) and would reduce cost

(a) by the amount paid to the United States by the

lessee.

As described above, this strategy presumes that the

timing of the beneficial use will coincide with the need

for greater flows through the designated segment—

a

coincidence that will not occur 1 00 percent of the time.

The timing problem may be solved by the acquisition

of storage space in a reservoir downstream from the

designated segment and upstream from the place of

beneficial use. Downstream from the designated seg-

ment, native Rio Grande system water (nonflood wa-

ter) may be stored in Elephant Butte and Caballo

Reservoirs. In addition, 200,000 ac-ft of native Rio

Grande system water (nonflood water) may be stored

in Abiquiu Reservoir in lieu ofSJC Project water to the

extent that SJC Project contractors no longer require

such storage [see sec. 1 of Pub. L. No. 100-522, 102

Stat. 2604 (1988)].2 Regardless of where the water is

stored, the cost of storage space (generally consisting

of reservoir O&M charges) must be added to the other

costs associated with this alternative.

A similar but less costly alternative involves using

SJC Project water already contracted by other entities

and storing that water in Abiquiu, Cochiti, or Elephant

Butte Reservoirs (see discussion of Cooperative Man-

agement of SJC Project Water below).

Protection Under Federal Law

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, enacted in 1968

and codified at 16 U.S.C. sections 1271-87 (1988),

declares it:

...the policy of the United States that certain

selected rivers of the Nation, which, with their

immediate environments, possess outstand-

ingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geo-

logic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or

other similar values , shall be preserved in free-

flowing condition, and that they and their

immediate environments shall be protected

for the benefit and enjoyment of present and

future generations.

[Id. at sec. 1271 (emphasis added)]. The Act further

states that the purpose is to implement the policy set out

above (Id at sec. 1272). The Act defines "free-

flowing" as "existing or flowing in natural condition

without impoundment, diversion, straightening, rip-

rapping, or other modification of the waterway" [Id at

sec. 1286(b)]. With respect to the reservation of water,

the Act provides, "designation of any stream or portion

thereof as a national wild, scenic or recreational river

shall not be construed as a reservation of the waters of

such streams for purposes other than those specified in

this chapter, or in quantities greater than necessary to

accomplish these purposes" [Id. at sec. 1284(c), em-

phasis added]. The Act also states that "[t]he jurisdic-

tion of the States over waters of any stream included in

a national wild, scenic or recreational river area shall be

unaffected. . . to the extent that suchjurisdiction may be

exercised without impairing the purposes of this chap-

ter or its administration" [Id. at sec. 1 284(d), emphasis

added].

Federal Reserved Water Rights. The Act con-

tains an express (though negatively worded) reserva-

tion of water in 16 U.S.C. sec. 1284(c). The intention

of Congress to reserve water for Wild and Scenic

Rivers is clear from the language of that section as well

as from the Act's legislative history. P. Baldwin,

Water Rights and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act

[Congressional Research Service Report for Congress

March 30, 1990, "Baldwin" and Op. Sol. No. M-
36914, 86 I.D. 553, 607-609 (1979)]. 3

2 A maximum of 200,000 ac-ft of nonflood water—both native Rio Grande system water and imported SJC Project water—may be

stored in Abiquiu [see subsec. 5(b) of Pub. L. No. 97-140, 95 Stat. 1717 (1981)]. As of July 1991, the City of Albuquerque had a

contract with COE to store 170,900 ac-ft of its SJC Project water in Abiquiu. In addition, the city has acquired storage easements to

elevation 6,220 feet, which correlates to approximately 188,976 ac-ft of storage. Because of opposition from private landowners in

the area, acquisition of the additional real estate interests necessary to store the full 200,000 ac-fl for which Abiquiu is authorized is

problematic.

As of July 1991, COE was in the process of negotiating memorandums of agreement (which will evolve into storage contracts) with

other SJC Project contractors to store their water in Abiquiu. The remaining available storage, approximately 18,076 ac-ft (= 188,976

ac-ft - 170,900 ac-ft), will be reduced annually by some amount to allow for sedimentation. The reduction for sedimentation is not

applied to the city's storage in Abiquiu but will be prorated among the other contractors.
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"The quantity of the federal water right is that

amount necessary for the purposes of the Act, which is

to say that amount necessary to preserve the free-

flowing condition of the river and to preserve the

values for which the river was protected" (Baldwin at

6; see also United States v. New Mexico . 438 U.S. at

700-702, quantity ofwater reserved is minimum amount
necessary to fulfill "specific purposes" or "very pur-

poses" of reservation). The priority date is the date on

which a particular river was designated a Wild and

Scenic River (Baldwin at 14). It is well-established

that Federal reserved water rights "are not dependent

upon state law or state procedures" fCappaert v. United

States. 426 U.S. 128, 145-46 (1976); see also State of

New Mexico v. Aamodt . 537 F.2d at 1 102 (10th Cir.

1976), cert, denied sub nom. State of New Mexico v.

United States . 429 U.S. 1 121(1 977). same as Cappaert ).

The Rio Chama was designated a Wild and Scenic

River on November 7, 1 988. That is the priority date for

its Federal reserved water right. Although the Rio

Chama has not yet been completely adjudicated, the

New Mexico State Engineer Office believes it has been

fully appropriated for some time, i.e., at least at certain

times of the year, the sum of all valid State-permitted

water rights exceeds available water. Thus a Federal

reserved water right with a priority date of 1988 may

not entitle the United States to any water at times of

high demand or low flow. As a result of forfeitures of

earlier priority rights, of increased water supply, or of

other unforeseeable developments, the Federal reserved

right eventually may entitle the United States to avail-

able water. At the present time, however, it probably

is not useful for securing the needed flows through the

designated segment.

Cooperative Management of SJC Project

Water. The importation of SJC Project water into the

Rio Grande system and the authority and ability to

store SJC Project water in Heron and El Vado Reser-

voirs (above the designated segment) and in Abiquiu,

Cochiti (recreation pool), and Elephant Butte Reser-

voirs (below the designated segment) allow, at least for

the present, an effective, low-cost means of securing

the needed flows through the designated segment.4

Various entities, notably the City of Albuquerque,

have already acquired contract rights to SJC Project

water. 5 The city has also acquired storage space in

Abiquiu and Elephant Butte for its SJC Project water.6

Under a written agreement with the New Mexico

Natural Resources Department, and with the coopera-

tion of USBR and COE, the city currently allows its

SJC Project water to be released from Heron and El

Vado and stored in Abiquiu in order to provide flows

3
It is interesting to note that the United States' reserved water right claims for the Red River Wild and Scenic River were recognized

by stipulation of the parties in State of New Mexico ex rel. State Engineer v. Molycorp. Inc. . No. CIV 9780 SC (D.N.M.) (Red River

adjudication) (stipulation filed by parlies on February 22, 1984, and approved by order of the court on March 2, 1984).

4 The statute authorizing the construction, operation, and maintenance of the initial stage of the SJC Project (the only stage

constructed thus far), Pub. L. No. 87-483, 76 Stat. 96 (1962), authorized the use of the imported water for the principal purposes of

irrigating specified lands in the Rio Grande Basin "and for municipal, domestic, and industrial uses, and providing recreation and fish

and wildlife benefits" (emphasis added).

5
In February 1 990, USBR estimated the firm yield of the SJC Project to be 96,200 ac-ft/yr. As of January 1 992, the City of

Albuquerque had contracted with USBR for 48,200 ac-ft/yr of that water.

As of January 1992, 1 1 ,490 ac-ft/yr of SJC Project water remained uncontracted. In theory, the Federal agencies charged with

administering the Rio Chama Wild and Scenic River may contract with the USBR for some of that water. However, it is likely that the

remaining SJC Project water will be contracted in the near future by the Jicarilla Apache Tribe, San Juan Pueblo, Taos Pueblo, the

Town of Taos, Taos County, or some combination of those entities, all of whom have formally expressed an interest in the water and

some of whom are already negotiating with USBR and the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission.

Another possibility is that SJC Project water may be subcontracted for a period of time from one of the contracting entities (e.g., the

City of Albuquerque or the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District).

6 As noted earlier, the City of Albuquerque has an agreement with COE to store 170,900 ac-ft of its SJC Project water in Abiquiu.

The city also has an agreement with USBR to store 50,000 ac-ft of its SJC Project water in Elephant Butte.
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for recreational boating and to enhance the fisheries

through the designated segment.7 The amount of water

released is subject to the maximum amounts allowed

by the city ' s contract with USBR for SJC Project water

and by the city's agreement with COE for storage of

that water in Abiquiu. 8

At the present time, the city is not using all of its

SJC Project water, allowing considerable flexibility in

the release and storage of that water. Eventually,

however, the city may need to call for its SJC Project

water at particular times. Flexibility in the use of that

water may diminish.9

Ifthat happens, other SJC Project contractors might

be approached about subcontracting some of their

water. In addition, with the cooperation of USBR and

COE, the SJC Project water used to offset the evapora-

tion from the authorized recreation pool at Cochiti

might be used to supplement flows through the Wild

and Scenic River [see Pub. L. No. 88-293, 78 Stat. 171

(1964)]. In the near future, however, continued coop-

erative management of the city's SJC Project water

(and, perhaps, the negotiation of a formal agreement

among the city, the New Mexico Natural Resources

Department, the Federal agencies charged with admin-

istering the Wild and Scenic River, and USBR) is the

best means of securing the needed flows through the

designated segment.

7 The agreement, executed on May 3, 1984, is effective for 25 years, from 1986 through 2010.

The agreement also provides that the city will deliver a maximum amount of 6,000 ac-ft/yr of the city's SJC water to the state at

Elephant Butte in order to maintain the recreation pool at the reservoir.

Under a separate agreement with FWS, executed on September 19, 1989, the city also agreed "to manage its San Juan-Chama

water to implement flow management below El Vado and Abiquiu Dams as recommended by the Service to the extent practical;

consistent with the primary requirement of the beneficial use of the water for needs of the City of Albuquerque and subject to any

conditions imposed by the New Mexico State Engineer, the Rio Grande Compact, or the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission."

8 The city currently (1991) does not utilize any of its 50,000 ac-ft of storage in Elephant Butte. However, as noted above, the state

has a right to use a maximum of 6,000 ac-ft/yr of the city's SJC Project water to maintain the recreation pool in Elephant Butte. If the

need for the water to maintain the recreation pool at Elephant Butte coincides with the need for water for the Wild and Scenic River,

then, with the agreement of the city and the state, that water may serve both purposes. However, movement of SJC water to

maintain recreation pool at Elephant Butte Reservoir normally occurs only during winter months.

9 According to USBR, the city currently estimates that it will need all of its SJC Project water by A.D. 2030, but that date may be

advanced as a result of recent hydrologic studies. The city will use its SJC Project water to offset the depletions caused by its

pumping of ground water that is hydrologically connected to the surface flow of the Rio Grande. The New Mexico State Engineer will

determine the quantity and timing of releases of the city's SJC Project water necessary to offset the city's ground-water pumping.
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Recommendations and Summary

The purpose of this section is to (1) recommend
flows required to protect and maintain resource values

associated with the Wild and Scenic Rio Chama,

(2) develop and discuss examples ofannual hydrographs

that blend flow amounts required for particular re-

source values, and (3) recommend additional actions

needed for management of resources in the Wild and

Scenic River corridor. This chapter is written as a

summary of previous sections; thus, it highlights Rio

Chama water management constraints, resource man-

agement objectives, and analytical approaches.

One objective of the Rio Chama Management Plan

is the pursuit of flows necessary to improve aquatic

habitats, recreation opportunities, and the overall natu-

ral environment within the constraints of New Mexico

water laws, the Rio Grande Compact, availability of

SJC water, and physical operating features. The Man-

agement Plan recognizes that the highest priority for

flow management is meeting delivery requirements of

Rio Chama water-rights holders and SJC contractors

(water users). This assessment carefully evaluated

resource values and their flow dependency for future

water management considerations. Land managers

can utilize this document to support subsequent deci-

sions regarding resource values and their involvement

in flow management strategies.

Flow Recommendations

Required flows for specific resource values were

addressed in preceding sections and are listed below in

Table 19 as recommended discharges in cfs. A brief

summary of each resource value and specific flow

requirements follows.

The Rio Chama supports a high value brown trout

fishery, and the NMG&F Department has identified

brown trout as the target management species. The

Management Plan also directs that flow recommenda-

tions will support natural reproduction of this species.

Flow requirements were developed to support all life

stages of brown trout, using analytical methods to

evaluate depth, velocity, and substrate. Table 19

presents an acceptable range of flows for each life

stage. Optimum flows for the life stages are 400 cfs

for spawning and incubation from October 15 to

March 31, and 200 cfs for fry, juveniles, and adults

from April 1 to October 14.

Physical habitat may not be the only flow-depen-

dent resource limiting the brown trout fishery; thus,

macroinvertebrate habitat, temperature, and sedi-

ment were also analyzed. Flow amounts for

macroinvertebrate habitat (Table 19) were estimated

using longitudinal and cross-section analyses. Based

on brown trout temperature preferences, summer tem-

peratures in the Rio Chama do not appear to limit

brown trout populations. Although the analysis of

sedimentation on the Rio Chama cannot be considered

definitive, the results indicate the amount of fine mate-

rial in the substrate may be limiting to brown trout

reproduction and warrants additional study and evalu-

ation.

Table 19. Rows (cfs) required for managing re-

source values.

Resource Discharge (critical dates)

Fish Habitat 150-700 (10/15 to 3/31)

150-300(4/1 to 8/31)

75-300 (9/1 to 10/15)

Macroinvertebrates 185

Scenic/Aesthetic 40

Whitewater Boating 800-1,000

Scenic Boating 500 - 600

Fishing 150-300

Riparian (low flow) 185 (4/1 to 9/30)

Riparian (high flow) *5,000 (5/1 5 to 6/1 5)

Bald Eagles 150-250(12/1 to 3/1)

* For at least 1 day every 5 to 10 years in conjunction with spring

snowmelt hydrograph and cottonwood seedfall.

The Rio Chama provides high quality recreation

and wilderness experiences. Scenic boating and fish-

ing are a significant part ofthese experiences. The river

lacks major Whitewater excitement, so only minimum

Whitewater experiences were considered in this assess-

ment. Due to the high value Rio Chama fishery, fishing

is an important recreation experience; thus, this
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assessment analyzed the quality of fishing experiences

at various flows.

Required flows for Whitewater boating, scenic

boating, and fishing are presented in Table 19. River

user surveys and a navigability assessment were used

to determine boating and fishing flow requirements.

Riparian area management is a top priority in the

overall management of resources on the Rio Chama.

Successful riparian area improvement has been dem-

onstrated over the last 6 years on the Rio Chama (BLM,
1990 NM Riparian Strategy). Riparian vegetation was

inventoried, and flows were identified for supporting

two general categories of riparian vegetation (Table

19). Riparian species located in and immediately

adjacent to the channel are stable as long as a water

source is present; low flows required by these species

(PEM) were estimated using the wetted-perimeter

analysis. Other riparian species, such as cottonwood,

are dependent for regeneration on channel-forming

processes affected by high flows. High flow require-

ments were based on historical peak flow data, channel

cross-section analyses, and observations of cotton-

wood seedfall.

An important nonboating feature ofthe Rio Chama
is the scenic/aesthetic quality of the canyon and river

channel. The importance of low flows for the scenic/

aesthetic qualities was assessed with a wetted perim-

eter analysis. Results are presented in Table 19.

The land management agencies are committed to

protection and enhancement of threatened and endan-

gered species, including the bald eagle. Several factors

have contributed to an increase in bald eagle winter use

along the Rio Chama. Although management of ripar-

ian shrub and tree species is important for perch sites,

this assessment focused primarily on aquatic foraging

habitat and access for bald eagles. Table 19 shows

estimated winter flows for eagle foraging. These flows

were estimated from analyses of forage species habitat,

channel morphological features, and icing conditions.

Management Considerations

In managing multiple flow-dependent resources

on the Rio Chama, annual or seasonal hydrographs

may be constructed by blending flows required by

individual resource values. The following discussion

explores realistic annual hydrograph scenarios, water

management constraints, and resource value tradeoffs

and effects under different flow regimes. These man-

agement considerations are important factors in the

process of determining continuous instream flows.

Using daily instream flow requirements to develop

an annual hydrograph, two example scenarios were

constructed for this report: (1) a comprehensive envi-

ronmental scenario and (2) a recreation opportunities

scenario. The comprehensive environmental scenario

places a high priority on resource protection, exclusive

of boating flows. The recreation opportunities sce-

nario includes the same flows for resource protection;

however, flows are increased to provide boating op-

portunities in middle to late summer when recreational

user demands are high. In developing these scenarios,

the following assumptions and conditions were ap-

plied:

• Highest priority was given to meeting legal and

contractual requirements of water users.

• Any adjustments or reregulation of flows to meet

instream needs would be under the direction of

water managers.

• Increases in flow should be requested in hourly

increments so that impacts to aquatic habitat are

minimized.

• Instream flow hydrographs would be adjusted to

approximate periods of naturally occurring high

flows (i.e., spring runoff).

• Instream flow hydrographs would follow direction

provided in the Rio Chama Management Plan,

with particular attention given to meeting needs of

aquatic resource values.

Figures 39 and 40 graphically depict the two sce-

narios; a briefexplanation ofeach scenario is presented

below:

Comprehensive environmental: During the winter

(10/15 to 3/31), fisheries and bald eagles require a

stable flow of 250 cfs. During the remainder of the

year, flows of at least 1 85 cfs are required to sustain

riparian areas. Flows for other aquatic values, such

as macroinvertebrates and brown trout juveniles,

are met during the 185-cfs flow period.

Recreation opportunities: A winter flow of 250

cfs, as described under the comprehensive envi-

ronmental scenario, and the 185 cfs for riparian

area management were repeated for this scenario.

At a point in mid-June, however, flows are ad-

justed to provide for fishing and boating
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experiences throughout the recreation season

(6/15 to 10/14). A flow of 250 cfs would be

required throughout the recreation season for opti-

mum fishing experiences. In mid-July, fishing

flows would be increased to 550 cfs for scenic

boating experiences, and these flows would be

maintained through August 31. Under this sce-

nario, six Whitewater boating weekends (Friday

2:00 p.m. to Sunday 12:00 p.m.) would be pro-

vided between mid-July and the end of August

with peak flows of approximately 900 cfs.

The annual hydrograph scenarios developed above

must be compared with the availability of water in the

system. The earlier section on institutional analysis

provides an overview of water availability by describ-

ing water management, historic streamflows, and flow

protection strategies.

Water management in the Rio Chama is complex

due to a multitude of regulations, agreements, storage

projects, regulatory agencies, and water right holders.

Water, however, has generally been available to meet

instream flow needs in the Wild and Scenic portion for

numerous reasons, including the fact that consumptive

water use is located predominately downstream and

several conservation projects are located upstream.

The timing of downstream water use (i.e., calls for

water) and Rio Grande Compact obligations have the

greatest effect on water available for seasonal instream

flow requirements. A major feature of the Rio Chama
and Rio Grande system is the SJC Project, which has

imported water to the basin since 1971. Instream flows

(e.g., winter flows for brown trout spawning) have

been met by reregulating SJC water from upstream

storage projects to downstream projects. However,

limitations on movement ofSJC water do exist, includ-

ing preclusion of instream flow rights by New Mexico

State law and an increase in calls for this water by the

City of Albuquerque and other contractors.

Comparisons between the annual instream flow

scenarios and historical streamflow provide analyses

of water management limitations and opportunities.

Years with higher snowmelt runoff mean greater flex-

ibility for moving water within the institutional con-

straints established by the Compact and State law.

Years with lower summer precipitation usually require

that more water be moved through the Wild and Scenic

portion of the Rio Chama to meet downstream demand.

Two separate water years were selected for a compara-

tive analysis that reflects variability in annual

streamflow and summer precipitation. For a year with

higher mean-annual streamflow and below average

summer (June 1 to July 31) precipitation downstream

(Albuquerque), the 1987 water year was used. The

1990 water year was used to compare flows associated

with lower mean-annual streamflow and slightly above

average summer (June 1 to August 31) precipitation.

The streamflow analysis reflects both imported SJC

Project water and native Rio Chama flows; however,

neither of these years had significant Rio Grande

Compact restrictions.

Water managers have emphasized the delivery of

flows to protect aquatic resource values, such as brown

trout. Figures 41 and 42 show the comprehensive

environmental scenario plotted with 1987 and 1990

streamflow hydrographs. Since 1984, operations have

been modified to provide sustained minimum flows in

the winter, which is important to brown trout spawning

and incubation. The flows identified under the com-

prehensive environmental scenario would seldom re-

quire reregulation of water. Exceptions to this may be

during wet summers when fewer calls for water would

reduce opportunities for reregulating flows to down-

stream storage points. When calls for water are high

(dry summers), it may be more difficult to reduce high

flows to lower instream flow requirements. For ex-

ample, discharges during spring runoff may greatly

exceed the 185 cfs set for April and May for riparian

vegetation and brown trout habitat. This water is most

likely excess native water, which often times cannot be

stored, but must be passed through the Wild and Scenic

River. This should not be of concern, however, be-

cause instream flows for environmental values should

attempt to "mimic" naturally occurring runoff events.

While some recreation values (e.g., fishing and

aesthetic values) are met under the comprehensive

environmental scenario, other recreation values (i.e.,

boating) are greatly enhanced under the recreation

opportunities scenario. In most years, however, addi-

tional water would be needed to provide for a full range

of recreation experiences. Figures 43 and 44 show the

recreation opportunities scenario plotted with 1987

and 1990 streamflow hydrographs. For the 1987 and

1990 water years, 18,697 and 825 ac-ft, respectively,

would have been needed in addition to streamflow that

occurred. Additional streamflow to meet recreation

scenarios may be provided through agreements with

water managers and owners to reregulate flows. If

flows could be provided to meet the recreation oppor-

tunities hydrograph, an annual increase of approxi-

mately 3,000 visitors would result from more float-

boating opportunities and angler days during the week.

Concerns for aquatic resources under the recreational

opportunities scenario include the tradeoff between
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high volumes of water for boating and year-long water

needs for environmental values. In addition, rapid

fluctuations in discharges for boating and irrigation

releases may be detrimental to macroinvertebrates and

spawning gravels.

High flows for riparian area management were

identified in Table 19 and were not addressed in either

scenario. Flows of roughly 5,000 cfs for 24 hours or

longer would be required at least once every 5 to

10 years to provide for cottonwood regeneration and

maintain channel-forming processes. Most likely, a

request for water management modifications would

need to be made. Even though these high flows are

fairly common under current water management op-

erations, some flooding may occur in the agricultural

fields at the Monastery.

Additional Recommendations

On the highly regulated Rio Chama, cooperative

interagency management ofSJC Project water is, in the

near future, the flow management strategy that will

best secure the needed instream flows. Each of the

other alternatives has a serious or fatal flaw: New
Mexico State law presently does not recognize an

instream use of water as a beneficial use; the United

States' use of State-permitted water rights downstream

from the designated segment entails significant acqui-

sition and maintenance costs; and because the Rio

Chama probably was fully appropriated before its

designation as a Wild and Scenic River, the Federal

reserved right probably is not useful, at the present

time, for securing the needed flows.

Cooperative Flow Management

Cooperation between the land and water managing

agencies on the Rio Chama has already resulted in

substantial flow management benefits to resource val-

ues addressed in this assessment. Continuing the

cooperative effort through formal agreement(s) ap-

pears to be the best alternative for achieving resource

management objectives. It is recommended that agen-

cies pursue a Memorandum Of Understanding that

establishes a process by which the parties could peri-

odically plan for instream flow needs and any regula-

tion required to meet those needs (e.g., a yearly strate-

gic plan). Land and water managers would have

certain roles and responsibilities in this cooperative

process that may include attendance at one or two

annual planning meetings and assigning principal con-

tacts for flow reregulation.

River Sedimentation

Fishery habitat values can be significantly affected

by water quality (i.e., suspended sediment, turbidity)

and sedimentation associated with spawning gravels.

The Rio Chama Management Plan requires that water

quality, sedimentation, and turbidity be studied, with

the results eventually used to implement corrective

strategies. Although this assessment attempted to

determine sources, quantities, and biological effects of

sediment, it is recommended that additional sediment

and fish population studies be implemented coopera-

tively between State and Federal agencies. In design-

ing or modifying studies, the following objectives

should be considered:

(1) Determine causes of high turbidity associated with

discharges from El Vado Reservoir. This involves

measurements of inflow and outflow water qual-

ity, as well as appropriate parameters to describe

limnological processes.

(2) Determine sources and causes of sediment inflow

to the Rio Chama below El Vado Dam. Stream

studies should include a statistically designed sedi-

ment-sampling network. In addition, an analysis

of adjacent watershed conditions would identify

upland management opportunities.

(3) Determine particle (fine and coarse material) move-

ment effects on macroinvertebrate and brown trout

spawning habitats. A study should investigate

velocities and particle movement connected with

recreational and irrigation releases during periods

of low flow.

(4) Determine effects of management on game and

nongame fish and macroinvertebrate populations.

This should include annual sampling of fish and

macroinvertebrates and thorough documentation

of management actions (i.e., weekend releases,

watershed improvements).

The objectives listed above could be included in a

long-term monitoring study associated with overall

management of the Wild and Scenic Rio Chama. The
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results of ongoing monitoring studies would support

future decisions regarding upland watershed land use,

reservoir operations, and river channel improvements.

Fishing

The Rio Chama Management Plan calls for a

fishing study to determine optimum range of flows for

high quality fishing experiences. With the apparent

interest in trout fishing and the high quality fishing

experiences being observed, further study of this re-

source value is recommended. Due to limited schedul-

ing and dollars, this assessment could not fully evalu-

ate fishing concerns related to flows (e.g., depths and

velocities for boat fishing and water quality for suc-

cessful fishing).

Icing Conditions

Winter ice can significantly affect bald eagle for-

aging on the river. Predicting ice accumulation is

complex and depends not only on temperatures and

discharge, but also spatial and temporal variations and

other thermodynamic factors. At a minimum, those

who work on or fly the river during winter months

should regularly document ice conditions, such as

location and extent of icing. Actions needed include

development of a systematic procedure to estimate and

record ice cover on the river during winter bald eagle

census flights.
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Appendix A, Rio Chama
Navigability Assessment

Rio Chama Navigability Questionnaire

Please provide the following information on yourself and the trip you participated in. Circle or fill in the

appropriate answer.

Type of trip: Commercial Private

Section run (circle one): El Vado - Big Eddy

El Vado - Monastery

Below Monastery

Size of the group: Number of boats:

Type of boat(s) you were in: Raft Canoe Kayak Inflated Kayak

Did you guide the craft(s) you were in? .

How many trips have you done on this section of the Rio Chama?
.

In order to evaluate the navigability of the Rio Chama at various flow levels, we would like your opinion of

the boating experience you had on the Rio Chama this trip. Please circle the answer which best expresses

your opinion. Space is provided at the end for you to give any additional comments.

In order to avoid obstacles in rapids and clear shallow sections, the flow level was:

More than Adequate (MA)

Adequate (A)

Minimum (M)

Below Minimum (BM)

If you ran both above and below the Monastery, describe the flow levels according to the above criteria for

each section listed (use abbreviations listed above).

El Vado to Monastery:

Monastery to Big Eddy:

Overall, would you return to float this level, given it was the only option available for release weekends

(July 15 - September 15):

Yes No Not sure

Additional comments may be made on the back of this sheet.
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Rio Chama Navigability Questionnaire

Response Summary

Date: August 24, 1991

Flow: 1,000 cfs

Number of samples: 24 combined ( 14 commercial and 10 private)

10 lower private

Section Craft Private Commercial

MTA A M BM MTA A M BM

U+L Raft

R+other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 4 6 7

U Raft

R+other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 2 4 1

Lower Raft

R+other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 3 2 1 1

Lower Raft

only R+other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 3 6 1
— — — —

Comments: C)nly two boaters indicated that they were not sure about rel urning at this flow level. COne

hundred percent of the commercial responses and 70 percent of the private responses who
floated both the upper and lower sections indicate the flow was at least adequate. Of those

privates that floated only the lower section, 90 percent said the level was adequate.
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Rio Chama Navigability Questionnaire

Date: September 9, 1990

Flow: 900 cfs

Number of samples: 30 (22 private and 8 commercial)

Craft Private Commercial

MA A M MA A M

Raft 3 2 2 3 2

Cata Raft 1 1

Dory 1

Canoe 3 3 3

Inf. Kayak 1

Kayak 4 1

Total 12 6 2

Definitions: MA - More Than Adequate; A - Adequate; M - Minimum

Note: There was a Below Minimum category but no one selected it.

Observations

• Commercial boaters seem to be more satisfied with this flow level than private boaters.

• Those in canoes may have been more satisfied than those in other craft.

• Kayakers may desire higher flows than other boaters. This may be due to the interest of kayakers in more

Whitewater to play in.
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Date: September 8, 1991

Flow: 800 cfs

Number of samples: 2 1 combined ( 1 2 commercial and 9 private)

13 lower private

Section Craft Private Commercial

MTA A M BM MTA A M BM

U+L Raft

R+Other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 13 2 8 3

U Raft

R+Other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 3 1

Lower Raft

R+Other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 2 1 1

Lower Raft

only R+Other

Kayak

Canoe

Combined 13 3 6 — — — —

Comment: All boaters on the U+L run would return and most (76 per<:ent) felt the flow was at lea*

adequate. Of these, only 57 percent said the flow was adequate on the lower section. Private

boaters using the lower section only were not as satisfied; 69 percent felt it was minimum to

below minimum. The 6 out of 13 responding below minimum indicates a significant dissatis-

faction with these conditions.

Conclusions: The 1,000 cfs level provides for an adequate level for most boaters on both upper and lower

sections. Only one response indicated it was below minimum for a full-length trip.

The 800 cfs level was adequate for most boaters on the upper section but caused some dissatisfaction for

private boaters on the lower section, whether they were on a full-length or just a lower section trip.
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Name:

Type craft:

Section

Rio Chama Navigability Assessment

_^_^__ Date: / /

cfs:

# Rocks # Stops Drag (ft) Rating

Overall opinion of this run at this flow; would you do it again and for what type of experience:

Categories for evaluation

# Rock hit: 1,2-3,4-8,8+

# Times boat was grounded or stopped ( 1 5+ sec): 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5+

Length that boat had to be dragged (ft): 10, 30, 50, 100, 200+

Ratings: easy, some difficulty, very difficult, unrunnable



Rio Chama Navigability Assessment

Response Summary

Date: September 10, 1990

Section: El Vado to Big Eddy

Flow: 630 cfs

Overview

This was an on-river assessment of the navigability of the Rio Chama using a group of agency employees and

volunteers with a variety of craft. Flows were requested in advance at levels that were estimated to be at the

upper and lower end of navigability for the smaller craft. There were seven individuals participating in the

higher flow. The craft included one of each raft in the 16-, 14-, and 12-foot lengths, one 16-foot canoe, and

one hard shell kayak.

All the participants were experienced boaters. They were given a pre-trip briefing on the purpose and proce-

dures for the assessment. The group floated together and communicated freely, except that evaluations of

individual sections were supposed to be done independently. The form used to evaluate the navigability is

attached.

Twelve, and in some cases 13, sections were rated. Sections were chosen based on previous reconnaissance

and difficulty encountered at the given flow. At the end of the trip an overall evaluation of the entire stretch

was made.

Section Ratings by Craft (see attached form for explanation of symbols)

Section
Chavez Canyon

Craft 1 2 4 6 7A 7B 9 10 11 12 13

16'Raft A E SD E E E SD SD D D D D

B E E E E SD SD SD D D SD SD
14' Raft E E E SD E SD VD VD VD SD

12' Raft E E E SD SD SD VD SD SD D

16' Canoe A E E E — SD E SD SD E SD

B E E E — SD E SD D — SD

Kayak E E E SD E SD D D D D D

Overall E E E SD E SD D D D D D
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Date: September 1 1, 1990

Section: El Vado to Chavez Canyon

Flow: 309 cfs

Overview

There were five participants at this flow. One report was not turned in, so only four appear in the table of

results. The procedure was the same as on the previous day. Only the upper section of river was floated, and

the craft included the 12-foot raft, two canoes, and one inflatable kayak.

Craft 4A 4B

Section

5

12' raft SD D SD D SD D D D D

16' canoe A SD SD SD D SD D D D D

B — — — — — SD D D SD

Inf. kayak E E E E E E E SD SD

Overall Ratings

Overall opinions indicated that the minimum flow for smaller craft used on the second day was in the range of

300 to 400 cfs. The preferred flow based on the first day was 750 cfs for large rafts and 500 to 600 for small

rafts, canoes, and kayaks.

Recommendations for Future Study

Additional work could be done to better define the optimum flow using the ranges identified by this assess-

ment. This would include some user surveys, as well as on-river assessments, if the flows could be requested

for specific dates as was done for this study.
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Appendix B. Description of Wetlands

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife classification scheme

identifies five wetland systems within the United States.

These are Marine, Estuarine, Riverine, Lacustrine and

Palustrine. Two of these, Riverine and Palustrine, are

currently extant along the Chama Wild and Scenic

River. The Lacustrine environment periodically de-

velops when rising water levels back up Abiquiu Lake

into the Chama River Gorge. Both Marine and Estua-

rine environments are associated with oceanic areas;

neither are found in New Mexico. Systems and Sub-

systems are based on habitats that share similar hydro-

logic, geomorphic, chemical, or biological factors.

Classes are the highest taxonomic units below the

Subsystem level. They describe the general appear-

ance of the habitat in terms of dominant life form of

vegetation or distinct physiographic components that

distinguish the habitat.

Riverine System

The Riverine System includes all wetlands and

deepwater habitats contained within channels. This

system is bounded on the landward side by upland, by

the channel bank, or by wetlands dominated by trees,

shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent mosses, or li-

chens. It terminates at the upstream end where the

tributary streams originate and at the lower end where

ocean derived waters exceed 5 percent salt concentra-

tions. Water normally flows in Riverine Systems.

However, within the southwest United States there are

numerous examples of what are termed Intermittent

Riverine Subsystems. These are normally channels

that have flowing water present for only part of the

year. When flowing water is not present these areas

may support standing pools or may be completely dry.

Surprisingly, neither the rivers edge nor islands within

rivers are included within the Riverine System. Both

of these environments have been delegated to the

Palustrine System.

The Riverine System has been divided into four

subsystems: the Tidal, the Lower Perennial, the Upper

Perennial and the Intermittent. The Tidal Subsystem

does not occur in New Mexico. The difference be-

tween Lower Perennial and Upper Perennial is not

often easy to identify. The Lower Perennial has a low

gradient, slow water velocity, a bottom composed of

sand and mud, and extensive floodplain development.

The Middle Rio Grande Valley is a good example of

this environment. Upper Perennial Subsystems often

have high gradients, fast water, and substrate consist-

ing of rock, cobbles, or gravel intermixed with patches

of sand. Upper Perennial Systems have very little

floodplain development. The Chama Wild and Scenic

River fits into the Upper Perennial Subsystem. How-

ever, there are stretches below the Monastery that

approach a Lower Perennial environment. The River-

ine Intermittent Subsystem is also present within the

Chama River Gorge. Drainages such as the Rio Nutrias

and Hart Canyon support intermittent streams and

associated wetland types. The entirety of the Chama

River, its various channels, and adjacent intermittent

streams are part of the Riverine Wetland System. It is

the largest of the wetland systems within the project

area. The Chama Riverine System supports at least

four classes of wetlands: Unconsolidated Bottom,

Aquatic Bed, Rocky Shore, and Intermittent

Streambed.

Riverine Unconsolidated Bottom

Unconsolidated Bottom wetlands include those

areas where at least 25 percent of the bottom is covered

by particles smaller than stones, and have less than

30 percent vegetative cover. The specific substrate in

these areas is determined by the water velocity, which

in turn is determined by the grade of the river. Some

research indicates that the larger the stones in the

substrate, the more diverse the invertebrate fauna re-

sulting in a richer ecosystem. Most of the channel of

the Chama River within the project area is Riverine

Unconsolidated Bottom.

Riverine Aquatic Bed

Aquatic Bed wetlands are dominated by plants that

grow principally on or below the surface of the water.

They are best developed in permanent water or under

conditions of repeated flooding. Within the Chama

1 From An Analysis of Wetlands and Endangered Plant Species Along the Chama River: And Their Response to Fluctuating Water

Levels , by Paul Knight. For copies of full report, which includes impacts to wetlands and endangered species, inquire at EcoPlan Inc.,

7500 Jefferson NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109.
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River project area, this wetland type is uncommon,

being restricted to areas where the river current permits

establishment of such communities. These communi-

ties are primarily represented by small mats of filamen-

tous algae, isolated patches of Chara (stonewort), or in

rare cases aquatic mosses such as Fontinalis .

Riverine Rocky Shore

Rocky Shore wetlands include those environments

characterized by bedrock, stones, or boulders, which

singly or in combination cover more than 75 percent of

the ground, and have less than 30 percent vegetative

cover. Riverine Rocky Shore wetlands support very

sparse plant and animal communities. Within the

Chama River Canyon, this wetland community is un-

common. There are several locations where rock cliff

faces drop down into the water even at flows as low as

150 cfs. These areas support sparse communities of

aquatic mosses and occasionally liverworts.

Riverine Intermittent Streambed

The Streambed classification includes those wet-

lands in Riverine Systems where the channel is irregu-

larly flooded, seasonally flooded, temporarily flooded,

or intermittently flooded. These environments are

usually not permanently vegetated because they are

often scoured when water is present. When water

recedes they may be quickly pioneered by mesophytic

annuals or perennial plants. They often provide impor-

tant habitat for breeding insects and other inverte-

brates, as well as water for vertebrate species. Within

the Chama River, this wetland class would include all

of the ephemeral tributary streams such as Nutrias

Canyon, Hart Canyon, the Rio Cebolla and many

others.

Palustrine System

The Palustrine System includes such wetlands as

swamps, marshes, bogs, fens, and prairie. It also

includes small, shallow, permanent or intermittent

bodies of water such as ponds. Lastly it includes the

shores of lakes, the edges of rivers, and the islands that

occur in rivers and lakes. In general it includes all

nontidal wetlands outside of river channels that are

dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emer-

gent mosses, or lichens and occurs in areas where open

water is less than 8 hectares, with a maximum depth of

2 meters. Although many people would consider

vegetation within the shore zone of lakes and rivers to

be part of the Lacustrine or Riverine Systems, these

zones are generally considered separately. The species

that occupy these zones do not strictly belong to the

running water habitat. The same taxa are commonly

found in basins or marshes without any open water.

Within the project area, the Palustrine zone is bounded

by the river's edge and the upland vegetation out of the

floodplain. It includes all of the vegetation along the

river and on the adjacent floodplain.

The Palustrine System has no subsystems, but

supports eight different Class designations: Rock

Bottom, Unconsolidated Bottom, Aquatic Bed, Un-

consolidated Shore, Moss-Lichen Wetland, Emergent

Wetland, Scrub-Shrub Wetland, Forested Wetland.

All but the Rock Bottom, Unconsolidated Bottom, and

Moss-Lichen Wetland occur within the project area.

Palustrine Emergent Wetland

Emergent wetlands are characterized by the pres-

ence of erect, rooted, herbaceous hydrophytes. This

vegetation is usually perennial and is present most of

the year. These wetlands tend to be stable as long as

their water source is present. This is the second most

abundant type of wetland along the Chama River. It

lines nearly all of the river bank within the project area.

It is dominated by hydrophytes such as Scirpus sp.,

Juncus sp. and Carex sp. often in association with

mesophytes such as Xanthium strumarium, Echinochloa

crusaalli, Apocynum cannibinum, Melilotus lutea .

Melilotus alba and Vebascum thapsus . The Palustrine

Emergent Wetlands are best developed along low-

grade ("flat") portions of the river. Within these

environments they form densely rooted communities

that stabilize the river banks. Throughout much of the

river, these communities average 1-2 meters in width.

However, in select areas, such as old oxbows, emer-

gent vegetation can form rather extensive communi-

ties. In areas of significant river grade, the emergent

wetland species are more sparse and tend to be replaced

by mesophytic species.

Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore

The Unconsolidated Shore wetlands are typically

present in areas that are irregularly, intermittently, or

artificially flooded. They usually have less than

30 percent cover of vegetation and less than 75 percent

cover of rocks or boulders. Fluctuation in water levels
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in these areas precludes development ofextensive beds

of hydrophytes. The resulting flora is normally domi-

nated by short lived weedy mesophytes such as

Xanthium strumarium. Echinochloa crusgalli . Melilotus

lutea , Melilotus alba and Vebascum thapsus. The lack

of stable vegetation and the effect of fluctuating water

levels and wave action often results in erosion or

deposition of sediments within these environments.

Within the project area, the Unconsolidated Shore

wetlands primarily occur in areas where the river is

subject to steeper grades. When flow rates drop, water

concentrates in channels where steep grades occur.

When this occurs, the water line pulls away from the

river bank creating distress to Emergent vegetation.

These areas are often thinly populated by weedy veg-

etation. Unconsolidated Shore wetlands are also abun-

dant in areas that have been flooded by excessive high

water levels in Abiquiu Reservoir. These areas occur

at the southern end of the project area.

Palustrine Aquatic Bed

The Aquatic Bed Class includes wetlands and

deepwater habitats dominated by plants that grow

principally below the surface of the water for most of

their growing season. This wetland type requires

surface water for optimum growth and reproduction.

The plants may be either attached to the bottom, or free

floating on the surface. Within the Chama River, this

wetland type appears to be rare, and is limited to areas

where water velocity and substrate composition favor

its development. The Aquatic Bed wetlands are prima-

rily represented by Algal species such as Chara, which

was found in two areas, where small pools (isolated

from the river) formed in old cutoff oxbows. Both of

these areas also supported Emergent wetlands domi-

nated by Typha .

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland

The Scrub-Shrub wetland includes areas domi-

nated by woody vegetation that is less than 6 meters in

height. The Scrub-Shrub wetlands are located above

the Emergent wetland but below the Forested wetland.

The Scrub-Shrub zone is very common along the

Chama River. It is dominated by Salix exigua. with a

mixture of annual and perennial species. In the upper

portions of the river, taxa such as Alnus, Acer and

Baccharis may also be present with an admixture of

annual and perennial species. Within the project area,

most ofthe Scrub-Shrub wetlands had their root crowns

above the 1 ,200 cfs level of the river. The Scrub-Shrub

wetland is equally developed in flat areas of the river as

well as portions of steep grade.

Palustrine Forested Wetland

Forested wetlands are mostcommon along rivers in the

western United States. They most often occur on flood-

plains of rivers where they are seasonally or intermit-

tently inundated by water levels rising out of the

normal river channel. This class of wetland is charac-

terized by woody vegetation that is 6 meters tall or

taller. Along the Chama River, it is best represented by

woodlands composed primarily ofPopulus angustifolial

Populus fremontii, and Quercus aambelii . It reaches its

greatest development near and below the Monastery.

With El Vado Dam in place, the Forested Woodland

along the Chama River is now rarely flooded. Intermit-

tent flooding is essential to the propagation of such a

wetland. If this zone is no longer flooded, it will

probably change in floristic composition, and techni-

cally would no longer be considered a wetland.

Lacustrine System

Lacustrine Systems are characteristically deepwater

habitats and are intermittent in the project area. They

lack trees, shrubs, or persistent emergents. They in-

clude permanently flooded lakes and reservoirs, inter-

mittent lakes, and tidal lakes. They may be situated in

a topographic depression or river channel, and their

surface area always exceeds 8 hectares. They differ

from Palustrine environments in that the size ofLacus-

trine bodies normally allows for the development of

extensive wave action, which influences the structure

and composition of the shoreline. The Lacustrine

System is divided into the Limnetic and Littoral Sub-

systems. Littoral habitats are those areas that extend

from the shore of the lake to a depth of 2 meters below

the low water mark. The Limnetic Subsystem includes

all of the deepwater habitats (deeper than 2 meters).

Many Lacustrine wetlands have no Limnetic compo-

nents. The Chama Wild and Scenic River does not

normally support Lacustrine Systems. However, occa-

sionally the pool of Abiquiu Reservoir reaches suffi-

cient size to back up into the Chama drainage, creating

both Littoral and Limnetic environments. These envi-

ronments are short lived, but have profound effects

upon the areas they inundate. This periodic flooding

creates 5 classes of Lacustrine Wetlands. These in-
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elude Limnetic Unconsolidated Bottom, as well as

4 classes of Littoral environments: Rock Bottom,

Unconsolidated Bottom, Rocky Shore, and Unconsoli-

dated Shore. The ephemeral presence of Lacustrine

wetlands has significant effects on the more persistent

Riverine and Palustrine wetlands that normally line the

river. Large portions of the Forested wetland, Scrub-

Shrub wetland, Persistent Emergent wetland, and up-

land vegetation may be damaged or destroyed by the

periodic floodings that create the Littoral environ-

ments.

Limnetic Unconsolidated Bottom

The Limnetic Unconsolidated Bottom wetland

includes those deepwater habitats with at least

25 percent cover of particles smaller than stones, and

less than 30 percent vegetative cover. Within the study

area, this wetland would be primarily confined to the

inundated current river channel and the lower banks of

the Chama.

Littoral Rock Bottom

The Rock Bottom Class includes those wetlands

where stones, boulders, or bedrock have an areal cov-

erage of greater than 75 percent, and vegetative cover

is less than 30 percent. Within the Chama River, these

would include shelves, benches, and outcrops of sand-

stone that are inundated along the edges of the Abiquiu

Reservoir pool. Fluctuation in pool size of Abiquiu

Reservoir delegates a temporally brief existence for

these habitats. As such, they do not have time to

develop the floral and faunal communities more typi-

cal of stable Rock Bottom Environments.

Littoral Unconsolidated Bottom

Littoral Unconsolidated Bottom wetlands include

those habitats shallower than 2 meters, with at least

25 percent of the bottom cover composed of particles

smaller than stones, and with a vegetative cover of less

than 30 percent. Within the project area, it would

primarily include the inundated floodplain and lower

slopes of the canyon. As with the Rock Bottom

Environment, it is temporally brief and does not allow

the types of floral and faunal communities to develop

that would be found in more stable Littoral Unconsoli-

dated Bottom Wetlands.

Littoral Rocky Shore

The Rocky Shore wetland environment would be

characterized by the presence of areal cover greater

than 75 percent of stones, boulders, or bedrock, and

vegetation cover less then 30 percent. Within the

project area it would be composed primarily of the

existing canyon walls in the narrower and steeper

portions of the canyon. These could include vertical

cliff faces, as well as benches or shelves of the sand-

stone substrate. As with all of the other Littoral

environments, it would be temporally brief and would

not develop significant biotic communities.

Littoral Unconsolidated Shore

The Littoral Unconsolidated Shore wetland is char-

acterized by unconsolidated substrates with less than

75 percent areal coverage of stones, boulders, or bed-

rock. It also has less than 30 percent coverage of

vegetation and is irregularly or intermittently flooded.

Within the project area, it would account for all of the

Lacustrine shoreline that does not fall into the Rocky

Shore Class. Unlike the other Lacustrine environ-

ments created by Abiquiu Pool, the biotic community

of the Unconsolidated Shore is well adapted to the

fluctuating water level. A brief, but diverse commu-
nity of mesophytic plant species will develop within

this habitat. Taxa such as Xanthium, Echinochloa ,

Melilotus . and a variety of forbs and grasses will thrive

in this environment.
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Introduction

A groving population* vithin the Rio Grande corridor, is increasing
the pressure to utilize the rivers for aulti-use purposes in addition
to the traditional irrigation and flood control operations. The
institutional and legal system, already in place, protects these
traditional uses of the available vater supply, but there exists a
sufficient amount of flexibility vithin the systen to accommodate many
other uses. Through cooperation and coordination vith the many
agencies involved, a thorough plan can be initiated vhereby the finite

vater supply can be utilized effectively, provided the ovners of the

vater are not adversely affected in any manner. This vater management
overviev is designed to be used as a supporting document to the

Resource Management Plan for the Rio Chama. In it, aspects of the

current operating conditions and constraints vithin the Upper Rio
Grande (see draving on next page) system, from a vater management
vievpoint, are discussed. This will bring to light vhat can and cannot
be done vithin the physical and institutional restrictions and vill
assist in the development of a comprehensive resource management plan
for the Rio Chama above Abiquiu Dam.
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WATER MANAGEMENT ISSUES
for the

RIO CHAMA

SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT (refer to drawing on next page)

Operated by the Bureau of Reclamation

Project Features
The San Juan-Chama Project (SJC) vas authorized for construction under a

bill passed by Congress and signed into lav by the President on June 13,

1962. The project vas authorized as a participating project of the Colorado

River Storage Project. The SJC makes possible an average annual diversion

of about 109,000 acre-feet (af) from upper tributaries of the San Juan River

in the Upper Colorado River Basin. The vater is conveyed through the

Continental Divide and into the Rio Grande Basin in Nev Mexico. The

collection and diversion facilities, located in the San Juan River Basin
above Navajo Reservoir, consist of three diversion dams, tvo siphons, and a

tunnel system vhich brings San Juan River Basin vater through the

Continental Divide. The imported vater is stored and held for release in

Heron Reservoir.

Project Purpose
The San Juan-Chama Project provides a vater supply for municipal, domestic,

irrigation, and industrial uses and provides recreation and fish and

wildlife benefits. The following annual amounts are presently contracted

for by vater users:

Vater User Quantity (acre-feet)

City of Albuquerque 48,200
City and County of Santa Fe 5,605
Twining Vater and Sanitation District 15

City of Espaflola 1,000
Town of Taos 400
Village of Los Lunas 400
Town of Bernalillo 400
Department of Energy 1,200
City of Belen 500
Town of Red River 60

Additionally, 20,900 af are provided for supplemental irrigation of 89,711
acres in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District and an additional 1,030
af are provided by exchange to supplement irrigation of 2,678 acres in the
Pojoaque Valley Irrigation District. An annual allocation of about 5,000 af

of vater is made available to assure a minimum pool of 1,200 surface acres
for fish and wildlife, and recreation purposes at Cochiti Lake (Corps of

Engineers lake). There is an allocated, but as yet uncontracted amount of

11,490 af based on the current estimated firm yield of 96,200 af per year.
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Heron Dam and Reservoir (refer to drawing on next page)

Heron Daa is located on Willow Creek just above its confluence vith the Rio

Chama and provides a regulating and storage reservoir with a capacity of

about 400,000 af. Heron Reservoir is operated in compliance vith the Rio

Grande Compact. There is no provision for storage of Rio Grande Basin vater

in Heron; therefore, all natural inflow is bypassed. Two basic principles

control the water release schedule from Heron Reservoir. The first is that

the development of project supplemental irrigation and municipal and

industrial vater demands, above Rio Grande vater rights, results in an

annual depletion of the Rio Grande. These depletions are offset by releases
of SJC water from Heron Reservoir sufficient to assure that no residual

effect occurs to Rio Grande Basin vater due to project operations. In

addition, up to approximately two-thirds of the project waters may be

conveyed past Otowi for use by downstream contractors such as the City of

Albuquerque and the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District (MRGCD).

The second principle is that carryover storage from one diversion season

into the next by a contractor is not permitted in Heron Reservoir.
Contractually, if the contractors have not called for their vater to be

released by December 31, the water would normally remain in Heron as part of

the total pool and would no longer belong to the contractors. The Bureau of

Reclamation (Reclamation) has, however, given temporary waivers to

contractors to allow carryover until March or April in order to provide

release rates on the Rio Chama that would enhance the fishery between El

Vado Dam and Abiquiu Reservoir. Such waivers are analyzed on their merits

on a year by year basis. The "no carryover" stipulation results in the

various contractors seeking storage in reservoirs downstream of Heron for

their unused water. El Vado, Abiquiu, Jemez Canyon, and Elephant Butte
reservoirs have been used for storage of SJC waters.

Another factor influencing Heron releases is ice cover on the reservoir
which may present a safety hazard to the public if Heron is drawn down when
certain ice cover conditions exist. If hazardous conditions develop,

releases would be terminated until conditions are safe. During late March

or April, any SJC project water not released because of unsafe winter
operation conditions would be released at a time when it will be assured to

meet the same purposes as if it had been released during winter months.

The Soil Conservation Service/National Weather Service coordinated runoff
forecast is used to estimate the period of time during the spring runoff
that the Rio Chama is expected to exceed channel capacity belov Abiquiu Dam,

thus delaying the release of SJC water from Abiquiu as native vater has
priority during flood regulations. SJC replacement water requirements
downstream are estimated for the same period and this amount of water is

also released from Heron Reservoir between the time of ice melt on the
reservoir and the time vhen spring runoff reaches full channel capacity.
During the period vhen the Rio Chama below Abiquiu flows at full capacity,
SJC vater is not released past Abiquiu. Channel capacity on the Rio Chama
directly below Abiquiu Dam varies, but generally falls between 2,000 and
2,500 cubic feet per second (cfs).
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MIDDLE RIO GRAHDB PROJBCT

The feature of this project affecting the Rio Chaaa is El Vado Daa, which is

operated by the Bureau of Reclamation. The Hiddle Rio Grande Conservancy

District (HRGCD) ovns Bl Vado Daa and operates all other features within the

project which are downstream of Cochiti Daa. These other features will not

be presented in this docuaent.

El Vado Daa and Reservoir (refer to drawing on next page)

El Vado Daa was originally constructed to provide conservation storage
(currently 186,250 af) for irrigation use on MRGCD lands along the Rio
Grande from Cochiti Daa to below Socorro, New Hexico. Because El Vado Daa
was constructed after 1929 (completed in 1935), the operation of the

reservoir is subject to the terms of the Rio Grande Compact, when storage

and release involves water natural to the Rio Grande Basin. Water imported

into the Rio Grande Basin via the SJC Project and stored at El Vado
Reservoir is not subject to provisions of the Rio Grande Compact.

El Vado Operation for Rio Grande Water
The basic concept in operating El Vado Reservoir involves the storage of

natural inflow which is excess to current needs of the HRGCD and in excess
of other rights existing along the Rio Chama and Rio Grande below El Vado
Dam. The major storage season is during the spring runoff, with storage
released during the irrigation season to users in the Hiddle Rio Grande
Valley as required.

Restrictions of the Rio Grande Compact
The Rio Grande Compact sets forth that no storage can be made in post

compact reservoirs (constructed after 1929) upstream of Elephant Butte
Reservoir, when usable water in project storage is less than 400,000 af

(Article VII). Usable water in project storage is the amount of natural
water, exclusive of credit water, in storage which is available for release
to meet irrigation demand, including deliveries to Hexico in both Elephant
Butte and Caballo Reservoirs. During the period of 1943 to 1985, Article
VII of the Rio Grande Compact and low runoff years have periodically limited
or completely restricted storage of natural runoff in El Vado during
particular years. The spill which occurred at Elephant Butte Dam during the

years 1985 through 1988 did not restrict the operations of El Vado Reservoir
because debits and credits with respect to the Compact are not computed
during a year of actual spill. Actual spill did not occur during 1989 and
is unlikely to occur in 1990.

A second restriction of the Compact, which plays an important role in El
Vado operations, comes from Article VI establishing that any natural water
stored in El Vado must be held in storage to the extent of New Hexico'

s

accrued debit under the Compact.

The above restrictions are the most common legal constraints imposed on the
El Vado Reservoir operation; hovever, there are additional considerations
which must be taken into account because of Rio Grande Compact requirements.
The delivery requirement of Rio Grande water to Elephant Butte Dam is based
on the volume of Rio Grande system water passing the Otowi gage located on
the Rio Grande about 25 miles above Cochiti Dam. The delivery required
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during a lov runoff year aay only be 57 percent of the vater passing the

Otovi gaging station. During a high runoff year, the delivery requirement

ay reach 80 percent or higher. Thus, if permitted by the Compact and

depending on river conditions along the Rio Grande from Cochiti Daa to

Elephant Butte Reservoir, the storage or release of Rio Grande vater at Bl

Vado Reservoir is made on the basis of maximizing deliveries under the

Compact and on demand by the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. From

1985 to 1989, none of the limitations above affected Bl Vado Reservoir
operations. However, this could change depending on conditions in the Basin
which might create limitations of the utilization of Rio Grande Basin water
under the terms of the Rio Grande Compact.

Vater Right Constraints on Bl Vado Operation of Rio Grande Water

Two additional constraints exist on the operational flexibility of El Vado
Reservoir when dealing with Rio Grande water. The first is the storage
rights at El Vado Reservoir of the Six Southern Indian Pueblos of the Middle
Rio Grande; the Pueblos of Cochiti, Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Santa Ana,

Sandia, and Isleta. Storage and release of Rio Grande vater for these

Pueblos are not subject to the terms of the Rio Grande Compact. The amount
of storage required for the Indians is computed using established procedures
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Bureau of Reclamation. Release of

Indian storage is made only when the natural flow of the Rio Grande is

insufficient to adequately supply irrigation water to 8,847 acres of Indian
lands with prior and paramount water rights. Vhile the upper limit of

Indian needs is reasonably predictable and controls the determination of

storage, the actual amount released for Indian needs varies and is normally
much less than the amount stored for the Indians. The release of Indian
water is predicated on the prior and paramount water right lands needs
without constraint of the Rio Grande Compact.

The second constraint deals with the water rights of the diverters along the

Rio Chama, and is simply a requirement that no storage can take place at El

Vado Reservoir which would deprive the Rio Chama diverters of their water
rights. A United States District Court Decree dated July, 1971, adjudicated
all the rights on the mainstem of the Rio Chama below El Vado Dam except for

the rights of the San Juan Pueblo and the United States. The water rights
adjudicated in this Decree are senior to the storage rights of the Middle
Rio Grande Conservancy District at El Vado Dam. El Vado Daa must not be

operated to the detriment of senior water right holders below Abiquiu Dam,

which rights have a total diversion requirement of approximately 140 cubic
feet per second. Therefore, natural flow is bypassed under these
conditions and Rio Grande storage may be reduced during these periods by at
least the amount of loss that occurs on the reservoir.

El Vado Operation for San Juan-Chama Water
El Vado operation is affected by the SJC in three ways. The first is that

SJC Project water released from Heron Dam for use downstream of El Vado
Reservoir is simply passed through. The second is that storage of large
volumes of SJC water in El Vado Reservoir may take place for extended
periods of time.
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The MRGCD has contracted for 20,900 af per year of SJC vater and the HRGCD
maintains as much of this vater in El Vado Reservoir as conditions perait.
In addition, the HRGCD has contracted vith various contractors of SJC vater
for storage in El Vado Reservoir. When Bl Vado Reservoir spills, the MRGCD
maintains the option to spill those SJC vaters belonging to other entities
or to spill Rio Grande vater not held under terms of the Rio Grande
Compact. The HRGCD contracts vith all entities, except vith the Public
Service Company of Nev Mexico, provides that the HRGCD can borrov, for
irrigation use, their SJC vater held in Bl Vado Reservoir.

Reregulation of SJC flows from El Vado to Abiquiu Reservoir and other
downstream SJC storage facilities has dramatically enhanced recreational and
fish and vildlife conditions belov El Vado Dam since 1984.

MIDDLE RIO GRANDE FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS

The Corps of Engineers designed and constructed four dams in the Upper Rio
Grande Basin for flood and sediment control. These facilities are Abiquiu,
Cochiti, Galisteo, and Jemez Canyon Dams. The Flood Control Acts of 1948
and 1950 provided for a comprehensive plan for the development of flood
control facilities and the rehabilitation of existing irrigation and
drainage facilities in the Middle Rio Grande valley. The construction of
Abiquiu and Jemez Canyon Dams vere a part of the plans for controlling
floods along the Rio Grande.

Cochiti Dam vas authorized by the 1960 Flood Control Act for flood and

sediment control. This Act also spells out the operating criteria for the

reservoir system and authorized establishment of pools for recreation and

fish and vildlife enhancement if vater vas provided from outside the Rio
Grande Basin. In 1964, Congress provided vater from the SJC project to

establish a permanent pool for recreation, and fish and vildlife at Cochiti
Lake.

Operating criteria contained in PL 86-645 .

The operating criteria contained in PL 86-645 specifically directs, in part,

the operation of Cochiti and Abiquiu Reservoirs. This lav states that

"vhenever during the months of July, August, September, and October, there

is more than tvo hundred tvelve thousand acre-feet of storage available for

regulation of summer floods and the inflov to Cochiti Reservoir (exclusive
of that portion of the inflov derived from upstream flood-control storage)
is less than one thousand five hundred cubic feet per second, no vater will

be withdrawn from storage in Cochiti Reservoir and the inflov derived from

upstream flood-control storage will be retained in Cochiti Reservoir." As

long as there is 212,000 af of summer flood space in Cochiti, no flood vater

can be released after July 1st when the natural inflov to Cochiti is less

than 1,500 cfs. Since Abiquiu flood vater, subject to this criteria, cannot

pass Cochiti, it is retained at Abiquiu Reservoir until the following
November. Vater held through the summer under this criteria is termed

"carryover storage". There have been nine years in which Abiquiu Reservoir
has retained carryover storage since the project was put into operation in

1963. Any water carried over must be evacuated by the following March

31st. PL 86-645 also states that "no departure from the foregoing operation
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schedule vill be made except with the advice and consent of the Rio Grande

Compact Commission". This clause in the lav allovs considerable operating

flexibility, provided the Coapact Commission consents unanimously.

Abiquiu Dam and Reservoir (refer to draving on next page)

Abiquiu Dam and Reservoir is located on the Rio Chama approximately 32 miles

upstream from the confluence of the Rio Grande. The facility is ovned and

operated by the Corps of Engineers and controls 2,147 square miles of

drainage. The dam is an earthfill structure 1,540 feet long and rises 321

feet above the streambed. The dam at the spillway crest elevation of 6350

has a capacity of 1,198,500 af. Because of the geology and topography of

the dam site, it vas more economical to build the dam higher and store a

portion of the spillway design flood than it vas to excavate through rock

for the large spillway required to insure the integrity of the structure.

The initial storage allocations consisted of 502,000 af for flood control

and 77,000 acre-feet for sediment retention.

In 1981, PL 97-140 authorized the storage of 200,000 acre-feet of SJC vater

in Abiquiu Reservoir. The City of Albuquerque has obtained storage

easement to elevation 6,220, which correlates to approximately 188,976 af

in 1990. Real estate interests have not been obtained above elevation 6220

to accommodate the full 200,000 af as authorized. A reduction due to

sediment deposition is applied to this pool on an annual basis.

In 1984, the ongoing Corps of Engineers dam safety assurance program
identified the Abiquiu Dam project as having an inadequate spillway for

control of the revised Probable Haximum Flood. As a result of this

determination, the dam vas raised about 15 feet and the width of the

spillway increased by 28 feet. As an indirect result of these modification,
a permanent pool of about 520,000 af, including sediment reserve, could be

maintained in the reservoir vithout affecting operations for current project
purposes or needs. This, therefore, represents excess capacity that could

be allocated to other purposes, such as conservation storage for vater
supply.

In 1987, the County of Los Alamos began construction on the installation of

a run-of-river non-federal hydropover plant at Abiquiu Dam. It is expected
to be on line by April 1990 vith a design capacity of 13.2 megawatts.

In 1988, PL 100-522 authorized the storage of 200,000 af of Rio Grande
system water in Abiquiu, if the space is not required for the storage of SJC
water as authorized in PL 97-140. Also in 1988, PL 100-633 designated the
Vild and Scenic reach of the Rio Chama. This law also designated the reach
from elevation 6,353 (three feet above the spillway crest) to elevation
6283.5 (top of flood pool) as a study reach for potential addition to the

National Vild and Scenic Rivers system.

Abiquiu Reservoir is regulated to control flows on the lower Rio Chama and
the Rio Grande to non-damaging flow rates. Abiquiu, Cochiti, and Jemez
Canyon Reservoirs are all regulated as a system, such that the flood control
storage in each is balanced, that is, one project in the system is not
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jeopardized more than any other. In other words, because vater released

from an upstreaa reservoir can have a detrimental impact on the next

downstream reservoir if the downstream reservoir is already at its maximum

capacity, releases are not made from one reservoir without considering the

system as a whole. SJC storage is held below elevation 6,220 and released

as requested by the storing entities. This SJC pool also serves to increase

the sediment trap efficiency and enhance the recreation, and fish and

wildlife opportunities. The operation of the hydropower plant at Abiquiu
Dam will not affect the regulation of the facility, since it will be a run-

of-river type plant.

Cochiti Dam and Lake (refer to drawing on next page)

The Cochiti Dam and Lake is located on the Rio Grande, approximately 50

miles north of Albuquerque, at the upstream end of the Middle Valley where

the river emerges from White Rock Canyon. The dam controls 8,693 square
miles of drainage area, including 256 square miles of the Santa Fe River

watershed. The facility is owned and operated by the Corps of Engineers for

flood control, sediment control, and recreation on the main stem of the Rio

Grande.

The dam is an earthfill structure constructed across the Rio Grande and the

mouth of the Santa Pe River. It is about 5.1 miles in length and rises 251

feet above the streambed. The reservoir has a storage capacity of 592,958
af at the spillway crest, of which 492,000 af is utilized for flood control
and 100,958 af is reserved for sediment deposition. A 1,200 surface acre
recreation pool was authorized by Public Law 88-293, and is presently
contained within the sediment reserve space. This pool is maintained by

utilizing up to 5,000 af of SJC water per year to offset evaporation
losses. The pool also improves the sediment trap efficiency and enhances

the recreational, and fish and wildlife opportunities of the facility.

Cochiti Lake is the backbone of flood control on the mains tem of the Rio

Grande. It is operated in conjunction with Jemez Canyon and Galisteo
Reservoirs to control the flow of the Rio Grande to non-damaging rates.

Abiquiu Reservoir is also regulated to assist the flood control operation of

Cochiti Lake. Cochiti, Abiquiu, and Jemez Canyon Reservoirs are all

regulated as a system, such that the storage in each is balanced with the

other reservoirs.

Galisteo Dam and Reservoir (refer to drawing on next page)
Galisteo Dam and Reservoir is located on Galisteo Creek, about 12 miles
above the mouth of Galisteo Creek. The dam is owned and operated by the

Corps of Engineers and controls a drainage area of 596 square miles. The
reservoir will reduce flood flows in the watershed to a non-damaging flow of

5,000 cfs in the Rio Grande. The dam is an earthfill embankment 2,820 feet

long with a maximum height of 158 feet. The reservoir has a storage
capacity of 89,468 af at the spillway crest (elevation 5,608) of which
79,600 af is allocated to flood control and 10,200 af is reserved for
sediment deposition.
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The outlet is an uncontrolled 10-foot diaaeter conduit 810 feet in length.
A spillvay 250 feet vide with the crest at elevation 5,608.0 is located in

the right abutment about 800 feet north of the eabankaent.

Galisteo Reservoir is operated in conjunction vith Cochiti and Jeaez Canyon
Reservoirs to control the flov in the Rio Grande to non-daaaging rates.
Galisteo is operated as a dry reservoir. Since Galisteo Oaa is ungated, the
releases from Cochiti and Jemez Canyon Dams are regulated to compensate for
the discharge from Galisteo Dam.

Jemez Canyon Dam and Reservoir (refer to drawing on next page)
Jemez Canyon Dam is located on the Jemez River, approximately 2 miles above
its confluence vith the Rio Grande. The dam is owned and operated by the
Corps of Engineers and controls a drainage area of 1,034 square miles. The
dam is an earthfill structure 780 feet long with a height of 136 feet above
the streambed. Flood releases are regulated by a gated conduit 13 feet in
diameter.

The purpose of the project is to provide flood and sediment control on the
Rio Grande. The present storage capacity of Jemez Canyon Reservoir at
spillway crest is about 102,712 af, of which 73,000 af is reserved for
flood control and 29,712 af for deposition of sediment. Jemez Canyon
Reservoir is operated in conjunction with Cochiti and Galisteo Reservoirs to

control the flow in the Rio Grande to non-daaaging rates. A sediment
control pool is maintained by the New Mexico Interstate Streaa Commission to
enhance the sediment trap efficiency of the reservoir. This pool is

maintained by utilization of SJC water and is topped off once annually.

RIO GRANDE PROJECT
Operated by the Bureau of Reclamation

Project Features - Elephant Butte
Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir is located on the Rio Grande, approximately
125 miles north of El Paso, Texas, just north of Truth or Consequences,
New Mexico. The dam was authorized by Congress in 1905 for water supply
and later authorized for purposes that include hydroelectric power and
recreation. Elephant Butte Reservoir can store a maximum of 2,065,000 af of
water at a spillvay crest elevation of 4407 to provide irrigation and year-
round power generation. Elephant Butte is a concrete gravity daa 301 feet

high and 1,674 feet long, including the spillvay. Originally called Engle
Dam, work began on this structure in 1912 and vas completed in 1916. In
addition to irrigation supplies, Elephant Butte Reservoir produces
hydroelectric pover. Pover turbines vere installed at the dam in the late
1930s and have a capacity of a 24.3 megawatts. The daa, reservoir, and
poverplant are operated and maintained by the Pover and Storage Division of
the Rio Grande Project Office, located in El Paso, Texas. The division
office and plant are located just downstream of Elephant Butte Dam.

Congress authorized PL 93-493 in 1974 which allows the use of 50,000 af of
SJC water to assure a minimum recreation pool at Elephant Butte Reservoir.
The entire minimum recreation pool vas spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir
in 1985. Under an agreement between the City of Albuquerque and the New
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Mexico Department of Natural Resources, sufficient SJC vater is available to

re-establish and maintain the minimus recreation pool through the year 2010.
Additionally, the City of Albuquerque has a storage agreement to store up
to 50,000 af of their SJC vater in Elephant Butte. Other entities may also
make storage arrangements there, if they so choose.

Caballo Dam and Reservoir
Caballo Dam and Reservoir is also located on the Rio Grande and vas
constructed to vork in tandem vith Elephant Butte Dam. Vater is released
from Elephant Butte Dam into the river channel which has a design capacity
of 5,000 cfs. The vater then travels approximately 25 miles downstream to

Caballo Reservoir vhere it can be held until releases from Caballo are
called for in accordance with the needs of downstream irrigators. Caballo
Dam is an earthfill structure 96 feet high and 4,590 feet long. This
facility was constructed between 1936 and 1938 and has a maximum capacity of

331,000 af at elevation 4182. Of this maximum capacity, 231,000 af is

designated as conservation storage and 100,000 af as flood control, which is

administered by the International Boundary and Vater Commission (IBVC).

POTENTIAL FOR SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

Pre-evacuation of SJC storage in Abiquiu Reservoir could be used as a vater
management tool to accomplish a number of objectives. Flood control
regulation could be enhanced, under certain conditions, by the release of

storage prior to snowmelt runoff, when the natural flows are lov, and the

subsequent recapture of storage, when the natural flows are high. This

would reduce the number of days when the release rates from Abiquiu Dam are

at channel capacity, since pre-evacuation could be accomplished at lover

rates. Conservation benefits could also be derived in the delivery of vater

to Elephant Butte Reservoir in late winter or early spring when
evapotranspiratlon losses are lover. These vould have to offset the higher

evaporation rates for storing vater in Elephant Butte Reservoir. This type

of operation vould reduce the maximum pool elevations caused by snowmelt

runoff and increase the recreation capability of the Rio Chama directly

above Abiquiu Reservoir for rafting and vhitevater activities. Benefits

could also be realized in the reservoir fishery by this plan, since the

reservoir is more likely to be steady or rising vhen most of the sport

fishes are spawning.

A pre-evacuation plan vould require a considerable amount of coordination

since the recapture of native Rio Chama flows would require the unanimous

consent of the Rio Grande Compact Commission. In addition, careful

evaluation of runoff forecasts vould need to be performed such that over-

evacuations from Abiquiu do not occur. Operating curves that would relate

pre-evacuation rates to potential snowmelt runoff quantities would also need

to be developed, requiring a significant effort. However, this operation of

system optimization is feasible provided the benefits for doing so are such

that these coordination and engineering efforts are shared by all

beneficiaries and do not become an undue burden on the water users or

participating agencies.
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Interagency Coordination for Operations of the Rio Chama

Deliveries of SJC vater are made at the request of the vater users to neet

the requirements of offsetting depletions vithin the Rio Grande Basin, as

determined by the Nev Mexico State Engineer. The vater users can utilize

SJC vater for other purposes vithin the State of Nev Mexico such as

irrigation, storage, recreation, municipal and industrial, and any other

beneficial uses, as determined by Nev Mexico state vater lav. Vithin this

framework, the importing of SJC vater into the Rio Grande Basin has brought

increased flexibility to the management of the reservoirs and stream flovs,

vhich has helped to enhance the fishery and increase summer rafting
opportunities vhen the vater is available. However, this increased
flexibility comes at the cost of additional coordination efforts and more

complex vater accounting procedures vhich is born exclusively by the vater

users and the coordinating agencies.

The coordination process in the movement of SJC vater through the system is

performed by the Albuquerque Projects Office of the Bureau of Reclamation on

behalf of the vater users. These efforts require routine contacts vith the

Corps of Engineers, the Nev Mexico State Engineer, the Rio Grande Project
Office of the Bureau of Reclamation, Los Alamos County, and various SJC
vater users. Other agencies that are frequently contacted, as conditions
require, are the Bureau of Land Management, Fish and Wildlife Service,
National Park Service, Nev Mexico State Parks, National Veather Service, and

Soil Conservation Service.

An example of this process can be illustrated by the reregulation operation
at Abiquiu Reservoir for releases of irrigation supplies for the MRGCD vhich
provides stable fall and vinter flovs belov El Vado Dam. Initially, some
evaluation is made as to vhat the anticipated natural flovs vill be from
October IS to February 28 and an amount of supplemental SJC vater is

determined.

The City of Albuquerque is then asked to loan to the MRGCD, and others, the
appropriate amount of vater from Abiquiu for downstream deliveries. If the
irrigation demand exists, the required storage space is then developed by
October. Throughout the process, the Corps of Engineers is regularly
advised of the size of the SJC pool at Abiquiu so they can effectively pass
the natural flov as required by the Nev Mexico State Engineer. Other
agencies listed above are then contacted, as needed, to inform them of the
operation or potential changes to this operation. This also requires a
meticulous vater accounting procedure to insure that the twelve SJC
contractors that move their annual allotments through the system are not
injured by the reregulation process.

These procedures can and vill be continued, as conditions permit, provided
that ve have willing water users and a commitment from all agencies involved
to maintain and enhance the current levels of coordination. Continued
dialogue will increase the knowledge necessary to foster new ideas in the
coordinated management of the Rio Chama from El Vado Dam to Abiquiu
Reservoir.
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UPPER RIO GRANDB BASIN OPERATIONS
1987, 1988, and 1989

This section is devoted to a discussion that illustrates some typical
operating scenarios that may occur vithin the upper basin. These three
years illustrate the variability of operational possibilities vithin the
system. This section vill address hov varying degrees of runoff directly or
indirectly effect the opportunities to enhance recreational and fish and
wildlife vithin the Vild and Scenic corridor of the Rio Chama.

1987 Operations
Several extremely vet years preceded the high 1987 runoff which left the

Rio Grande Project (Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs) full. Problems
downstream of Cochiti Dam, vhich hampered flood control releases, existed at

the headvaters of Elephant Butte and downstream of El Paso near Fort

Quitman, Texas. Due to successive years of a full reservoir at Elephant

Butte, a tremendous amount of sediment deposition created a plug at the

headwaters, which threatened existing levees that protect the Low Flov
Conveyance Channel near San Harcial, Nev Mexico.

The Rio Grande belov El Paso had not experienced sustained flood flovs since

the early 1940's, therefore, a considerable amount of sediment aggradation
occurred, vhich severely reduced channel capacities through Fort Quitman.

This resulted in numerous levee breaches on the Mexican side of the river

and high vater tables in the agricultural areas on the United States side.

The lack of channel capacity in these areas hindered the release of flood

vater from Cochiti, vhich adversely effected the flood operations at

Abiquiu. Although for much of the 1987 runoff period, channel capacity
belov Abiquiu vas sufficient to accommodate additional releases, the system

operations delayed releases to prevent an uncontrolled spill at Cochiti.

Because of the high runoff on the Rio Grande and extended releases of flood

control storage from Cochiti Reservoir, the need for releases from El Vado

Reservoir to supplement the natural flov to meet the irrigation demand of

the Middle Valley vas minimal. As a result of the lack, of demand for

storage release from El Vado Reservoir, the ability to make recreational
releases from El Vado vas severely restricted. The rafting releases that

vere made in 1987 utilized deliveries of SJC vater to Abiquiu.

A prerelease of SJC vater from Abiquiu Reservoir vould not have been

feasible, since there vas no storage space available in either Elephant

Butte or Caballo Reservoirs. Vithout a destination, SJC vater cannot be

evacuated.
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1988 Operations

High reservoir conditions throughout the basin, particularly at Elephant

Butte and Caballo, again resulted in another spill from Elephant Butte Daa.

This limited any potential prerelease possibilities at Abiquiu for the same

reasons that prevented this operation in 1987.

Although early vater supply forecasts indicated near normal runoff,

subsequent conditions resulted in a poor snovmelt runoff in 1988. This, as

compared to 1987, produced a runoff period that ended early, resulting in no

extended flood releases from Cochiti or Abiquiu.

Above normal precipitation occurred in the upper Basin following the spring

runoff period. These rains maintained the Rio Grande flows at a level

sufficient to provide enough water to meet the irrigation demand in the

Middle Valley. Because there was the combination of a lack of supplemental
irrigation demand for the Middle Valley and limited space available for SJC

water at Abiquiu Reservoir, the flexibility to utilize SJC water in the Rio

Chama was again severely diminished.

1989 Operations
Storage within the Rio Grande Project had substantially decreased during
1988 which presented a prerelease opportunity at Abiquiu in early 1989.

However, given the low snovmelt runoff, there was no need to consider this

option. This observation is made through the benefit of hindsight. The

1989 runoff year presented an example of the difficulties in successfully
implementing a prerelease of pre-evacuation of storage from Abiquiu
Reservoir. The January 1st and February 1st runoff forecasts for the Rio
Grande Basin for 1989 were approximately 125X of normal. Such forecasts
could have initiated an evacuation of vater stored in Abiquiu Reservoir.
However, as the winter season progressed, dry conditions prevailed
throughout the basin which resulted in an actual runoff substantially below

normal. Had storage been evacuated from Abiquiu Reservoir, there may not

have been sufficient inflow to recover storage released in anticipation of

above average inflows.

A poor runoff (70X of normal) occurred again in 1989 and was over by mid-

May. Base flows on the Rio Grande were very low which resulted in requests
for supplemental irrigation releases for the Middle Valley beginning in

June. This continued throughout the irrigation period resulting in

substantial utilization of SJC water below El Vado for recreation and fish
and wildlife concerns.

The Bureau of Reclamation, with the coordination of the City of Albuquerque
and the MRGCD, utilized an accounting procedure which borrows SJC water
required for irrigation from the City's pool in Abiquiu. The water is then
paid back to the City from MRGCD supplies in El Vado at a rate that provides
for late summer rafting releases and fall through winter releases that

supplement the native flows in a manner that enhances the brown trout

fishery.

*************
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The three scenarios, as presented above, illustrate the potential vater
management flexibility and limitations that can exist which vill affect
operations vithin the Wild and Scenic corridor of the Rio Chaaa. To
effectively initiate vater management opportunities to enhance both
recreation and fish and vildlife concerns, a substantial coordination effort
is necessary. The key agencies that play a major role in these processes
are the Rio Grande Compact Commission, Nev Hexico State Engineer, Bureau of

Reclamation, Corps of Engineers, City of Albuquerque, and the Middle Rio
Grande Conservancy District. At times, the International Boundary and Vater

Commission may become an active participant. It is important to realize
that not all of these agencies are involved equally in any given scenario,
because the level of authority differs in each situation.

Although many opportunities exist to enhance operations on the Rio Chama
vithin the physical and institutional constraints, each agency involved is

charged vith their respective authorities and responsibilities. Vater being

used for these and proposed enhancements are either fully appropriated or

contracted for and the use of these natural resources must be handled in

such a manner that does not impact the ovners. It is vitally important to

understand that vithout the SJC, which is virtually totally financed by the

vater users, flat water recreation would be non-existent on the Rio Chama

and white water boating would be limited to spring runoff periods during

high water years. Supplemental flows, in the fall and winter months below

El Vado Dam, to enhance the fishery also would not exist. There are limits

as to how far we can stretch this invaluable resource, but through the

cooperation of all concerned agencies and groups, a viable management

program can be accomplished.
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AUTHORIZATIONS/LEGISLATIONS

Rio Grande Compact (1939) - legal agreement assigning explicit waters

delivery obligations by upstream states to those downstream, approved by

Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas and ratified by Congress; the Compact

provides for an equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande

among the three states; it in no way affects the obligations of the United

States owed to Mexico.

Flood Control Act of 1948 (PL 80-858) - authorized the construction of

Jemez Canyon Reservoir and the Low Flow Conveyance Channel; also authorized
the Bureau of Reclamation to maintain the channel of the Rio Grande from

Velarde to Caballo Reservoir.

PL 86-645 (1960) - contains the operating criteria governing the operation
of all four of the Middle Rio Grande Project flood control reservoirs;
outlines operational constraints including operation solely for flood and

sediment control; maximum rate of flow out of Cochiti Reservoir during each
spring flood; storage and inflow limits in Cochiti during July, August,
September, and October; releases from Galisteo Reservoir and Jemez Canyon
Reservoir during that same time period; evacuation deadlines for all

reservoirs; regulation of releases when anticipated streamflow may affect
benefits accruing to New Mexico and Colorado as outlined in the Rio Grande
Compact.
PL 87-483 (1962) - authorized the San Juan-Chama Project; specifies maximum
diversions; outlines water usage allowed.
PL 88-293 (1964) - authorized a permanent pool in Cochiti Lake for
recreation and fish and wildlife.
PL 92-514 (1972) - authorized the Closed Basin Project in Colorado; purpose
of project is to help the state of Colorado meet its required deliveries to

New Mexico by salvaging water that would otherwise have been lost through
evapo transpiration.
PL 93-493 (1974) - authorized the Elephant Butte recreation pool.
PL 97-140 (1981) - authorized maximum amount of San Juan-Chama water
allowed in storage in Abiquiu Reservoir (200,000 acre-feet) and provides for
the storage of SJC water in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
PL 100-522 (1988) - authorized the storage of up to 200,000 acre-feet of
native Rio Grande water in Abiquiu in lieu of the need for storage of San
Juan-Chama water as authorized in 1981.
PL 100-633 (1988) - designated approximately 24.6 miles of Rio Chama as
Wild and Scenic; specifies the area of the study reach; directs the joint
managership of the reach designated.

The reader should note that the above summaries are necessarily simplified
and should be viewed only as a mechanism to facilitate understanding the
effect of legislation on the water management system. These synopses are
not meant to encompass each detail of every law impacting water use within
the Rio Grande Basin.
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GLOSSARY:

acre-foot (af) - the unit of volume commonly used in irrigation practice;
the quantity of vater required to cover 1 acre of land to a depth of 1 foot,
or 43,560 cubic feet.

cubic foot per second (cfs) - the unit of discharge, or rate of flov,
commonly used in irrigation practice; the volume, in this case one cubic
foot, of vater that passes a particular reference section in a unit of time,
in this case one second.

native vater - refers to vater from the Rio Grande and its tributaries;
vater that is not imported from transmountain diversions; vater originating
vithin the drainage basin or vatershed.

imported vater - vater conveyed from one vatershed to another vatershed;
imported vater used in this addendum refers to the transmountain diversions
from the San Juan River Basin; vater that is not native to the system.

accrued debits - the amounts by vhich the sum of all annual .debits exceeds
the sum of all annual credits over any common period of time.

accrued credits - the amounts by vhich the sum of all annual-credits exceeds
the sum of all annual debits over any common period of time.

Otovi Index Supply - the recorded flov of the Rio Grande at the U.S.G.S.
gaging station at Otovi Bridge near San Ildefonso during the calendar year,

corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the

drainage basin of the Rio Grande betveen Lobatos and Otovi Bridge.

pre-evacuation/pre-release - release or evacuation of vater held in storage,

in anticipation of recapture of the same quantity at a later date, based on

snovmelt runoff forecasts.

San Juan-Chama Project (SJC) vater - vater imported into the Rio Grande
system from upper tributaries of the San Juan River in the Upper Colorado
River Basin; the San Juan-Chama Project vas authorized under a bill passed

by Congress on June 13, 1962.

carryover storage - vater held through a specific time period at an upstream

reservoir when, according to operating criteria outlined by legislation, a

downstream reservoir cannot release stored vater because available flood

space and minimum natural inflov conditions exist.

1

from Article I of the Rio Grande Compact.

2
from Article I of the Rio Grande Compact
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Appendix D, Streamflow

The complex system of water management in the

Rio Chama Basin results in a streamflow hydrograph

that is somewhat altered from the natural snowmelt-

driven hydrograph. Conservation storage provided by

El Vado Reservoir captures runoffduring spring snow-

melt and releases it during the irrigation season for use

in the Middle Rio Grande Valley (subject to previously

described constraints). The addition of SJC Project

water provides additional conservation storage in Heron,

El Vado, and Abiquiu Reservoirs, and adds flexibility

to system management. This not only increases irriga-

tion season flows, but also provides water for release

during winter months if project storage is to be carried

over in Abiquiu Reservoir for subsequent years.

Because of the intensive management of water in

the Rio Chama system, streamflow data for the study

area are abundant. Streamgages operated by the USGS
are located at both the upstream and downstream ends

of the designated Wild and Scenic River (Figure 2 of

the main report). Also, streamgages are located on the

Rio Chama upstream of all major storage projects in

the basin, as well as above and below the major basin

features of the San Juan-Chama Project and below

Abiquiu Reservoir. Table Dl summarizes available

streamflow data analyzed in this report, including

period of record and quality of data available from each

gage. Flows in Willow Creek and the Rio Chama

below Abiquiu Reservoir were not analyzed, as these

are outside the designated river segment. Also, it was

possible to identify the effects of the SJC Project on

streamflow in the designated segment by evaluating

flows below El Vado Dam before and after SJC Project

completion.

As indicated in Table Dl, the Park View and El

Vado gages have records predating the 1935 construc-

tion of El Vado Reservoir. However, the data from

1920 to 1930 is revised from records of the New
Mexico State Engineer's Office and, for the winter

months, is mostly based on estimated records. For this

and other reasons, the 1920-1930 record was not used

in this analysis. Also, because of the limited amount of

good pre-dam record available for the gage below El

Vado, no analysis of streamflow conditions prior to

reservoir construction was made for this gage.

The first two gages in Table Dl (at Park View and

near La Puente) are located above all the major storage

projects in the basin, including those associated with

the SJC Project. The earlier gage at Park View was

discontinued in 1 956 when the La Puente gage was put

into operation. The La Puente gage is downstream of

Park View (drainage area of 480 sq mi near La Puente

compared to a drainage area of405 sq mi at Park View);

thus, the natural flow at the La Puente gage is expected

to be slightly higher than that recorded at Park View.

Table Dl. Rio Chama streamflow data evaluated for the instream flow assessment.

Streamgage Drainage Area Period of Record Remarks

Rio Chama

at Park View 405 sq mi

1913-1915

1925-1930

1931-1955

1

Rio Chama

near La Puente 480 sq mi 1956-1988

Rio Chama below

El Vado Dam 877 sq mi

1914-1915

1921-1924

1936-1988

i

Rio Chama

above Abiquiu

Reservoir 1 ,600 sq mi 1961-1988

1 Only monthly discharge values are available for some periods (Borland et al. 1990). Winter flows (November through April) for the

periods 1921-1924 (below El Vado Dam) and 1925-1930 (at Park View) are almost entirely based on estimated record due to ice cover

on the stream (David Shaull, U.S. Geological Survey, personal communication).
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Figure D- 1 depicts mean monthly flows for 28 years of

record at the Park View gage and 33 years of record at

the La Puente gage. The period of record for the two

gages is mutually exclusive so that monthly flows of

one gage are averaged over a different period of time

than are the monthly flows of the other gage. However,

Figure D-l shows that average monthly flows at the La

Puente gage are slightly higher than average monthly

flows at Park View, as expected from the slightly larger

drainage area at the La Puente site. The lone exception

is the month of April, when mean monthly flows at the

upstream site (Park View) are slightly higher than at

the downstream site (La Puente). This anomaly may
have been caused by a few years ofearlier-than-normal

snowmelt runoff during the period of record when the

upstream site was in operation.

The two gages together provide a good record of

the natural flow above the designated Wild and Scenic

River reach from 1913 to 1915 and from 1931 through

1988. Figure D-2 depicts mean monthly flows above

all major storage projects for three periods of record:

before construction of El Vado Reservoir (pre- 1935),

after construction of El Vado and before the San Juan-

Chama Project (1936-1970), and after the San Juan-

Chama Project (1972-1988). The record from 1936 to

1970 represents data from both the Park View and La

Puente gages. The most obvious conclusion to be

drawn from Figure D-2 is that the period from 1972 to

1988 produced higher volumes of spring runoff than

did the other periods. The higher spring peaks recorded

for this period are a result of several years of extremely

high snowmelt runoff during the mid- 1 980' s. Com-
parisons of runoff in the mid- 1 980' s to runoff during

the rest of the 1972-1988 period are presented in

several of the figures below.

As previously indicated, the two main projects

affecting streamflow in the Wild and Scenic River are

construction of El Vado Reservoir in 1935 and devel-

opment of the San Juan-Chama Project, including

Heron Reservoir, in 1971. Although there is inad-

equate data for analyzing streamflow in the designated

reach prior to construction of El Vado Reservoir,

analysis of flows after construction is possible. Figures

D-3 and D-4 depict mean monthly flows at the up-

stream (below El Vado Dam) and downstream (above

Abiquiu Reservoir) ends of the study reach before and

after construction of Heron Reservoir. Although the

period of record is different for the two gages, the

pattern of higher flows with the SJC Project is consis-

tent. While much of this pattern is due to extremely

high runoff in the mid- 1 980' s, a comparison with

Figure D-2 reveals that relative increases in mean
monthly flows after 1972 were much greater for the

gages below El Vado and Heron (Figures D-3, D-4)

than they were for the gages upstream of the storage

projects (Figure D-2). This is particularly true through-

out most of the winter months and during the spring

snowmelt runoff. The general pattern ofhigher monthly

flows after completion of the SJC Project results from

an additional 1 09,000 ac-ft ofwater imported to the Rio

Chama Basin by project operations.

While July and August generally do not follow the

pattern of higher monthly flows after completion of the

SJC Project, these values are a result of downstream

irrigation demands versus Rio Grande Compact re-

quirements and thus reflect summer moisture condi-

tions during the respective periods of record. For

example, July flows after 1971 are less than July flows

for the 1 936- 1 970 period of record (Figure D-3), while

July flows after 1971 are greater than July flows for the

1961-1970 period of record (Figure D-4). Apparently

July releases for irrigation during the 1960's were

much less than July releases throughout the rest of the

pre-SJC period.

From the preceding discussion it is apparent that

the period of record chosen for analysis will influence

the results of that analysis. In order to analyze

streamflow at the upstream and downstream ends of

the study reach, as well as the natural flow regime

measured above all storage projects, a period of record

was chosen that is common to all three gages (near La

Puente, below El Vado Dam, and above Abiquiu

Reservoir). Because all three gages have continuous

streamflow data since 1961, streamflow records for

water years 1961 through 1988 were analyzed, using

1961 through 1970 to represent conditions before the

SJC Project and 1972 through 1988 to represent condi-

tions since completion of the SJC Project. Water year

1971 was not included in the analysis because Heron

Reservoir was being filled that year.

Results of the analysis for the period before the

SJC Project are presented in Figure D-5. Assuming the

natural hydrograph is represented by the La Puente

gage, the obvious effect of El Vado Reservoir on

streamflow in the Wild and Scenic River is the capture

of snowmelt runoff in the months of April and May and

the release of stored water for downstream irrigation in

the months of July and August. In addition, a second

release of stored water occurs in the months ofNovem-

ber and December. This second "release season" is a

result of constraints imposed by the Rio Grande Com-
pact on release of conservation storage from El Vado
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Reservoir: as long as New Mexico was in debt to

Texas, conservation storage was not released during

the irrigation season. Thus, in some years, stored water

was occasionally held until after the irrigation season

and then released downstream to maximize deliveries

to Elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs as required

by the Compact.

Results of the analysis for the period after SJC

Project completion (Figure D-6) are noticeably differ-

ent from those for the period before the project (Figure

D-5). Although conservation storage is still released

during the irrigation months of July and August, the

addition ofSJC water results in a snowmelt hydrograph

for the Wild and Scenic reach that resembles the

natural hydrograph much more closely than before

project completion. The addition of SJC water also

allows for release of more water throughout the winter

months, with potential benefits for fish and other

resources. The high releases in December result from

the stipulation that carryover storage from one diver-

sion season to the next is not permitted in Heron

Reservoir. Thus, project water is routed downstream in

December to be captured at El Vado, Abiquiu, or some

other location.

The stipulation of no carryover storage in Heron

Reservoir has, in recent years, been waived tempo-

rarily to permit carryover until March or April, thus

allowing winter release rates favorable to the brown

trout fishery between El Vado Dam and Abiquiu

Reservoir. The difference in winter flows resulting

from these waivers is significant. Figure D-7 shows

mean flows for the winter months during the period

1972-1983 when carryover SJC Project water was

released downstream in December, and Figure D-8

shows mean flows for these same months during the

period 1984-1988 when carryover water was released

throughout the winter. In the former case (Figure D-7),

mean monthly flows were three times higher in

December than throughout the rest of the winter. When
the water is released throughout the winter (Figure

D-8), a higher, more stable base flow is maintained.

An analysis of mean daily flows for the various

gages and periods of record reveals much of the same

information as did the monthly analysis. Figures D-9

and D- 1 depict mean daily flows for the periods 1961-

1970 and 1972-1988, respectively, for the three gages

discussed above. Figure D-9 (before SJC Project)

shows the effect of El Vado Reservoir, i.e., the capture

of snowmelt runoff and its release either during the

irrigation season or, when required by the Rio Grande

Compact, after the irrigation season (November and

December). Figure D-10 shows the effect of the SJC

Project, i.e., a spring snowmelt hydrograph more like

the natural hydrograph and higher base flows in the

winter. Figures D-9 and D-10 also reveal information

about gains and losses of streamflow within the study

reach. At certain times of the year (April in Figure

D-9 and May in Figure D-10), streamflow is greater at

the Abiquiu gage than at the El Vado gage, indicating

a gain of flow through the Wild and Scenic River. This

likely is aresult of low-elevation snowmelt in the lower

part of the basin, with tributary inflow from the Rio

Nutrias, Rio Cebolla, and Rio Gallina. Most of the

year, streamflow at the two gages is fairly similar,

although mean daily flows at Abiquiu are usually

slightly greater than those at El Vado. This indicates

the designated segment likely is gaining small amounts

of ground-water flow, even when tributary streams are

dry. The mid-August peak at the Abiquiu gage (Figure

D-9) likely is the result of a very large thunderstorm in

the basin below the El Vado gage. Such a storm would

be picked up at the downstream site and would influ-

ence the mean daily flow for that particular day in the

1 96 1 - 1 970 period of record.

The effect of waiving the no-carryover stipulation

for Heron Reservoir is even more dramatic when mean

daily flows are evaluated. Figure D-l 1 depicts mean

daily flows for the period 1972-1983, when surplus

SJC water was routed downstream in December. Mean

daily flows for the period were as high as 800 cfs in

December and less than 100 cfs in January and

February. Daily flows in December ofindividual years

were even higher. Figure D-l 2 depicts mean daily

flows for the period 1984-1988, when surplus SJC

water was routed downstream throughout the winter.

Mean daily flows for the winter months during this

period were stable at about 300 cfs. Stable flows like

these are desirable for brown trout eggs incubating in

the stream gravels.

A frequency analysis of high and low flows of

various durations was performed for the same three

gages. The 1961-1988 period of record was divided

into a pre-SJC Project period (1961-1970) and a post-

SJC Project period (1972-1988). For the low-flow

analysis, the 1961 water year could not be used because

El Vado Reservoir outflows were shut down for about

45 days in the spring; inclusion of these flows in the

record produced unreasonable low-flow values. In the

figures that follow, the frequency analysis extends out

to a 50-year recurrence interval, even though the analy-

sis period for before and after the SJC Project is 1 and

17 years, respectively. Thus, values for the 50-year
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recurrence interval are tentative, at best, and even the

25 -year values are somewhat suspect for the pre-

Project period.

The results of the high-flow frequency analysis are

presented in Figures D- 1 3 through D- 1 6. Figure D- 1

3

depicts 1-day high flows for the period before the SJC

Project, and Figure D-14 depicts 1-day high flows for

the period after the Project. Seven-day high flows for

before and after the SJC Project are presented in

Figures D-15 and D-16, respectively. Because of

extremely high runoff in the mid- 1980' s, the post-SJC

period of record produces much higher flow estimates

at a selected recurrence interval and duration than does

the pre-SJC period of record. For the more frequent

floods (e.g., 2-year or 5-year), attenuation of high

flows between the La Puente and El Vado gages is

similar before and after SJC Project completion. At

these low recurrence intervals, available storage space

in El Vado was sufficient to prevent damaging flows

downstream.

At the higher recurrence intervals (e.g., 10-year or

25-year), attenuation of high flows between La Puente

and El Vado is much greater for the post-SJC period of

record. There may be two reasons for this. First, the

creation of a permanent conservation pool at Abiquiu

in 1981 made it possible to "pre-evacuate" El Vado

during years of high snowpack. Water stored in El

Vado was routed downstream to Abiquiu before the

snowmelt runoff. This created more storage space in El

Vado to capture damaging high flows. Second, in

1985, New Mexico fulfilled all of its debts under the

Rio Grande Compact, thus providing more flexibility

for capturing native water during snowmelt runoff.

The result is that, even though snowmelt runoff was at

record levels in the mid- 1 980' s (as evidenced by data

from the La Puente gage), water managers had much
greater flexibility for capturing and storing the excess

runoff.

The results of the low-flow frequency analysis are

presented in Figures D-17 through D-20. Figure D-17

depicts 7-day low flows for the period before the SJC

Project, and Figure D-18 depicts 7-day low flows for

the period after the Project. Thirty-day low flows for

before and after the SJC Project are presented in

Figures D-19 and D-20, respectively. The frequency

analysis shows the mitigating effect of the SJC Project

on extreme low-flow conditions. For the more extreme

conditions (higher recurrence intervals), low flows in

the study area are augmented more during the post-SJC

period than during the pre-SJC period. The greater

low-flow augmentation that occurred in the post-SJC

period may be attributed to at least three factors. First,

the 1972-1988 period included some of the wettest

years on record. Second, the addition ofapproximately

109,000 ac-ft of SJC water to the basin each year

provides a greater ability to mitigate extreme low

flows. Third, the creation of a permanent pool at

Abiquiu and the fulfillment of New Mexico's debt

under the Compact combined to provide managers

greater flexibility to store and release water during

periods of low flow.

Comparison of low flows at the El Vado and

Abiquiu gages in Figures D-17 through D-20 also

provides some indication of changes in flow through

the Wild and Scenic River reach. Assuming 7- and

30-day low flows typically occur when.major tributar-

ies in the study reach are dry, the increases in flow from

El Vado to Abiquiu are fairly consistent in all four

figures, especially for the more common flows (i.e.,

lower recurrence intervals). Increases in flow at the

1.25- and 2-year recurrence intervals generally are

between about 5 and 1 cfs. Thus, preliminary analysis

indicates that streamflow generally increases between

5 and 10 cfs at low-flow conditions due to ground-

water inflow through the study reach.

In summary, extensive regulation of streamflow in

the Wild and Scenic section of the Rio Chama results

in a hydrograph that is altered from the natural snow-

melt-driven hydrograph. Conservation storage associ-

ated with El Vado Reservoir and the SJC Project

captures snowmelt runoff for release during the irriga-

tion season or, when restricted by Rio Grande Compact

requirements, during the late fall and winter. Water

imported to the basin via the SJC Project has resulted

in higher winter flows and a snowmelt hydrograph

more like the natural hydrograph. The creation of a

conservation pool at Abiquiu and temporary waivers of

the no-carryover requirement for Heron have produced

additional flexibility for water managers, resulting in

more stable winter flows that benefit the brown trout

fishery between El Vado Dam and Abiquiu.

Extensive water management in the Rio Chama
system also allows a significant degree of control over

extreme hydrologic events. High flows can usually be

controlled to nondamaging flow rates, and extreme

low flows may be augmented from water held in

storage. However, the water management flexibility

afforded by the SJC Project and other storage facilities

in the basin is limited by many legal and institutional

constraints.
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Appendix E.

Rio Chama Surveyed Cross Sections

Rio Chama Channel Cross Section

Section #1 : River Mile 0.6

Below El Vado Dam

Depth Below Surve

(1)

(2)

(3)

y Datum (It)

Croaa Sactlonal

Profit*

(4)

(6)

(8)

Wator Surface at

Tlma of Survey

(7)

(8)
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^*-»"
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(14) - * ^x ^ A x^
(15) -
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)

S.pt.mb.r 1, 1881 Right Edg. of Water: 120 ft

Meaeured Dlecherge (Q) at Section: 246 eft L.fl Edg* of Welei: 30 ft
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Rio Chama Channel Cross Section

Section #2 : River Mile 3.6

Below Nutrias Confluence

Dvpth B*low Surv*y Datum (ft)
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)

S.pt.mb.r 1, 1980 Right Edg. of w.t.r 1 S3 ft

M*aaur*d Dlacharg* (Q) at S.ctlon 236 efa Left Edg* of Wator: 66 ft

Rio Chama Channel Cross Section
Section #3 : River Mile 8.1

IFIM Site
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)

S*pt*mb*r 12, 1991 Right Edg* of Watar: 23 ft

M*aaur*d Dlacharg* (O) at S*etlon: 1 68 cfa L.ft Edg. of W.t.r: 92 ft
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Rio Chama Channel Cross Section
Section #4: River Mile 14.3

Below Cebolla Confluence
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Rio Chama Channel Cross Section

Section #5 : River Mile 21.5
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)

S*pt*mb*r 3, 1990 Right Edg* of Wat*r: 1 37 It

M*aaur*d Dlaoharg* (Q) at S*ctlon: 272 cf* L*lt Edg* sf Water: 27 It
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Rio Chama Channel Cross Section
Section #6 : # River Mile 24.5

Island Rapid

Dopth Balow Surva y Datum (ft)
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)

Saptambar 3, 1880 Right Edga of Water: 128 ft

Maaaurad Dlacharga (Q) at 8actlon: 2 64 cfa Laft Edga of Watar: 24 ft

Rio Chama Channel Cross Section

Section #7 : River Mile 28

Riparian Site

Dapth Balow Survay Datum (ft)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Croaa Sactlonal
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(6)
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)
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July 18, 1880 Right Edga ol Watar: 170 ft

Maaaurad Dlaoharga (Q) at Sactlon: 84 cfa Laft Edga of Watar: 41 ft
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Rio Chama Channel Cross Section
Section #8 : River Mile 31

Abiqulu Gage

Dapth Balow Surva

(1)

<2>
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1 Datum (ft)

Croaa Sactlonal
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Horlzontel Distance from Survey Datum (ft)

S.pl.mbar 4, 1880 Right Edga ol Watar: 1 38 ft

Maaaurad Dlacharga (Q) at Section: 2 38 cfa L.lt Edga of Watar: 43 ft
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